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Dr. Joe’s 3 TIPS for Making Your Healthy Resolutions Stick for 2016!
By Dr. Joe Martin, PT, DPT, OCS

Did you come up short on the “eat better,
exercise more, and stress less” resolutions you set
last year? You CAN get it right for 2016. . . Here’s
how. . .
1.) Change Your Mindset:

&IVVMIW3EXW)KKW0IER1IEXW[MXLSYXERXMFMSXMGW
hormones, and nitrates, and Wild Caught Seafood
to name a few. You can’t just cut out the bad and
expect a bundle of energy and youth; you must
JIIH]SYVZIV]GSQTPI\LYQERFSH][MXLXLI
&)78RYXVMIRXWEZEMPEFPI%HH2);JSSHWTIV
[IIOERH]SY[MPPFIEQE^IHEXLS[]SYVFSH]
[MPPGLERKI1EOIERIJJSVXXSKIX%00SJXLIGSPSVW
of the rainbow; this is a good way to ensure a
ZEVMIX]SJZMXEQMRWERHQMRIVEPW

7834XLMROMRKXLEXXLI½VWXXMQI]SYJEPPSJJ-8´7
3:)6=SY*%-0)(+SMRXSYRHIVWXERHMRK
that falling off is NOT failure . . . it is human nature
ERHMXMWKSMRKXSLETTIR0IEVRXSVIGSKRM^I[LIR
]SYEVI±JEPPMRKSJJ ²ERHMQQIHMEXIP]VIGSKRM^I
3.) Seek Professional Advisement for
it, accept it, and pick a “fresh start” day (2-3 days
Exercise:
E[E] ERH78-'/83-8)ZIV]XMQI]SYEGGSQTPMWL
XLMW]SYVGSR½HIRGIMR]SYVWIPJ[MPPMQTVSZIERH
Why do most people fail at their exercise
your program will last much longer throughout
programs?
your year.
 8LI]EVIOMPPMRKXLIQWIPZIWERHRSXWIIMRK
2.) Change Your Eating Strategy:
results.
-RWXIEHSJJSGYWMRKSRIZIV]XLMRKXLEX]SYQYWX
drastically eliminate from your diet, put some
IJJSVXXS[EVHW%((-2+E[MHIZEVMIX]SJRI[
and powerful nutrients. One of the reasons that
diets don’t work is because humans DO NOT
want to be restricted and diet = restriction to you
ERHQER]SXLIVTISTPI0SSOEXJSSHEWJYIPERH
XLIQSVIKSSHJYIP]SYGERKMZI]SYVFSH]XLI
]SYRKIVERHQSVIZMFVERX]SY[MPPFI=SYVFSH]
HSIWR´XRIIHXSFIWXEVZIHMXRIIHWXSFIJIH[IPP
ERHTEQTIVIH7S]IWEWMKRM½GERXVIHYGXMSRSJ
the poisons (processed foods, hydrogenated oils,
I\GIWWWSHMYQWYKEV¾SYVJEWXJSSHERHEPGSLSP 
MWWXMPPRIGIWWEV]6ITPEGIIZIV]XLMRK]SYGYX[MXL
E:%6-)8=SJI\XVIQIP]RYXVMXMSYWJSSHW+SJSV
XLITS[IVJSSHWWYGLEW7TMREGL/EPI&VSGGSPM
7[MWW'LEVH'SPPEVH+VIIRW+VERR]7QMXL%TTPIW
*VIWL,IVFW7UYEWL&IIXW'EVVSXW'ERXEPSYTI

2.) They went too hard and too fast and suffered
an injury.
8LIVIMWWSQYGLQSVIXSIJJIGXMZII\IVGMWIXLER
jumping on a treadmill and a bunch of weight
QEGLMRIW8LIWIEVI±HIZMGIW²RSXXIGLRMUYIW=SY
NEED techniques and strategies that will transform
your body and your mind into fat burning furnaces.
Start 2016 with knowledge and empowerment
instead of the cheapest gym membership you can
½RH-J]SYGER´XEJJSVHEJYPPXMQITIVWSREPXVEMRIV
XLEX´W½RIFYXEXPIEWXMRZIWXMRWIWWMSRWWS
that you know exactly what to do for a 4-6 week
period. When you approach the 4-6 week mark get
another appointment and set the stage for the next
QSRXLW=SY[MPPLEZIQYGLQSVIHMVIGXMSRERH
]SY[MPPEGLMIZIXLIKSEPWXLEX]SYLEZIR´XFIIR
EFPIXSEGLMIZISR]SYVS[R

Dr. Joe Martin is a Board Certified Physical Therapist with 6 Function Better
Physical Therapy and Fitness centers throughout central New York and has
been a Personal Trainer since 1990. He can be reached at 315.525.6860
or joe1@functionbetter.com.
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Migrant Mother Reincarnated
by Joe Parzych
Before an important
program at school, or a night
out on a date, my sisters put
their hair up with aluminum
curlers and some sort of
hair setting solution. When
they ran out of wave setting
solution, they resorted to
curling irons heated in the
coals of our wood stove.
Not warm enough, the hair
would not curl; too hot, and
the odor of burning hair
½PPXLIEMVEGGSQTERMIHF]
shrieks and tears. The singed

hair soon fell out in clumps
accompanied by more tears.
A slower safer method,
than the curling iron route,
was pin-curls---curls wound
into a disk and secured with
a bobby pin. One day, the
girls came home in a high
state of excitement over a
new method of setting pincurls by using a longer lasting
home-made hair setting
solution of sugar and water.
They excitedly set their hair
and waited for their hair to

dry. The solution worked!
all too well. When they
tried to comb out the sugar
encrusted pin curls, their
hair was as stiff as starched
lace. It broke off in clumps.
They had to shampoo the
mess out of their hair and
try another way.
The invention of the Home
Perm was the answer to
their, and every woman’s,
dream. True; it stunk up the
house, and burned your
eyes, but the results were
good and the Permanent
was as permanent as could
be expected, reaping far
better results that were
longer lasting, if not exactly
permanent.
Years later, when I became
a management trainee for
Fuller Brush, the company
came out with a line of
cosmetics which included a
home permanent kit.

We are Your Fix-Up for the
Unexpected Winter Mix-Up
All Phases of Collision Repair
and Refinishing
FROM ACCIDENTS TO EXCELLENCE

Happy Holidays to All

Have a Safe & Happy New Years

When presenting the
company’s products to
customers, I slid over the
house cleaning chemicals
and cleaning bushes, to
unveil the line of cosmetics.
The women happily tried
lipsticks, powder, and all
manner of cosmetics, all
KYEVERXIIHXS½VQERH
IRLERGIXLIJEGIERH½KYVI
The branch manager had
a dim view of introducing
something so foreign to the
mundane line of cleaning
supplies. Some of the
older established salesmen
concurred. The manager was
astounded when I began to
rack up record sales.
At one rural settlement,
there was a house set back
from the village high up on
a mountaintop. It was a long
ways to drive over a narrow,
rutted road, so I inquired
about the little house from
folks living in the village,
below.
“Don’t even bother going
up there,” they all said. “She’s
got no money, her husband’s
a mean abusive logger when
he’s home, and she’s got a
passel of kids. Don’t waste
your time.”
The road was rutted and
barely passable. It took a
while bouncing over ruts
to make my way up to the
small house which was
more shanty than house. A
bedraggled young woman
stood in the doorway, hair
askew, and a hand to her
face, holding a child. She
had once been pretty, it
was plain to see. But with

two other dirty faced kids
clinging to her skirt, her
haggard appearance made
her look every bit like a
reincarnation of “Migrant
Mother” photographed by
Dorothea Lange during the
Great Depression.
Not wanting to embarrass
her any more than she
already was; when displaying
items, I put a home perm
kit in with some household
cleaning brushes and
supplies. She immediately
zeroed in on the home
perm kit. I wrote up the
order and gave her the
choice of a free gift-Cleaning or Cosmetic? She
chose Cosmetic. I gave her
a choice of lipstick, though
the free gift was supposed
to be a little sachet. I handed
a sachet to each of the kids,
much to their delight.
At the end of the week
when I delivered the home
perm kit, the harried young
woman counted out a pile
of crumpled dollar bills and
a small mountain of change
which she’d apparently
squirreled away. I wondered
how she was going to set
the back of her hair. I would
have volunteered to set it
for her, but I probably would
have put my life in jeopardy
if even a fraction of the
things I’d heard about her
abusive husband were true.
I went on to other work
and never went back to
see how she looked with
her hair groomed and with
make-up applied. But the
vision of her answering
the door with a passle of
kids hanging onto her like
nursing kittens hanging onto
a bedraggled mother cat,
never left my memory. I
hope and pray that her life
improved over what I saw in
those two visits. 
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A Room Full Of Light
by Terry Berkson
The winter of ‘59 was the
longest season of my life. I
had left Brooklyn and come
YTXS6MGL½IPH7TVMRKWXS
live with my Uncle William
and Aunt Ruta and attend
high school in the village.
7SQIQSVRMRKW-´HFI
walking to class and the
XLIVQSQIXIV[SYPHFI
HS[RXSFIPS[^IVS
&IGEYWIMX[EWF]XLISGIER
Brooklyn never suffered
such extreme temperatures.
-X[EWR´XXLEX-GSYPHR´XXEOI
XLIGSPHFYXXLIJVII^I[EW
WSMWSPEXMRK8LIVI[SYPHFI
no one on the street. As a
GMX]OMHIZIREXRMKLX[LIR
you walked out the door
WSQIXLMRK[EWFSYRHXSFI
KSMRKSRFIPS[XLIPMKLXSJ
the street lamps.

8LIVI[EWR´XIZIRE
television in the faded house
and my uncle was always
FYW]TSYRHMRKE[E]EXLMW
typewriter or on the piano.
The music he played was
serious and heavy and unlike
Q]HEHLIHMHR´XFSXLIV
XSTIVJIGXMXWI\IGYXMSR,I
approached music more like
LI[EWVIEHMRKEFSSO0IX´W
see what Rachmaninoff has
to say. After supper Aunt
Ruta would do the dishes
and then sit at the kitchen
XEFPITPE]MRKWSPMXEMVI-´HXV]
XSVIEHEFSSOFYXEP[E]W
JIPXXLIYVKIXSFISYXWMHI
doing something with other
TISTPI]SYRKTISTPI

and Ed Barron and a host of
other people whose names
-HMHR´XORS[EXXLIXMQI
danced or wailed like sweet
coyotes in the night.

&YXQSWXQIQSVEFPISJ
EPP[EWEHYIXHSRIF]ER
IEVRIWX)H0IWPMIERHE
FY\SQ]SYRKPEH]-HMHR´X
VIGSKRM^I7LI[EWWMXXMRK
on a high swing that was
suspended from top center
stage. They were singing
a love song in the spirit of
Jeanette McDonald and
2IPWSR)HHMIEWSRK[MXL
[SVHWPMOI±;LIR-´QGEPPMRK
]SYSSSSSSSSS²)H
pushed the swing higher
ERHLMKLIVEWXLIKMVP´WZSMGI
rose in pitch and the swing
3RIRMKLX-JSYRHQ]WIPJ
soared towards the ceiling.
headed for the school
8LIQYWMGKVI[PSYHIV8LIR
where some kind of a show
2S[-[EWYRHIVXLI
EPPEXSRGIXLI]SYRKPEH]´W
was going on. I had asked
VIWTSRWMFMPMX]SJ9RGPI
legs went straight up as she
my uncle if I could go and
WUYIEPIH=SYGSYPHWIILIV
LIWEMH±2S²7SEJXIVE
William who was already in
[LMPI-[IRXYTXSQ]VSSQ undies that sported a sign
his early seventies and felt
that was plastered across
threw some shoes on the
he had to keep a tight rein
SRQI-[EWR´XEPPS[IHSYX ¾SSVWSMXWSYRHIHPMOI-[EW XLIFSXXSQXSYXMRKSYVPSGEP
69&=´7()4%681)28
KSMRKXSFIHERHGPMQFIH
on weeknights and if there
7836)8LIGVS[H[IRX
out the window.
was a dance or a party I
[MPH[MXLPEYKLXIV[LMWXPMRK
LEHXSFILSQIF]XIR-R
%XXLIWGLSSPXLIPSFF]
and catcalls.
&VSSOP]RYRHIVQ]JEXLIV´W
was almost empty and
WYTIVZMWMSRXLIVI[IVIRS
The sweetie on the
the doors to the gym that
curfews and no restrictions.
W[MRKXYVRIHSYXXSFI
-R6MGL½IPHSRXSTSJFIMRK HSYFPIHEWEXLIEXIV[IVI
&IVX7IILSP^IVEKY][LS
already closed. I could hear
GSR½RIHWRS[][IIOW
[SVOIHJSV7YFYVFER
[SYPHKSF][MXLSYXXLIWYR music as I dug deep into my
cold pockets for the price of Propane. It was the high
WLMRMRK-XHMHR´XXEOIPSRK
point of the show and I
admission. When I entered
for the ache of loneliness to
was totally immersed in
the
auditorium
I
was
hit
KIXXSQIERHWSQIXMQIW-´H
XLIFYVPIWUYIEXQSWTLIVI
F]XLIFVMKLXPMKLXSRXLI
½RH[E]WXSKIXSYXSJXLI
There were more musical
stage. Comedic music was
house to visit a friend even
RYQFIVWERHJYRR]WOMXWFYX
HVS[RIHSYXF]PEYKLXIVEW
MJ-LEHXSGPMQFSYXSJQ]
soon the lights died and the
telephone lineman Bill West
WIGSRH¾SSV[MRHS[
show was over.
chased a screaming damsel
into the wings. I found a
There was a large oil
-VIQIQFIVLIEHMRKLSQI
WIEXLMKLMRXLIFPIEGLIVW
painting hanging on the wall
EWXLIFMXXIV[MRH[LMTTIH
noting all the warmth and
MRQ]EYRX´WPMZMRKVSSQ
the snow around so that it
7LILEHFVSYKLXMX[MXLLIV energy that was in the
looked like white tops were
packed house. The music
when she came to America
WTMRRMRKHS[R1EMR7XVIIX-
changed to a slow romantic
from Poland in 1938. It
^MTTIHYTQ]PIEXLIVNEGOIX
melody and dashing Dave
QYWXLEZIFIIREKSSH
to hold on to the warmth
Gravelding escorted pretty
TEMRXMRKFIGEYWILIVJEXLIV
FVYRIXXI&EVFEVE7XVSRKSYX I had taken in. What luck
LEHFIIRENYHKIERHLEH
XSLEZIWXYQFPIHYTSR
onto the stage where they
a nice home and she made
FIKERXSHERGIERHWMRK8LI the show and the light
EKVIEXJYWWEFSYXMXWGEVI
that exuded from it. That
audience was enthralled.
[LIRHMWIQFEVOMRKJVSQ
atmosphere must have
XLIFSEXMR,SFSOIR2I[
;LIRXLIGSYTPI½RMWLIH
FIIRXLIVIJSVEPPXLI[IIOW
XLIMVRYQFIVERHJEHIH
Jersey—so my father told
or months of rehearsal. I
me. The painting was a night E[E]XLIQYWMGTMGOIHYT
thought of the painting in
and Bill West was again in
scene of herders out on
Q]EYRX6YXE´WPMZMRKVSSQ
XLI7XITTIWWMXXMRKEVSYRHE hot pursuit of the hysterical
-X[EWEWXLSYKL-LEHFIIR
FVMKLX½VIXVEHMRKWSRKWERH SFNIGXSJLMWHIWMVIWEWXLI
wandering out on the
stories. I used to sit in a chair audience rooted him on.
7XITTIWERH[EWEPPS[IHXS
and look into the scene for
Then Buster Whipple came WMXMRSRXLILIVHIVW´½VI
extended periods of time.
7SQIXMQIW-´HPSRKXSFIMR SYX[MXLLMWQSXLIV.ERIX
&EGOEXXLILSYWIQ]
ERHLMWFIEYXMJYP[MJI>EMHE
that circle of light around
LERHWQMKLXLEZIJIPXJVS^IR
who was wearing a pink
XLI½VI=SYGSYPHWIIXLI
as I gripped the metal leader
cold and the lonely darkness dress. They sang a haunting
PMRIXSWLMRR]FEGOYTXSQ]
VIRHMXMSRSJ4SVK]ERH&IWW´W
PYVOMRKFILMRHXLITVS½PIW
FIHVSSQ[MRHS[FYXXLI
7YQQIVXMQI

0EXIV

+ISVKI
of tethered horses in the
warmth of that show has
FEGOKVSYRH3JXIR-JIPXXLEX Ehrmann played the horn
FYVRIHMRQ]QIQSV]IZIV
XSLMWQSXLIV1EVKYIVMXI´W
-[EWMRXLEXFEGOKVSYRH
since. 
piano
accompaniment.
Peg
[MXLRS½VIXSWMXEVSYRH
6I]RSPHW)H/MXW)ZIP]R
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“Alley Oop” Springs Back to Life in Rome
by Pat Malin

%GGSVHMRKXSVITSVXWJVSQXLIFEWI´W
HIJYRGXMRLSYWIRI[WTETIV1SLE[O*P]IV
ERHXLI6SQI7IRXMRIP%PPI]3ST[EWFYMPX
EVSYRHF]%VQ]GSRXVEGXSVW[MXL
PIJXSZIVGSRGVIXIERHVIMRJSVGIHWXIIPFEVW
YWIHHYVMRKXLIGSRWXVYGXMSRSJXLI6SQI
%MV(ITSXXLIJSVIVYRRIVXS+VMJ½WW%MV
*SVGI&EWI

In World War II, airmen serving in the
97%MV*SVGITEMRXIHGIVXEMR½KYVIWWYGL
EWTMRYTW XLMROQSZMIWXEV&IXX]+VEFPI 
Q]XLSPSKMGEP[EVVMSVWGEVXSSRGLEVEGXIVW
SVSFNIGXWPMOIPMKLXRMRKFSPXWSRXLI
TPERI´WRSWIMRXLIFIPMIJXLEXXLIWISFNIGXW
FIWXS[IHKSSHPYGOSRMXWSGGYTERXW
3RITSTYPEVWIVEGLEVEGXIV[EW
GEZIQER%PPI]3ST8LIGEVXSSRWXVMT
SVMKMREXIHMRERH[EWW]RHMGEXIH
MR%QIVMGERRI[WTETIVWMRXLIW
%GGSQTERMIHF]EWXSRI[EVLEQQIV in
LMWVMKLXLERHERHVMHMRKETIXHMRSWEYVSV
WEFIVXSSXLIHXMKIV3ST[EWENSPP][EVVMSV
EXFIWX
-RGEVXSSRMWX:8,EQPMR±MRZIRXIH²E
XMQIQEGLMRI[LMGLXVERWTSVXIH%PPI]3ST
MRXSXLIXLGIRXYV]8LITVILMWXSVMGLIVS
[EWEFPIXSXVEZIPFEGOERHJSVXLMRLMWXSV]
ERHXLYWFIGEQIMRZSPZIHMRGSRXIQTSVEV]
MWWYIW
%PPI]3ST[EWEJEZSVMXISJXLIQIQFIVW
SJXLIXL&SQFEVHQIRX7UYEHVSREX
XLIJSVQIV+VMJ½WW%MV*SVGI&EWIMR6SQI
[LIVILIEHSVRIHXLIRSWISJXLI&
FSQFIVW
-REXXLIIRHSJXLIGSPH[EV+%*&
[EWHIEGXMZEXIHERHMXWQMPMXEV]STIVEXMSRW
ERHTIVWSRRIP[IVIXVERWJIVVIHIPWI[LIVI
-RXLIPEWX]IEVWXLI+VMJ½WW&YWMRIWW
ERH8IGLRSPSK]4EVOLEWWTVYRKYT-XRS[
FSEWXWFYWMRIWWIWQER]SGGYT]MRKWXEXI
SJXLIEVXFYMPHMRKW
1IQSVMIWSJXLISTIVEXMSRWEX+%*&
LEZIQSWXP]JEHIHJVSQZMI[EPSRK[MXL
HIQSPMWLIHVIQRERXWSJEFERHSRIH
FYMPHMRKWLSYWMRKERHFEVVEGOWIZIRXLI
GLETIPERHJSVQIVLSWTMXEP%PPI]3STRSX
RSWIEVXFYXEJYPPFPS[RGSRGVIXIWXEXYI
WYVZMZIHXLSYKLMXVIQEMRIHLMHHIRJSV
decades.
0EWXWYQQIV%PPI]3ST[EWVIXVMIZIH
JVSQXLI[IIHWF]EPSGEPZIXIVER
2S[[MXLXLILIPTSJXLI+VMJ½WW0SGEP
Development Corporation, the World War
--VIPMGLEWFIIRKMZIRERI[PIEWISRPMJI

,ISVMKMREPP]WXSSHJIIXLMKL[MXLLMW
LIPQIXSRERH[IMKLIHEXSREGGSVHMRKXS
XLIRI[WTETIVWXSVMIWFYXEXWSQITSMRX
LIPSWXXLIPS[IVLEPJSJLMWPIKW7ER^SRI
IWXMQEXIHXLIWXEXYI´W[IMKLXEW

Ed Wancemuice of Rome. who worked at the former
Griffiss Air Force Base, stands alongside an old
friend, “Alley Oop,” who has been restored following
decades of neglect. The statue now occupies a
prominent place in the sculpture garden at the
Griffiss Business and Technology Park.

Alley Oop’s ferocious grin.
7IRXMRIP-XWLS[IH%PPI]3STWXERHMRKSRE
WQEPPTPEXJSVQ[MXLERMRWGVMTXMSRMR[LMXI
TEMRX±-X´W*MKLX=E;ERX,YL²

.YWXFIJSVI8LEROWKMZMRKXLIJSSXKIRXPI
KMERX[EWMRWXEPPIHSRERI[TPEXJSVQ,I
MWRS[MPPYQMREXIHEXRMKLXERHZIV]ZMWMFPI
XLSYKLLMWYRMUYI½KYVIMWKLSWXP]ERH
WXEVXPMRKXS½VWXXMQIZMWMXSVW

)ZIRFIJSVIXLIFEWI[EWGPSWIH3STLEH
WSQILS[JEPPIRSYXSJJEZSV,IIRHIHYT
MREFIHSJHMVXERH[IIHWF]XLIVEMPVSEH
XVEGOWERHXLISPHK]QMRE½IPHSJJ+IMKIV
6SEHNYWX[IWXSJ6XRSXJEVJVSQXLI
+0('KEVEKI3ZIVXLIIRWYMRKHIGEHIW
XLIGEVXSSR[EVVMSV[EWEPXIVREXIP]WTSXXIH
ERHJSVKSXXIRLMWFSH]TYQQIPIHF]XLI
LEVWL9TWXEXI2I[=SVO[IEXLIVXLEXMW
[LIRLI[EWR´XZERHEPM^IHF]XVIWTEWWIVW

7ER^SRIGVIHMXIH]IEVSPH)H
;ERGIQYMGISJ6SQI[MXLVIWGYMRKXLI
QEQQSXLJVSQSFWGYVMX]
±-ORI[XLILMWXSV]SJXLIFEWIERH
[ERXIHLMQFEGO[LIVILIGSYPHFIWIIR²
;ERGIQYMGIWEMH±-X[SYPHFIEWLEQIRSX
XSLEZILMQMRTYFPMG-X´WEGSQQIQSVEXMZI
TMIGI-X´WEPMROXSFEWILMWXSV]NYWXEWXLI
&FSQFIVMW²%RSVMKMREP&MWEPWSSR
HMWTPE]EX+VMJ½WW4EVOJEVXLIVRSVXLSR6X

;ERGIQYMGIEREXMZISJ%QWXIVHEQ2=
[SVOIHEWEREMVGVEJXQIGLERMGEX+%*&
JVSQERHVIGEPPIHWIIMRKXLI
WXEXYIEX+VMJ½WW,IEPWS[EWEQIGLERMG
JSV2SVXLVST+VYQQERYRXMPXLIFEWI[EW
GPSWIHMR

,IWXE]IHMR6SQIEJXIVLMWVIXMVIQIRXFYX
LIQMWWIHXLIQIGLERMGEP[SVO,IWXEVXIH
LERKMRKEVSYRHXLI+0('KEVEKIPIRHMRK
ERI\XVELERH[LIRIZIV7ER^SRI´WWXEJJ
RIIHIHVITEMV[SVOHSRISRIUYMTQIRX
*VERO7ER^SRIJEGMPMXMIWQEREKIVJSV+0(' +0('MWVIWTSRWMFPIJSVQEMRXIRERGISR
JEGMPMXMIWEXXLIFYWMRIWWTEVO[LMGLMWS[RIH
ERHXLVIISJLMWWXEJJIVWHSREXIHQSRXLW
F]3RIMHE'SYRX]
SJXLIMVXMQIXSVIWXSVMRKXLIWXEXYI%PPI]
3STLEWRS[FIIRIPIZEXIHXSETVSQMRIRX ;LIR;ERGIQYMGIERH7ER^SRIWXEVXIH
TPEGIMRXLI+VMJ½WW7GYPTXYVI4EVOEPSRKXLI GSPPEFSVEXMRKSR%PPI]3STXLI]HMH
LMOMRKXVEMPTEVEPPIPXS7XEXI6SYXI
VIWIEVGLEXXLI6SQI,MWXSVMGEP7SGMIX]

Alley Oop’s right hand originally held a Thompson
machine gun. GLDC officials hope to rebuild the gun
one day.
TSYRHWRS[
;LIRXLI6SQI%MV(ITSX[EWEGXMZI
%PPI]3STWXSSHKYEVHSRXLILMPP[LIVI
XLIJSVQIV7XVEXIKMG%MV'SQQERH[EW
LIEHUYEVXIVIHRS[SGGYTMIHF]XLI
)EWXIVR%MV(IJIRWI7IGXSVSR4IVMQIXIV
6SEH
&EGOMRXLIWLI[EWTEMRXIHMRER%MV
*SVGIHVIWWFPYIQMPMXEV]TSPMGIYRMJSVQ,I
EPWS[SVIEREQQYRMXMSRFIPXERHTSWWMFP]
ETEVEGLYXITEGO-RTPEGISJE[EVLEQQIV
LIGEVVMIHE8LSQTWSRQEGLMRIKYR8SHE]
SRP]XLIFYXXSJXLIKYRVIQEMRWMRXLI
WXEXYI´WLERH
%RYRHEXIHFPEGOERH[LMXI½PITLSXSSJ
EQMPMXEV]TSPMGISJ½GIV TSWWMFP]XEOIRMR
XLIW ZMWMXMRKXLILYPOETTIEVIHMRXLI

2I[WTETIVEVXMGPIWERHTLSXSWSJ%PPI]
3STJVSQXLIWERHIZIRMR
HMWGYWWIHEXXIQTXWXSVIWGYIXLIJSVPSVR
FILIQSXLFYXXLI]RIZIVGEQIXSJVYMXMSR
*EWXJSV[EVHXS[LIR;ERGIQYMGI
½REPP]KSXLMQFEGOSRLMWJIIX-XXSSOE
GVERIERHQSVIGSRGVIXITPYWXLIIJJSVXW
SJ+0('WXEJJIVW/EVP&EMVH)HHMI%VGYVM.V
ERH.SVHER7[EPKMRXSVMKLX%PPI]3ST8LI]
ZSPYRXIIVIHJSVXLIVIWXSVEXMSRTVSNIGXMR
XLIMVS[RXMQIEXRSGSWXXSXLIGSYRX]
±-XTVSFEFP][SYPHLEZIGSWXQMPPMSR²
WEMH7ER^SRIEWLIERH;ERGIQYMGIZMI[IH
XLIMVRI[GVIEXMSR8LIWXEXYIGERFIWX
FIWIIRF]TEVOMRKMRXLIPSXSR)PPW[SVXL
6SEHSJJXLIVSYRHEFSYXERH[EPOMRKYT
XLIXVEMPEPSRKWMHI6SYXI
2I\XWTVMRK%PPI]3ST[MPPKIXEJSVQEP
GSQMRKSYXTEVX]
±-XLMRO[I´VIKSMRKXSKMZILMQEVIHFIPX²
WEMH7ER^SRI±;I´VIKSMRKXSTVIXX]LMQ
YT²
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BOCES Consortium of
Continuing Education
by Al Dorantes

Tell me and I forget. Teach me and I remember.
Involve me and I learn. ~ Benjamin Franklin
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“

Resolutions are popular because everyone feels they could use
a little improvement.
~Marilu Henner

The BOCES Consortium
of Continuing Education
(BCCE), a partnership
between Madison-Oneida
BOCES and OneidaHerkimer-Madison
BOCES, is designed
to prepare adults for
success in the workplace.
The Consortium offers
more than 200 programs which provide education
and job training skills essential in today’s technologydriven economy. These programs include online and
classroom-based courses plus preparation for the high
school equivalency exam, (TASC™) or a local high
school diploma. BCCE offers classes to adults in 21
WGLSSPHMWXVMGXW&VSSO½IPH'EQHIR'EREWXSXE'PMRXSR
Hamilton, Holland Patent, Madison, Morrisville-Eaton,
New Hartford, New York Mills, Oneida, Oriskany, Remsen,
Rome, Sauquoit, Stockbridge Valley, Utica, Vernon-VeronaSherrill, Waterville, Westmoreland, and Whitesboro.
The BOCES Consortium of Continuing Education has
three components: vocational/avocational classes, business
and industry training, and literacy courses. The vocational
training involves preparing adults for the job market with
computer skills, health occupations and skilled trades
such as welding, plumbing, and electrical. The avocational
aspect includes many hobby courses like culinary arts,
cake decorating, quilting, and conversational language
classes in Italian, German, French, and Spanish. The
second aspect is business and industry training where
the BOCES Consortium is a local leader in providing
training to employees. The mission is to establish and
HIPMZIVEXSXEPTVSKVEQJSVVIXVEMRMRKNSFWTIGM½GXVEMRMRK
and pre-employment training to foster and promote
economic development in the Mohawk Valley. Custom
training programs are offered in a wide variety of topics
including Child Abuse Recognition, BLS CPR, Barrier
Precautions and Infection Control, Medical Coding – ICD10 Workshop, Computer Applications, Manufacturing
and Technical, Leadership and Diversity, OSHA - 10
LSYV'IVXM½GEXMSR,IEZ])UYMTQIRX3TIVEXMSR*SVOPMJX
Operator, Security Guard – Pre-assignment and On-theJob, CAD/CAM/CNC, Blueprint Reading and Solidworks,
Employee Communications Workshop, DASA, and
more. This training can take place in a facility or at one
of BCCE’s convenient locations. The third aspect of
the BCCE program is literacy training including health
PMXIVEG]½RERGMEPPMXIVEG][SVOTPEGIPMXIVEG]ERH)RKPMWL
as a Second Language (ESL). Every year thousands of
TISTPIFIRI½XJVSQXLIPMXIVEG]TVSKVEQWSJJIVIHF]
BCCE. Participants who complete literacy classes are able
to progress into post-secondary education, enter the
workforce, strengthen individual and family economics,
and even support their children’s education.
BCCE is continuously reaching out to residents of
the Mohawk Valley. Catalogs are mailed to 143,000
households in Madison & Oneida counties. The catalog
contains a complete listing of all classes with full course
descriptions and schedules. The programs at BCCE start
continuously and are not bound to traditional school
semesters.
With locations in Verona, New Hartford, Oneida,
Rome, Utica, and Clinton, there are several convenient
locations to continue one’s education with the BOCES
Consortium of Continuing Education. For more
information go to: www.moboces.org/adulted or call:
(315) 361-5800. 
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Saved by a Bag of Chickens
by Joe Parzych
;LIR-½VWXWXEVXIHSJJEWERI\GEZEXMRK
GSRXVEGXSV-[SVOIH[MXLEPERHWGETIVJVSQ
7LYXIWFYV]1%JSVRIEVP]E]IEVSTIVEXMRK
YRHIVENSMRXZIRXYVIEKVIIQIRX[MXLXLI
MHIESJNSMRMRKMRXSEJSVQEPTEVXRIVWLMTMJ
FSXLTEVXMIW[IVIEKVIIEFPI
-RXLIJEPP-LMVIHERSXLIVPEFSVIV,I[EW
XIVVMFPI8LIKY][EWEWWPS[EWEWPSXLSR
ZEPMYQ%RHWMRGI-´HLMVIHLMQMX[EWQ]NSF
XS½VILMQ*MVMRKWSQISRIMWR´XIEW]3RLMW
½VWXFYX½REPHE]LI[EWTYXXMRKMRLMWXMQI
[SVOMRK[MXLXLIPERHWGETIV[LMPI-½RMWLIH
WSQII\GEZEXMRKRI\XXSXLI7LYXIWFYV]
+IRIVEP7XSVI-TSRHIVIHSRLS[XS½VI
LMQ
%[SQERWXSTTIHF]ERHEWOIHMJ-´HHS
WSQII\GEZEXMRKJSVLIV7LIXSPHQISJLIV
MQTVIWWMZITPERWEPPVIUYMVMRKQ]WIVZMGIWJSV
ERI\XIRHIHTIVMSH&YX½VWXWLIRIIHIH
EXVIRGLHYK-WXEVXIH[SVOSRXLIXVIRGL
FIJSVIRSSR+SMRKFEGOXSXLIWXSVIJSV
PYRGLEPSGEP[EVRIHQIXLEX-´HRIZIVKIX
TEMH
±7LI´WEHIEHFIEXXLEX³YR²
;LIR-KSXFEGOXSXLI[SQER´WLSYWI
E¾SGOSJLIRWWGVEXGLIHMRHVMZI[E]-
ETTVSEGLIHXLI[SQER´WLSYWIXSEWO
EFSYXTE]QIRXJSVXLIXVIRGL%TEMVSJ
HIRMQSZIVEPPWWPEQQIHMRXLIHSSVLIPHMX
WLYX7LI]EROIHXLIHSSVSTIR-MRUYMVIH
EFSYXTE]QIRX
±-´QSR[IPJEVIERH-EMR´XKSXRSQSRI]²
WLIWEMH±-J]SY[ERX]SY´VI[IPGSQIXS

XLIQGLMGOIRWMJ]SYGERGEXGL³IQ8LI]
EMR´XRSKSSHER]LS[²WLIGEGOPIHWSYRHMRK
QYGLPMOIXLIGLMGOIRWWLISJJIVIHQI²
-PIJXJSVXLISXLIVNSF[MXLSYXGLEWMRK
XLIGLMGOIRW3RXLI[E]LSQI[MXLXLI
PEFSVIV[LS-RIIHIHXS½VI-WXSTTIHEX
XLI[SQIR´WLSYWI-X[EWHYWO'LMGOIRW
EVIRMKLXFPMRHERHXLI]´HKSRIXSVSSWX;I
IEWMP]GEYKLXEPPJSYVSJXLIQERHTYXXLIQ
MRXSFYVPETFEKWX[SXSEFEK
;LIR[IKSXXSXLIPEFSVIV´WLSYWI-
GSYPHR´XXLMROSJEKSSH[E]XS½VILMQ8LI
XLSYKLXSJWSJXIRMRKXLIFPS[F]SJJIVMRK
LMQEGSYTPIGLMGOIRWGEQIXSQMRH-X
[EWGPSWIXS8LEROWKMZMRKERH-½KYVIHX[S
GLMGOIRW[SYPHEHHYTXSSRIXYVOI]
±;L]HSR´X]SYXEOIEFEKSJGLMGOIRWJSV
8LEROWKMZMRK#²-WEMHWXEPPMRKJSVXMQI
±%MR´X]SYKSRRE´GPIER³IQ#²
±-LEHR´XGSYRXIHSRMX²
8LIQER[EWSYXVEKIH
±8LEX´WELIPPSZERSXI²LIGVMIHSYXMR
SYXVEKI±-UYMX²&YXLMWSYXVEKIHMHR´XOIIT
LMQJVSQXEOMRKEFEKSJGLMGOIRW[MXLLMQ
8LITEVXRIVWLMTMHIEWSYVIH[LIRQ]
TVSWTIGXMZITEVXRIVERH-FMHSJJENSF
VIQSZMRKXIPITLSRITSPIWSREPMRIXLEX
LEHFIIRGEFPIHERHFYVMIHEPPXLI[E]
JVSQ1SRXTIPMIVXS&YVPMRKXSR:X-RXLI
QSYRXEMRW[IGYXHS[RIZIV]SXLIVTSPI-
WYTTPMIHEXVYGOERHIUYMTQIRX,IWYTTPMIH
LMWWXIVPMRKGLEVEGXIV-X[EWMRXLIHIEHSJ

[MRXIVXLIXIQTIVEXYVITPYQQIXIH[MRH
LS[PIHSJJSJ0EOI'LEQTPEMRPEOIIJJIGX
WRS[JIPPIZIV]RMKLXERH[IRIEVP]JVS^IXS
HIEXL;IXVMIHXSLMVIYRIQTPS]IHREXMZI
:IVQSRXIVW[LSLYRKEVSYRHEKPS[MRKTSX
FIPPMIHWXSZIEXEPSGEPFYWMRIWWFYX[IKSX
PEYKLIHSJJ
;LIR[IGSQTPIXIHLEPJSJXLIXIPITLSRI
NSFQ]TVSWTIGXMZITEVXRIVTMGOIHYTXLI
GLIGOJSVGSQTPIXMRKXLEXTSVXMSRSJXLI
[SVO,IPIJXJSV*PSVMHE[MXLXLITVSGIIHW
SJXLIGLIGOPIEZMRKQIXS½RMWLXLIWIGSRH
LEPJSJXLITVSNIGXMRSVHIVJSVQIXSKIX
XLIWIGSRHLEPJSJXLIGSRXVEGXTE]QIRX

*SVXYREXIP]XLIHIZEWXEXMRKJVMKMH[IEXLIV
EFEXIH9TSRLMWVIXYVRLI[EWTY^^PIHXLEX
-HIGPMRIHXSIRXIVMRXSEJSVQEPTEVXRIVWLMT
[MXLLMQ
-FMHSJJWSQIPERHGPIEVMRKEX;IWXSZIV
%MV&EWIGPIEVIHXLIPERH[MXLEWQEPPGVI[
ERH[EWLMVIHXSI\GEZEXIJSVFYMPHMRK
JSYRHEXMSRWYWMRKXLISPHVMKTMGXYVIHMRXLI
WYFQMXXIH4SPEVSMHTLSXS-[SVOIHSRXLI
EMVFEWITVSNIGXJSVX[S]IEVWPIEZMRKXLINSF
[MXLEFVERHRI[I\GEZEXSV1]TVSWTIGXMZI
TEVXRIVQIER[LMPI[IRXFEROVYTX[LMPI-
TVSWTIVIH-X[EWEKVERHEHZIRXYVI
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The Root Farm
by Al Dorantes
The Root Farm is a
state-of-the-art equestrian
and agricultural complex
which will provide unique
opportunities for thousands
of individuals. Located at
2860 King Road in Sauquoit,
New York, the Root Farm
is an innovative complex
that combines therapeutic
horseback riding, agriculture,
and studio art to provide
FIRI½XWJSVTISTPISJEPP
ages and all abilities. The
Root Farm celebrated
XLIMVSJ½GMEP+VERH3TIRMRK
on Saturday, November 14,
2015. The new facility hosted
over 400 people as they
checked out the new facility,
met the horses, watched live
demos, and more.
The Root Farm and
Upstate Cerebral Palsy
have a shared vision and,
combined, over 80 years
experience providing care
to people of all ages and
abilities. Their collaboration
will provide services and
programs to many more
children and adults who
would otherwise not be
reached. Upstate Cerebral
Palsy and the Root Farm,
ERSRTVS½X G  
organization, have currently
developed an opportunity
on over 100 acres at
Camp Ronald McDonald in
Sauquoit, NY. This complex
includes an Equine Assisted
Therapy Center and
expanded vocational and
recreational programs.
)UYMRIXLIVET] EOE
equine-assisted therapy
)%8 MWEXVIEXQIRX
that includes equine
activities or an equine
environment to promote
physical, occupational, and
emotional growth. The
therapy is useful for people
[MXLEXXIRXMSRHI½GMX
hyperactivity disorder
%(,( ER\MIX]EYXMWQ
cerebral palsy, dementia,
depression, developmental
delay, Down’s syndrome,
traumatic brain injuries,
behavioral issues, abuse
issues, posttraumatic stress
HMWSVHIV 487( )UYMRI
therapy can even be
helpful for drug and alcohol

Adaptive and recreational
riding include lessons that
are designed to teach
the most important
fundamentals of horseback
riding. Students learn the
basics of how to turn a
horse, halt, walk, trot and
canter. Riders also learn
how to saddle seat, a form
SJ)RKPMWL6MHMRK3RGI
riders have the basics, they
are able to try different
styles, including both English
and Western.
Ribbon cutting at the Root Farm.
addiction, and other mental
health problems.
Mary Ellen Terpstra, Physical
Therapist at the Root Farm
said, “I manipulate equine
movement to ultimately
improve function in clients.”
,IVKSEPWEVIXSMQTVSZI
function using the horses as
a therapeutic tool.
The riding programs at the
Root Farm include; Vaulting,
Adaptive and Recreational
6MHMRKERH,MTTSXLIVET]
Vaulting is the art of
gymnastics on horseback. It
combines the two disciplines

in a unique way that is
fun and exciting for both
participants and onlookers.
8LIFIRI½XWERHGLEPPIRKIW
of the sport can be adapted
to the needs of all ages
and abilities. Adaptive
vaulting participants are
coached in compulsory
and freestyle movements
virtually identical to those
used at the highest levels
of competitive vaulting.
Recreational Therapist,
Jeremy Clark, is on staff as
the Root Farm’s vaulting
instructor.

,MTTSXLIVET]MWE
sensorimotor treatment
strategy that involves the
use of highly monitored
and controlled equine
movement to achieve
functional outcomes for
clients with sensorimotor
HI½GMXW;LMPI
,MTTSXLIVET]MWRSXE

new treatment strategy it
is a well established tool
that has been used by
specially trained physical,
occupational and speech/
language therapists as part
of an integrated plan of care
for decades.
Recreational Therapist,
Rodger Pape, is on staff
to provide English and
Western style horseback
riding instruction, and is
0IZIPGIVXM½IHXLVSYKL
XLI'IVXM½IH,SVWIQERWLMT
Association. Pape explained
XLEXEPPVMHIVWEVI½VWX
assessed and then the Root
Farm develops a program
including the proper horse.
Rodger Pape said, “We even
have horses with special
needs.”
The agricultural side of the
Root Farm has the property

bustling with activity. They
have over 120 chickens that
produce brown eggs that
are for sale to the general
community at the Utica
Farmer’s Market and at the
Root Farm. The Root Farm
also produces maple syrup.
Agency individuals have
been learning the entire
process of making maple
syrup, including preparing
the site, identifying sugar
maple trees, collecting wood
and ultimately tapping trees
to make the syrup.
Even bees are working
hard at the Root Farm.
Multiple hives are making
honey for the Root Farm.
There is a pumpkin patch at
the Root Farm, maintained
by agency individuals.
8LI,SVXMGYPXYVI'IRXIV

cont. page 35
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Story
As I walked up to Wendy’
endy s
showroom, Exclusively Your
o s
Wedding
e
Warehouse , giant
Christmas ornaments were
outside being guided fo
or
an upcoming holidaay par ty
ty.
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Ex
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c
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ely
y Yo
ourrs Wedding
e
War
a ehouse
by Al Dorra
antes

The giant gold ornaments
were
er waiting to embe
holiday celebratio
holida
said,
id “W
Wee’
gold,
go
doo
door

man
da

to see
se and feeel their ideas
a Wendy
as
end brings them to
l fe. Shimmer
lif
m
y gold,, spar kly
glitter
itterr sequins,
eq
, and satin are
all ingredients
ngred
in Wendy’
e
s
ecipe
cipe of ex
ci
exquisiteness.

our interview to ask her some
A potential client called
a Wend
e dy during
du
questions for
o her upccooming fall
a weeddingg. Caall her to set up your appointment to see the brrand
a new sho
s wroom in Uticcaa! If you caan dream
it Weenddy can
a makke it happen... Wend
e dy, KNOW
WS!
S
The new location also
h plenty
has
l t off space fo
or allll
the items Wendy
e
uses as
embellishments at events;
vases,, pillar s,, baubles,, tables,
chair s,, and more.
Wendy
e
said,, “Ever y
weekend I make dreams
happen.” She makes visions
a realityyy. She explained
that Pinterest has helped
the event planning and

decorating business because
brides come in with ideas.
Wendy
e
said, “I make them
“W
Wendy
e y.” Weendy’s style is
JYRJEFYPSYWERH½IVGI
Wendy
e
explained that
she has a great deal of
experience in event planning
as well as designing event
decorrr.. She has been
decorating and planning
events fo
or over 17 year s.
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Exclusively Yours Wedding Warehouse...
It all started with her
sister’s wedding. Wendy
came in and made the
day spectacular. Wendy
said, “I have always loved
decorating.” Whether it
is galas, fund raisers, grand
openings, parties, or other
events call Wendy for an
instant injection of elegance.
Wendy’s way is as if Wendy
is throwing the party.

Throughout the interview
Wendy used the phrase,
“Wendy knows.” As we
talked and chatted about
decorating it became
evident that Wendy does
in fact, “know.” She knows
how to take even the most
elegant party or event to
the next level.
Draping a ceiling with
fabric will give any room

a dramatic and romantic
look. Add lights, balloons
SV¾S[IVWERH;IRH][MPP
create a custom design
that can change even the
most ordinary room into
the venue of your dreams.
Wendy’s drapery designs
turn plain rooms into the
space of your dreams.
Wendy also uses pipe and
drapery to divide a room
or to make a large space
appropriate for the size of
your gathering.
2SXWEXMW½IH[MXLVIKYPEV
banquet chairs Wendy has
made sure that Exclusively
Yours is stocked with
enough Chiarari Chairs
to accommodate your
event. The Chiarari Chair
or Chiavarina as it is also

known was created in
1807 by a cabinetmaker
from Chiavari on the
northwestern Italian
coast. The chair’s inventor,
Giuseppe Gaetano Descalzi,
reworked some chairs in
the French Empire style,
simplifying the decorative
elements and lightening
the structural elements.
The chair is designed with
each component made
JSVXLIWTIGM½GWXVIWWIWMX
will carry. The seats were
traditionally made from
purple willow which was
connected directly to the
frame using an ingenious
slot system. Chiavari chairs
are used in the White
House State Dining Room.
Exclusively Yours’ Chiavari
chairs are available in silver
SVKSPH½RMWLERH[MPPEHH
sophistication to your event.
Besides Chiavari chairs and
drapery, Exclusively Yours
is your source for event
rentals including exclusive
linens, chair covers, columns,
urns, centerpieces, tea party
sets, furniture, balloon arch’s,
arbors, Huppa, and much
more. Wendy has everything
your event needs to be
more than a memory for
your guests.

Wendy’s ALL NEW showroom in Utica is available by appointment. Full
of Wendy’s creations... baubles, candle holders, fabric, and so much
more. You will leave with your head spinning with ideas and a wedding
event planner ready to make your day spectacular!
For more information
call: (315) 794-9747 or
follow Wendy on Facebook:
Exclusively Yours by Wendy/

Wedding Warehouse by EY

Anybody can throw a party
or host an event but only
Wendy can do it “Wendy’s
way”; fun, fabulous, and
½IVGI

No matter what your venue, Wendy will put a unique spin on your
decorations making it your very own. From glitz and glamor to rustic
and romantic and anything in between. Exclusively Yours Wedding
Warehouse is the right decision to make. From just the chairs to the
whole kit & caboodle, this is the event planner for you! Call Wendy for
your appointment today.
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Wedding rings are symbolic gestures of commitment

Exchanging rings is an important wedding day tradition for many couples.
Couples adhere to many traditions on
their wedding days, including the exchange
of wedding rings. Wedding rings symbolize
the union of two people and their pledge to
remain faithful to each other.
No one is exactly sure just when the
tradition of exchanging wedding rings
originated, but some say it can be traced
back to ancient Egypt, when the oldest
recorded exchange of wedding rings was

made. Reeds growing along the Nile were
twisted and braided into rings and given
during betrothal ceremonies. The round ring
symbolized eternity, and the hole within the
center meant a gateway to things unknown.
Since reeds were not very durable, soon
ivory, leather and bone were used to create
wedding rings.
As new lands were explored and territories expanded, traditions from one culture

[IVIEHSTXIHERHQSHM½IHF]SXLIVGYPtures. The same is true with wedding rings.
According to the Diamond Source, wedding
rings were adopted by Romans and incorporated into Western wedding ceremonies.
Romans’ rings were highly decorated, and
some historians believe wedding rings were
given to represent ownership over brides
instead of symbolizing love. These rings were
made of iron and called “Anulus Pronubus,”
or “betrothal ring.”
6MRKWLEZIFIIRWMQTPM½IHWMRGIXLSWI
days and ultimately made of many materials.
Throughout history, wedding rings were
[SVRSRZEVMSYW½RKIVWERHIZIRFSXL
hands, whereas many married people in
Western cultures now wear their wedding
rings on the left hand and on the fourth
½RKIV6SQERWSRGIFIPMIZIHXLEXXLMW½RKIV
contained a vein, called the “Vena Amoris,”
that ran directly to the heart. Though that is
not true, the tradition has prevailed.
Other legends say that, when blessing a
Christian marriage, priests would bind the
marriage by saying, “In the name of the
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit,” simultaneously touching the ring to the recipient’s
XLYQFMRHI\½RKIVERHQMHHPI½RKIVFIJSVI

WPMTTMRKMXSRXLIJSYVXL½RKIV[LMPIWE]MRK
“Amen.”
Another theory on ring placement is that
[IHHMRKVMRKWEVI[SVRSRXLIVMRK½RKIV
FIGEYWIXLEX½RKIVMWR´XYWIHEWQYGLEW
the rest of the hand, ensuring delicate ring
materials won’t be damaged.
Ross Simmons Jewelry states that gold
is still the most popular metal choice for
wedding rings, but couples are opting for
some other metals that are more durable.
Platinum is popular not only because it is
long-wearing, but it also tends to be the
most expensive. It’s also a dense metal and
can feel heavy in hand. Tungsten carbide
is another durable metal that has grown
in popularity in recent years. These rings
cannot be cut and resoldered, which means
it’s important to size the rings correctly
XLI½VWXXMQI8MXERMYQMWFSXLPMKLX[IMKLX
and durable, and it’s popular because it is
hypo-allergenic, making it practical for those
with allergies to other metals.
Wedding rings continue to serve as symbols of a couple’s vows and union. Much like
the marriage itself, they are designed to last
the test of time. 
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Grooms: Look your wedding day best
-you will be photographed more than any other time in your life... be lens ready
As a result, grooms must be just as diligent
as their blushing brides with regard to
grooming and appearance on their wedding
days. To look picture-perfect, grooms may
want to include these grooming tips in their
wedding day preparation.

Hair
Schedule a haircut with a professional
stylist roughly a week before the wedding to
get your hair shaped and trimmed. Although
trendy hairstyles may show off creativity,
keep in mind that photos last forever, and
it’s often better to stick with a classic cut. A
barber or stylist may suggest styles that best
suit your face shape and hair texture. Above
all, the haircut should be neat. Resist the
urge to wash your hair every day before the
wedding. Allow some natural oils to build up
and make your hair shine in a healthy way.

Shaving
Weddings are a chance for couples tying
the knot to be the center of attention. All
eyes will be glued to the bride and groom
on this special day, which makes it even
more important for couples to look their
collective best.
Brides might garner most of the attention
on a couple’s wedding day, but dashing
grooms also will get their share of attention.

Shaving is another thing grooms must
consider. If you have a beard, make sure it
is clean, combed and trimmed. Men who
WLEZIXLIHE]SJXLIMV[IHHMRKWQE]½RH
their skin is sensitive and irritated, which can
lead to redness. Unless your facial hair grows
especially fast, shave the evening before. This
is a good time to splurge on a professional
shave with a straight razor at a barber shop.
A hot shave from a professional will produce a close shave with the least amount of

irritation when done correctly.

Hands
Grooms also may want to book a manicure. Keep in mind that salons will do men’s
nonpolish manicures and pedicures, and
they can be well worth the investment.
Photos of entwined hands or close-ups of
the ring exchange will have guests zeroing in
SR]SYV½RKIVW,EZILERHWPSSOXLIMVFIWX
[MXLGPIERWLETIH½RKIVREMPWERHXVMQQIH
cuticles.

Skin
Get plenty of sleep the night prior to the
wedding. Being well rested will help reduce
puffy eyes, dark circles and sallow skin. It will
also put you in a more positive mood, which
can help you enjoy the day even more.
The day of the wedding, shower using water and a mild soap. Avoid any skin irritation
by patting your face and body dry, rather
than rubbing it with the towel. Moisturize
your skin to avoid dry patches. Stores sell
many moisturizers geared toward men’s
needs, often in unscented or more masculine fragrances.
Reducing shine is key for wedding day photos. Rely on face and hair products that will
not add unnecessary sheen to your skin or
hair to avoid making you look greasy. Matte
hair waxes and sprays will tame tresses. Also,

EWO]SYV½ERGqXSTMGO]SYYTETEGOEKISJ
blotting tissues if you are prone to oily skin.
These absorbent, typically rice-paper sheets
will remove oil from your face and keep
sheen to a minimum.

Smile
Make sure your teeth have been thoroughly brushed and that you have used a minty
QSYXL[EWLWS]SY´VITVMQIHJSVXLEX½VWX
kiss. Many grooms also opt for whitening
treatments prior to the wedding so they
have a dazzling smile.
On their wedding days, grooms will likely
be photographed more than any other time
in their lives. That means putting extra effort
into personal grooming to look their best. 

“

Happy is the man
  G
friend, and far
happier is he who
  G
friend in his wife.
~Franz Schubert
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What to expect at a religious wedding ceremony
across the groups.
Conservative and Orthodox Jews may not hold
weddings on the Sabbath or
other holidays. Couples will
sign the Ketuba, which is a
QEVVMEKIHSGYQIRXEJ½VQing their connection to each
other and to God.

Wedding ceremonies commonly include scripture readings, vows, rituals, and other religious traditions
specified by the faith.
Weddings can be as unique
and varied as the couples
tying the knot. Quite often
couples like to include certain twists on the ceremony
and celebration to personalize their big days. But
just as there are surprises
at weddings, there also are
many traditions that will be
adhered to during ceremo-

nies.
Couples who opt for
religious wedding ceremonies often adhere to certain
rules and traditions fostered
by their faiths. Guests who
may be unfamiliar with traditions outside of their own
beliefs may not know what
to expect during certain
ceremonies.

Jewish celebrations
The world’s Jewish population is divided among many
distinctive denominations
ERHJYVXLIVGPEWWM½GEXMSRW
Although there may be subtle differences in wedding
ceremonies between the
sects, Jewish wedding traditions tend to be consistent

The ceremony starts with
KVERHTEVIRXWWIEXIH½VWX
followed by a procession
of the rabbi, cantor and
groomsmen. The groom
and bride will be escorted by their parents. The
wedding party will gather
beneath the chuppah, which
MWEGERST]XLEXWMKRM½IWE
house and represents the
couple’s future together. A
solid gold ring is given only
to the bride according to
Jewish law, although more
liberal rabbis may allow a
ring for the groom as a gift.
The bridegroom smashes
a wineglass with his foot
after the vows have been
exchanged.
Christian celebrations
Christian celebrations are
similar among the vari-

ous denominations. Such
ceremonies typically involve
a processional, though the
groom is typically not included, instead standing at the
altar. Christians typically hear
various scripture readings,
ERHXLISJ½GMERX[MPPI\TPEMR
XLIWMKRM½GERGISJQEVVMEKI
in this faith. Many Catholic
weddings feature a full Mass
during wedding ceremonies,
and this Mass includes the
transubstantiation of the
Holy Eucharist.
After vows and rings are
exchanged, the couple kisses
and is pronounced husband
and wife in the eyes of God.
The bride and groom will go
on to sign the marriage document with two witnesses
on hand.
Hindu celebrations
A Hindu wedding celebration is an elaborate affair
that includes extended family and community members.
The wedding ceremony is
called vivaah sanskar and can
be a very colorful celebration that lasts for days. The
couple and guests will be
wearing traditional dress.

The bride usually wears
body art produced with
a mixture of henna and
turmeric.
Hindu rituals may vary
widely, but some key things
are shared. According to the
“Encyclopedia of Hinduism,” many will include the
Kanyadaan, or giving away of
the daughter by her father;
Panigrahana, or holding one’s
LERHWF]E½VIXSWMKRMJ]XLI
union; and Saptapadi, which
is taking seven steps and
making seven promises to
IEGLSXLIVFIJSVIXLI½VI
The couple may have their
clothing tied together during
the seven promises ritual to
represent their lifelong bond.
Wedding ceremonies may
vary depending on culture
and religion, but they all
share the joy of two people
pledging their love and devotion to each other. 

A successful
marriage requires
falling in love many
times, always with
the same person.
~Mignon McLaughlin
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Wedding good luck charms

Spiders, doves and sugar cubes all can be symbols of
good luck on couples’ wedding days.
Perhaps due to superstition or tradition,
many couples employ some wedding day
strategies to increase their good luck. The
following are some of the symbols that
couples may want to keep an eye out for on
the day they walk down the aisle.
• It’s good luck for the bride to see a dove
on the way to the wedding because doves
symbolize peace and prosperity. Because
doves mate for life, this symbol is doubly
FIRI½GMEPSREGSYTPI´W[IHHMRKHE]EWMX
can be a harbinger of a long, happy marriage
and home.
• Some brides believe sugar cubes tucked
into their wedding gloves leads to a sweet
union.
• Hindu tradition states that rain on a
wedding day is good luck. Rain is believed to

be a symbol of fortune and abundance, especially after times of drought. What’s more,
rain can foretell a strong marriage. That’s
FIGEYWIE[IXORSXMWQSVIHMJ½GYPXXSYRXMI
• Ancient Romans were so concerned with
ensuring good luck that they actually studied
pig entrails to determine the luckiest time
to marry. If they consulted with the English, they might determine that a wedding
shouldn’t take place on a Saturday, which is
unlucky. English tradition states Wednesday is
the best day to get married.
• In Holland, well-wishers would plant pine
trees outside of newlyweds’ homes as a
symbol of fertility and luck.
• Grooms may want to give a coin to the
½VWXTIVWSRXLI]WIISRXLI[E]XSXLIMV
weddings. This is another symbol of good
luck.
• Some couples plan to marry during a full
moon, because that can symbolize good luck
and good fortune.
• On a couple’s wedding day, tears from a
bride or a child during the ceremony is considered lucky. English folklore suggests that
brides who discover spiders in their gowns
are in for some good luck.
8LI'LMRIWIFIPMIZIXLEXPMKLXMRK½VI[SVOW
at their wedding ceremonies chases away
evil spirits. A red umbrella also might be held
over a Chinese bride to keep bad spirits at
bay.
• Many grooms do not see their brides in
their wedding gowns before their wedding
ceremonies, feeling it is bad luck if they do.
Many brides also do not wear their comTPIXI[IHHMRKSYX½XWTVMSVXSXLIMVFMKHE]

Wedding veils complete bridal look

The perfect dress is on the
wish list of many a bride-tobe, but no bridal ensemble
is truly complete until the
bride chooses her veil.
Veils have been worn by
brides at their weddings for
centuries. Veils can be traced
back to the Middle East,
where veils helped protect
against the weather while
also preserving the modesty of the bride. In Ancient
Greece and Ancient Rome,
veils were used as protection against evil spirits.
According to popular wedding website The Knot.com,
until Vatican II, all Catholic
women were required to
have their heads covered in
church, including during their
wedding ceremonies. Veils

were worn for this purpose,
but they also symbolized
trust in the groom and his
love and companionship.
Some Christians also see
the veil as a visual representation of submission to the
Church and to God. Others
think of the veil as another
beautiful accompaniment to
their bridal gown, without
attaching any additional
meaning to the veil itself.
Veils come in various
lengths and can complement
the style of a wedding gown.
They also tend to add glamour to brides’ looks. Here
are the types of veils from
shortest to longest.
• Blusher: Blushers cover
the face, though some extend only to mid-cheek on

the bride.
• Flyaway: Flyaways cover
just the back of the head.
Shorter veils may work
better on petite women.
• Shoulder: Shoulder
veils are about 20 inches
in length and will hit at the
bride’s shoulders or just
below.
• Waist: Waist-length veils
cascade down to the middle
of the bride’s waist.
• Fingertip: These veils extend down 38 to 42 inches,
brushing against the bride’s
½RKIVXMTW
• Waltz/Knee: For a dramatic look, many brides may
opt for waltz-length veils,
which fall to the back of the
knees.
• Chapel/Floor: Veils that
I\XIRHXSXLI¾SSVQE]FI
referred to as “chapel” or
±¾SSVPIRKXL²ZIMPW7YGLZIMPW
cascade slightly behind the
bride.
Veils can complete brides’
wedding day looks. Shorter
veils may be comfortable
to wear throughout the day
and evening, but brides may
want to consider detachable
veils if they are selecting
lengthier options. 
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FINANCIAL FOCUS
-Conversation about Finances is Important for Newlyweds
When you’re getting
married, you no doubt have
many exciting details to
discuss with your spouseto-be. But after you get
back from the honeymoon,
you’ll want to have another
discussion — about your
½RERGIW-XQMKLXRSXWSYRH
glamorous, but couples
who quickly “get on the
same page” regarding their
½RERGMEPWMXYEXMSREVIEGXYEPP]
taking a step that can help
them immensely as they
build their lives together.
As you start talking about
]SYV½RERGIWFIWYVIXS
cover these areas:
• Separate or joint
checking/savings
accounts —
Some couples create
joint checking and savings
accounts, others keep
everything separate and still
SXLIVW½RHEQMHHPIKVSYRH
— joint accounts along with
smaller, separate accounts.
There’s really no one
“right” way for everyone,
but whichever method you
choose, make sure you’re

both aware of where your
money is, how it can be
accessed, and by whom.
• Debts —
Both you and your spouse
may be bringing in debts,
such as student loans or
credit cards, to the marriage.
You don’t necessarily have
to do everything possible
to get rid of these debts
immediately, but you should
set up reasonable payment
plans that will allow you to
lower your overall debt load
so you can free up money
to invest for the future.
• Spending & savingNewlyweds are often
surprised to discover how
different they are from
each other in the area of
spending versus saving.
You don’t have to try to
radically change each other,
but you both need to be
aware that your spending
and saving decisions now
have greater consequences
than when you were both
WMRKPI8SMPPYWXVEXI-JSRISJ
you is more of a spender

and is used to running up
big credit card bills, these
actions can clearly affect
both of you. To avoid
problems of this type, you
will need to communicate
clearly with each other
• Goals —
-X´WMQTSVXERXJSVQEVVMIH
couples to clearly establish
XLIMV½RERGMEPKSEPW(S]SY
want to purchase a house?
-JWS[LIR#-J]SY´VIKSMRK
to have children, will you
want to help them pay for
college? When do each of
you want to retire? And
what sort of retirement
lifestyle do you have in
mind? By answering these
and other key questions,
you’ll be formulating a set
of goals. And from there,
you can devise a strategy for
attaining these goals.
• Investment stylesBoth you and your spouse
will unquestionably need
to invest if you are going to
achieve your goals, such as
a comfortable retirement.
However, each of you may

have a different investment
style — for example, one of
you might be an aggressive
investor, willing to take more
risk for the possibility of
greater returns, while the
other is more conservative,
ready to accept lower
returns in exchange for
greater preservation of
principal. To pursue your
strategy for reaching your
objectives, each of you
may have to compromise
somewhat on your
“investment personality.”
To achieve this balance, you
may need to consult with a
½RERGMEPEHZMWSV
Finances are an important
part of any marriage. By
communicating regularly and
working together, you and
your spouse can build a solid
½RERGMEPJSYRHEXMSRJSV]SYV
lives together.
This article was written by
Edward Jones for use by your
local Edward Jones Financial
Advisor.
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Michael’s Fine Food & Spirits

Watching Chef Michael in action. You won’t find packages for your wedding at Michael’s, rather a unique
menu designed exclusively for you, creating your unforgettable special occasion.
1MGLEIP´WHMH[IHHMRKWMR%X
by Al Dorantes
PSGEXMSRWGPSWIXSLSQIEPPXLI[E]XSGEQT
At the intersection of Routes 12 and 20
7EKEQSVI1MGLEIPERHLMWGVI[XVEZIPIHEPP
(7672 State Route 20, Waterville, New York)
SZIV'IRXVEP2I[=SVO8LI]EVIEFPIXS
]SY[MPP½RH1MGLEIP´W*MRI*SSHERH7TMVMXW
accommodate all different budgets offering
-RWMHIXLIFYMPHMRKFYMPXMR]SY[MPP½RH
food, bar service, linens, silverware, and
ERIGPIGXMGEXQSWTLIVIERH½RIHMRMRK
QSVI-XMWSRIWXSTWLSTTMRKJSV]SYV
1MGLEIP´WSJJIVWEJVIWLERHYRMUYIQIRY
WTIGMEPHE]
(MRIMR[EVQGSRXIQTSVEV]8YWGERGLEVQ
1MGLEIPWEMH±-WXEVXVIPEXMSRWLMTW[MXL
7IVZMRKSRP]XLIJVIWLIWXWIEJSSHTVMQI
FVMHIWE]IEVELIEHSJXMQI-TVEGXMGEPP]
FIIJGLSTWZIEPGLMGOIRTEWXE'LIJ1MGLEIP
FIGSQITEVXSJXLIJEQMP]-´ZIQEHIEPSX
Larelle takes great care and attention
SJKSSHJVMIRHWXLVSYKLXLITVSGIWW-X´W
XSTVIWIRXKVIEXHMWLIWXSLMWHMRIVW-R
VI[EVHMRK²
EHHMXMSRXSXLI½RIHMRMRKMRXLIVIWXEYVERX
1MGLEIP´WHSIWRSXLEZIEWIPIGXMSRTVI
XLI]EPWSSJJIVE[MHIZEVMIX]SJSJJTVIQMWI
TEGOEKIHQIRYWJSVFVMHIWXSGLSSWI
GEXIVMRKWIVZMGIWMRGPYHMRKGSQTPIXI
JVSQ1MGLEIPXEMPSVWIEGLQIRYXSFVMHI
TVSHYGXMSRGSSVHMREXMSRERHTPERRMRKSJ
ERHKVSSQ*VSQWMQTPI-XEPMERXSJSSH
]SYVWTIGMEPIZIRX1MGLEIPWLEWFYMPXE
XVYGOXLIQIHXSWSYXLIVRWX]PIFFUXSWMX
VITYXEXMSRJSVTVSZMHMRKI\UYMWMXI¾E[PIWW
HS[RWYVJERHXYVJ;LEXIZIVXLIFVMHIERH
IZIRXW
KVSSQ[ERX1MGLEIPWEMH±-XQEOIWEVIEP
“We catered 46 weddings this past HMJJIVIRGIMRXLI½REPTVSHYGX=SYHSR´XKIX
ETLSXSGST]SJERSXLIV[IHHMRK²

year and no two were alike.”

'SQMRKWSSR1MGLEIPLatreille is embarking
on a new venture which will allow him to
3[RIV'LIJ1MGLEIP Latreille is beyond
LSWXERHWIEXSZIVTISTPI8LIRI[
TEWWMSREXIEFSYXJSSHERHLEW[SVOIHJSV
ZIRYIMW1MGLEIP´W[E]SJI\TERHMRK[MXLSYX
QER]½RIIWXEFPMWLQIRXWPSGEPMGSRWERHXLI STIRMRKERSXLIVHE]E[IIOVIWXEYVERX
United States Government, before striking
out on his own and establishing Latreille
'EXIVMRKERH1MGLEIP´W*MRI*SSH 7TMVMXW
1ER]EVIWYVTVMWIHXSPIEVR1MGLEIPLEW
EQMPMXEV]FEGOKVSYRH1MGLEIPWIVZIH
eight years in the United States Army as a
7IVKIERX)'MZMP%JJEMVWFEXXEPMSRWXYH]MRK
%VEFMGERHXVEMRMRKXSFIGSQIEPMRKYMWX
He entered a three-month tour of duty in
8YRMWMEEXERMRXIVREXMSREPPERKYEKIEGEHIQ]
;LMPIMR8YRMWME1MGLEIP[EWOIIRXSWXYH]
not only the language and culture but also
XLIZEVMSYWGYMWMRISJXLIVIKMSR
1MGLEIPVIWMHIWMR,EQMPXSR2=[MXL
LMW[MJI.IRRWSRERHFIWXFYHH]8LIS
HEYKLXIV4STT]ERHFYPPHSK7XIZI1MGLEIP
WEMH±-´QFPIWWIH[MXLKSSHTISTPIERH
EREQE^MRKERHWYTTSVXMZI[MJI²1MGLEIP
EHHIH±1][MJIMWEWYTIVGSSOEXLSQI
XSS²
'LIJ1MGLEIPLEHFIIRGEXIVMRKJSVEFSYX
]IEVWERHSTIRMRK1MGLEIPW*MRI*SSH
ERH7TMVMXWJYP½PPIHEHVIEQ,IWEMH±1]
XVYITEWWMSRMWGEXIVMRK-X´WWSQYGL[SVO
SRXSTSJEVIWXEYVERXFYX-VIEPP]IRNS]MX²

1MGLEIP´W*MRI*SSHERH7TMVMXWMWXYVRMRK
]IEVWSPHSR*IFVYEV]EXIWXEQIRX
XS[LEXJVIWLLMKLUYEPMX]MRKVIHMIRXWERH
the knowledge and care that goes into
XLITVITEVEXMSR-J]SYEVIPSSOMRKJSVE
restaurant where everything is made from
WGVEXGLHIWWIVXWWEYGIWERHW]VYTWXLIR
KIX]SYVWIPJEVIWIVZEXMSREX1MGLEIP´W*SV
QSVIMRJSVQEXMSRGEPP  SVKS
to: [[[QMGLEIPWJSSHERHWTMVMXWGSQ
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Tame wedding day nerves

-Make sure your lines of communication are working well
When couples tie the
knot, many changes are in
store, many compromises
will be made and many
lasting memories will be
created. But in the weeks
and months before their big
days, couples can easily get
caught up in the whirlwind
of wedding planning, never
taking inventory of their
feelings until their wedding
days have arrived.
Come their wedding days,
couples should not be
surprised if some nerves
set in. A survey from the
anxiety self-help resource
The Fear Source indicated
71 percent of brides-to-be
suffered from some type of
nerves during the lead-up to
their weddings. Ninety-two
percent of brides experienced nerves on the day of
the wedding or the evening
before, while 66 percent
reported that it affected
their daily lives prior to their
weddings or hampered their
performance and enjoyment
during the day itself.

According to Psych Central, a modern online voice
for mental health information, emotional support
and advocacy, pre-wedding
jitters are common and can
be the subconscious telling
a person that something
needs to be remedied.
Wedding nerves do not
mean a wedding is doomed;
it just means certain issues
may need to be worked
through. The following are
some ways to tame wedding
day nerves.
• Keep an open dialogue.
Speak with your future
spouse about the things that
may be causing your anxiety.
Maybe you have doubts on
½RERGMEPGLSMGIWSV[LIVI
you will be living after the
wedding. Communicating
openly and honestly is one
of the foundations of a
strong relationship.
• Slow down and breathe.
Wedding planning involves
making many decisions, and

sometimes couples move
at breakneck speeds. Make
slowing down a priority. Try
to enjoy a quiet dinner with
just the two of you. When
enjoying peaceful moments,
take deep breaths, which can
be calming and revitalizing. If
need be, consider signing up
for a yoga or tai chi class to
force you to slow down.
• Address performance
anxiety. It’s easy to build up
the big day in your mind
and hope that everything
goes according to plan. But
it’s impossible to plan for
each and every outcome
on your wedding day. Focus
on everything that can go
right, rather than worrying
about what might go wrong.
Also, realize that your guests
are your friends and family
members who will be forgiving of any hiccups along
the way. You’re bound to
recover gracefully from any
mishaps.
;SVOSRGSR½HIRGI

Wedding fears may stem
JVSQMREHIUYEXIWIPJGSR½dence. Give yourself a pep
talk and surround yourself
with positive people. Keep
the worry-warts at arms’
length for the time being.
• Recruit more help.
Weddings are huge undertakings, so it’s no surprise
that couples sometimes
feel overwhelmed. Ask
reliable relatives or friends
to double-check all of the
last-minute details. This way
you don’t feel it is all on
your shoulders.
Wedding days nerves are
to be expected and often
have little to do with the
decision to get married.
Planning such a big event
can be nerve-wracking, but
there are ways to combat
any anxiety that builds up as
the big day draws near. 
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Valentino’s Banquet Hall

by Al Dorantes
Valentino’s Banquet Hall, located at 3899
Oneida Street in New Hartford, New York
is an elegant venue for any occasion. With
seating for over 450 people Valentino’s is
the perfect choice for events from holiday
parties to retirement parties and of course,
weddings.
Your hostess, Maria Moriarty, has over 25
years experience in the banquet business.
She explained that she waitressed and
bartended her whole life and that extending
into the banquet industry was a natural
progression. She explained that she learned
from Fred Grimaldi who was like a mentor.
From the moment you enter the foyer the
spacious facilities will astound. Whether
your event is a simple party or the wedding
of your dreams, Valentino’s is the venue
of choice. Valentino’s is also a perfect
atmosphere for your business meeting or
seminar. That is the beauty of Valentino’s;
ZIVWEXMPMX]8LIMV¾I\MFMPMX]ERH[MPPMRKRIWWXS
make your event perfect is paramount to
Maria and her staff. They can even entertain
99 guests in their new “Salvatore” room for
smaller parties.
Service is another important aspect
for Maria and Valentino’s. Quick and
impeccable service is their goal; they strive
for excellence. They pride themselves on
serving guests quickly. Maria explained that

they can get a party of 300 served within
10 minutes. Maria said, “People want to
get served. They don’t want to wait in line,
especially at the table”
This is due in part to the way the kitchen is
run. Maria’s husband, Charles John Moriarty
is a Johnson & Wales University graduate
ERHGIVXM½IHGLIJ,IVYRWXLIOMXGLIR
like a well oiled machine so whether you
are throwing a party for a few dozen or
E[IHHMRK½XJSVEUYIIRXLIOMXGLIREX
Valentino’s has you covered with a menu
XLEXVYRWXLIKEQYXJVSQFEOIHLEQXS½PPIX
of beef or prime rib. And all the sides you
can think of too! Maria and the staff will
ensure that they create a menu that suits
your event.
Maria deals with brides and starts learning
their dreams and ideas almost a year before
the big day. She ensures that even the
smallest detail is accounted for the many
brides, event planners, and decor setters
that work with Valentino’s.
Valentino’s Banquet Hall has been creating
memorable weddings, graduations, and
special events since July 2001. Let Maria
and her staff create an event that will
be unforgettable. For more information
call: 315-737-9506, go to: www.
valentinosbanquethall.com or follow them
on Facebook: Valentino’s Banquet Hall Inc. 

EDITOR

Inspiration boards
-bring wedding plans to life
Making the wedding of your dreams a reality
may require some creativity. It can be challenging to organize all of the creative ideas
swimming around in your head, but inspiration
boards may be able to help.
Inspiration boards, sometimes referred to as
idea boards, are commonly used by interior
designers, artists, writers, and even wedding
planners. Such boards can serve a great purpose when starting a new project, especially
if all of your creative ideas seem to lack cohesion. Sometimes seeing things together, rather place rather than requiring you to search
than in bits and pieces on their own, can fuel XLVSYKLHMJJIVIRXJSPHIVWSV½PIWJSVMQeven more creativity.
portant documents. In addition, if friends or
family members ask for advice on vendors
Inspiration boards can include magazine
clippings, photographs, fabric swatches, quotes and planning their own weddings in the
future, you can readily access your inspiraor literary passages, and color swatches. As
tion board.
XLIMHIEFSEVHKVS[W]SYQE]½RHEGSQmon denominator among your inspirational
To start building your own board or book,
elements. This can help determine a theme for take clippings of photos or articles that
your wedding or jump-start other planning.
resonate with you. As you visit bridal shops
and other stores, take fabric swatches and
Creative ideas also can be compiled in
pictures of particular looks. Attend bridal
binders or scrapbooks, which work espeshows and take home promotional materials.
cially well at keeping all items organized and
Remember, inspiration may not always come
concise. Plus, they’re portable, which means
from bridal-related resources. Anything you
you can take a scrapbook to a meeting with
a wedding vendor and show him or her your come across in your daily life — such as
window-shopping at a furniture store or
concepts for the wedding.
passing an art exhibit — may inspire some
0EXIV[LIRTLSXSKVETLIVW¾SVMWXWERHSXLIV creativity.
vendors have been booked, you can attach
Inspiration boards are used by top design
receipts or agreements to the inspiration
professionals and can be a handy resource
board for future reference. This keeps all of
for couples planning their weddings. 
your important wedding information in one
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Make a second wedding stand out
MQTSVXERXXLERXLI½VWX
Couples should remember
XLEXXLMWMWWXMPPXLI½VWX[IHding for the two of them as
a couple and it should be
seen as just as special as any
other wedding celebration.
It’s easy for men and women
marrying for a second time
to be hard on themselves,
especially when thinking
ahead to the gifts that were
given and the money spent
F]KYIWXWJSVXLIMV½VWXQEVriage. But a new relationship
and love is worthy of a good
party. Friends and family
who are supportive of you
shouldn’t have reservations
about helping you celebrate.

Weddings can be even more special the second time around.
Couples planning to get
married do so with the
intention of spending the
rest of their lives together.
Few couples exchange rings
thinking divorce or the loss
of a spouse is in their future,
but some marriages do end.
Happily, that reality does not
prevent many people from
seeking happily ever after
once again.
A recent study from the
Pew Research Center found
that many people who were
married before are deciding
to take the plunge a second
time. Four in 10 new marriages in the United States

now include one partner
who was married before.
The Pew study also discovered that more men than
women are likely to get remarried. Around 65 percent
of previously married men
have a desire to remarry,
compared to 43 percent of
previously married women.
Men and women about to
get married for a second
time can consider the
following tips to help make
the day one to remember
forever.
• Recognize that a second
wedding is in no way less

• Don’t feel boxed in by
old-school etiquette. Rules
have relaxed with regard to
weddings. Many couples put
their personal imprints on
their weddings and do not
feel the need to conform to
outdated expectations. You
don’t have to skip all of the
JVMPPWSJE½VWX[IHHMRKXLI
second time around or head
to the local courthouse and
pass on another big wedding. Do what feels comfortable to you, whether that
means throwing a big party
or hosting a smaller affair.
• Let past experience
serve as your guide. You’ve
been married before
and can use that to your
advantage. It’s likely you
know what worked for
XLI[IHHMRKXLI½VWXXMQI
around and which things
you probably could have
changed or done without.
Maybe you were stressed
about having everything go
perfectly or feeling like you
had to put on a show for
guests. As a more mature
person this time around, you
no doubt realize that sharing
this special time with the
ones you love is the most
important wedding component of all.
• Be open-minded with
your wardrobe. Let the formality of the event and the
time of day when you’re getXMRKQEVVMIHMR¾YIRGI[LEX
you will be wearing instead
of perceived etiquette or
family notions. It’s acceptable
to wear white again if you
so desire.
• Above all, have fun.
Couples know what to
expect the second time
around, so stress usually
doesn’t stem from the
unknown. You may feel more
relaxed at a second wedding, so let that ensure you
have a great night. 
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Rehearsal dinner how-to
LIEVWEPHMRRIVWSXLI][MPP
FIMRXIKVEPMRTPERRMRKXLI
IZIRX8LEXQIERWGSYTPIW
WLSYPHOIITERSTIRERH
KVEGMSYWQMRH6IQIQFIV
XLIVILIEVWEPHMRRIVHSIWR´X
LEZIXSFIEPEZMWLEJJEMVERH
MXGERFIGYWXSQM^IHXSER]
FYHKIXSVTVIJIVIRGI

1ER]GSYTPIW½RHXLIMV
[IHHMRKVILIEVWEPHMRRIVW
XSFIVIPE\MRKVIWTMXIWJVSQ
XLI[LMVP[MRHSJ[IHHMRK
TPERRMRK7YGLHMRRIVW
IREFPIXLILETT]GSYTPIXS
WPS[HS[RERHIRNS]XLIQWIPZIWMREVIPEXMZIP]GEWYEP
KEXLIVMRK[MXLXLIMVGPSWIWX
JVMIRHWERHJEQMP]QIQFIVW

GSYTPIQIQFIVWSJXLIMV
[IHHMRKTEVX]XLITEVIRXW
SJXLIFVMHIERHKVSSQ
ERHSXLIVWMRZSPZIHMRXLI
[IHHMRKX]TMGEPP]EXXIRHXLMW
HMRRIV8LIGSYTPIKIRIVEPP]XEOIWXLIXMQIEXXLI
HMRRIVXSXLEROIZIV]SRI
JSVXLIMVGSRXVMFYXMSRWXSXLI
[IHHMRKERHXSSJJIVWSQI
6ILIEVWEPHMRRIVWX]TMGEPP] WQEPPKMJXWSJETTVIGMEXMSR
2SVYPIWKSZIVRVILIEVWEP
XEOITPEGIMRXLIRMKLXSV
X[SFIJSVIXLI[IHHMRK8LI HMRRIVWWSGSYTPIWLEZIXLI
JVIIHSQXSTPERXLIHMRRIVW

EWXLI]WII½X
6ILIEVWEPHMRRIVWSJXIR
GSQIMQQIHMEXIP]EJXIVXLI
GIVIQSR]VILIEVWEP[LIR
XLI[IHHMRKTEVX]ERHXLI
SJ½GMERXKSSZIVXLIXMQMRK
ERHHIXEMPWSJXLI[IHHMRK
1EOIEVVERKIQIRXW[MXLXLI
GIVIQSR]WMXIERHSJ½GMERXTVMSVXSQEOMRKHMRRIV
VIWIVZEXMSRW
4EVIRXWSJXLIKVSSQ
XVEHMXMSREPP]LSWXXLIVI-

7SQIGSYTPIWJIIPXLEX
LSWXMRKVILIEVWEPHMRRIVW
MRGEWYEPWIXXMRKWGERQEOI
XLIHMRRIVQSVIGSQJSVXEFPIJSVQIQFIVWSJXLI
[IHHMRK[LSGERYWIXLI
HMRRIVEWERSTTSVXYRMX]
XSQMRKPIERHKIXXSORS[
SRIERSXLIVFIJSVIXLI
[IHHMRK8LMW[MPPLIPTXS
XEQIRIVZIWERHIREFPIXLI
[IHHMRKTEVX]XSPSSWIRYT
ERHIRNS]XLIQWIPZIWIZIR
QSVI7SQITISTPIQE]FI
QSVIMRGPMRIHXSWSGMEPM^I
ERHLEZIJYR[LIRXLI]´VI
RSX[SVVMIHEFSYXTYXXMRK
SREMVW

6IWXEYVERXWXLEXLEZIWTIGMEPQIERMRKXSXLIGSYTPI
SJXIRQEOIJSVKVIEXTPEGIW
XSLSPHVILIEVWEPHMRRIVW
8LIFVMHIERHKVSSQGER
WYKKIWXXLIMVMHIEWFYX
YPXMQEXIP]MXMWXLITIVWSR
LERHPMRKXLIFMPP[LSLEWXLI
½REPWE]'SYTPIW[LS[ERX
KVIEXIVGSRXVSPSZIVXLI
VILIEVWEPHMRRIVJIWXMZMXMIW
GERWYKKIWXLSWXMRKMXXLIQWIPZIW
(IWTMXIMXWREQIXLI
VILIEVWEPHMRRIVHSIWR´X
EGXYEPP]LEZIXSFIEHMRRIV
EWGSYTPIWGERSTXJSVQIEPW
EXEHMJJIVIRXXMQISJXLI
HE]PMOIFVYRGLSVPYRGL%R
IEVPMIVSGGEWMSRKMZIWKYIWXW
TPIRX]SJXMQIXSKIXLSQI
ERHVIWXYTJSVXLIJIWXMZMXMIW
SJXLI[IHHMRKXSGSQI
8SEWXWEVII\TIGXIHEXXLI
VILIEVWEPHMRRIVFYXXLI]
XIRHXSFIWTSRXERISYWSJJ
XLIGYJJVIQEVOW%GSYTPI

[MXLEKSSHWIRWISJLYQSV
QMKLXRSXQMRHFIMRKVSEWXIHEXXLIMVVILIEVWEPHMRRIVW
8LIFVMHIERHKVSSQWLSYPH
I\TIGXXSWE]EJI[[SVHW
SJXLEROWXSEPPMREXXIRHERGIFYXVIQEVOWRIIHRSX
FIXSSJSVQEP
6ILIEVWEPHMRRIVWQE]
IZIRJIEXYVIEPMXXPIIRXIVXEMRQIRX8IGLWEZZ]
TEVIRXWQE]TYXXSKIXLIVE
TVIWIRXEXMSR[MXLZMHISWSV
TLSXSKVETLWXLEXGLVSRMGPIW
XLIGSYTPI´WPMZIWWITEVEXIP]
ERHXLIMVPMJIXSKIXLIV
6ILIEVWEPHMRRIVWTVSZMHI
ERSTTSVXYRMX]JSVGSYTPIW
ERHXLIMVJEQMPMIWXSWTIRH
XMQIXSKIXLIVFIJSVIXLI
PEVKIVJIWXMZMXMIWSJXLI[IHHMRKTYPPXLIQMRQYPXMTPI
HMVIGXMSRW4PYWXLI]WIXE
JYRXSRIJSVXLI[IHHMRK
[IIOIRHXSGSQI
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Customize your ceremony to give it a unique touch
Steeped in tradition, weddings have featured many of
the same components for
centuries. Those about to tie
the knot may feel somewhat limited in their ability
to shape their weddings
into unique celebrations of
their relationships and love
for one another. Although
it may not seem like there
are many opportunities to
put your own stamp on the
wedding, there are plenty of
ways to do just that.

When looking to personalize your wedding ceremony,
determine if there might
be anything blocking you
from doing so. For example,
if yours will be a religious
ceremony, there may be
certain rites that need to be
followed. Secular ceremonies may offer more opportunities to customize.
• Vows: Vows are one
of the easiest ways to put
a personal touch on your
wedding. You can select the

words you want to exchange during the ceremony as well as any readings
during the service. Work
[MXL]SYVSJ½GMERXXSREVVS[
down particular phrasing or
WIRXMQIRXWXLEX½X[MXL]SYV
vision of the wedding and
relationship.
• Participants: WedHMRKTEVX]QIQFIVWJYP½PP
certain roles during the
ceremony, but they are not
limited to those tasks alone.
Consider asking wedding

party members or other
friends or family members
to take on specialized roles
in the wedding. They may be
able to do certain readings,
escort guests to their seats,
light candles, or sing and
participate in other ways.
• Musical interludes:
Choose music that connects
with your personalities as a
couple rather than selecting standard songs merely
because they are the easier
route. Work with the organ-

ist or other musicians and
request that they perform
or play musical pieces that
you enjoy.
• Candle lighting:
Many couples like to incorporate candle-lighting components to their ceremonies.
Lighting unity candles blends
two families together into
one in a symbolic way. Other couples choose different
traditions, such as mixing
two different-colored sands
in a new vessel, to repre-

sent the joining of two lives
together. You can consider
these types of additions for
your wedding ceremony
or come up with your own
unique tradition.
Impart a special touch to
a wedding ceremony in any
number of ways. Doing so
will help set this special day
apart in the minds of guests
and make it even more
memorable to look back on
as a couple. 
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Elder
Care SPOTLIGHT
Tips & Information to Navigate Senior Life

Driving
For seniors one major
concern for maintaining
independence is driving.
America has a love affair
with the automobile and
our seniors are head over
heels into the relationship.
For seniors to keep their
wheels is for seniors to keep
their independence.
The signs of driving and
age interacting are telltale. It
may appear as a little ding
in the paint or it could be
a scrape down the fender
from backing out of the
garage. Or it could be a
JYPP¾IHKIHJIRHIVFIRHIV
that starts the conversation
about seniors and driving.
One of the main arguments
that seniors will use to
defend their driving is;
experience. They have likely
been, driving longer than
their care givers have been
alive. Be prepared to hear
the exact date they received
their license.
New technology in cars
is helping seniors every
day. Back up cameras and
blind spot warning lights
are all helping drivers daily.
Additional sensors in front
and rear bumpers assist
with parking. Some cars will
even park themselves.
Cars are safer today
as well. With countless
airbags, safety belts, and
cars engineered to survive
crashes, cars are safer
than ever. With satellite
technology, some cars can
offer remote diagnostics as
well as emergency help in
the case of an accident.
There are a few little tricks
that seniors (or any drivers)

can use to make driving
easier. Always prepare for a
drive. First, make sure the
vehicle is in good shape.
Make sure the tires are
TVSTIVP]MR¾EXIHQEOIWYVI
the indicator lights are intact.
Make sure that there are no
PIEOMRK¾YMHW2I\XQEOI
sure you have adjusted your
mirrors. This is especially
important if you are using a
different car, a rental car, or a
new car. Make sure that you
are comfortable in the seat.
Before you begin your dive
check to make sure the gas
tank is topped off. Asking
for help is the biggest trick
of all.

Seniors need to feel
comfortable to ask for
help. This will be made
easier through conversation.
Usually a spouse or family
member is the best choice
to initiate these types of
conversations. It will not
be easy. One should try to
remain respectful. Avoid
jumping to conclusions and
stereotypes. These things
tend to upset and offend.
Another thing to avoid is,
“or else” ultimatums. This
usually leads to anger
ERHJSVXM½GEXMSRSJXLIMV
positions. Once you have
started the conversation
you can assess the situation
and offer assistance. And in
turn the senior will be more
likely to ask for and accept
help.
Driving is a skill that seniors
can continue to improve
upon throughout their
golden years. As long as
you know and understand
senior limitations you can
keep independence through
driving. If the conversation
leads towards no longer
driving there are many
options to keep seniors
mobile including ride sharing,
programs through service
groups, family, friends and
more. 

Sponsored by:
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Heidelberg Bread rising to the occasion of more demand
by Al Dorantes

“Good bread is the most
fundamentally satisfying
of all foods; and good
bread with fresh butter,
the greatest of feasts.” ~
James Beard
Located off Route 28 in
Herkimer, NY Central New
York’s Heidelberg Bread,
which has served most
of upstate New York for
nearly 30 years, is poised
for expansion. The bakery,
committed to using the
½RIWXJVIWLIWXMRKVIHMIRXW
is going gangbusters selling
breads in supermarkets
across the State as well as in
their cafe.
Heidelberg Bread began
in Fly Creek, New York. The

founder and owner Boyd
Easton Bissell Sr. became
interested in Artisan Breads
while apprenticing in some
SJ4EVMW´½RIWXFEOIVMIW,I
had a vision to bake breads
based on the simplicity of
old world goodness.

one variety. They started
with several local accounts
in independent markets
and grew exponentially
from there. To date they
have expanded through the
greater part of New York
State.

In his twenties Bissell had
the chance to learn cooking
in France as an apprentice
in a few grand Parisian
establishments. He realized
XLEX½RIFVIEH[EWXLI
keyXS½RIHMRMRK Nearly
all breads contain all the
same primary ingredients:
Flour, water, yeast and
salt. Authentic bread is an
intricate balance of those
basic ingredients. Bissell and
Heidelberg Bread strive to
½RHXLIFEPERGIFIX[IIR
those basic ingredients.
Heidelberg started with just

Heidelberg Bakery offers
15 varieties of bread. Their
artisan breads are all natural
and made with the highest
quality ingredients. Additives
or preservatives are never
used. Each loaf is made by
hand from the mixing to the
shaping to the loading the
ovens and unloading of the
ovens. Heidelberg breads
are made with unbleached,
YRFVSQEXIH¾SYVWXSRI
KVSYRH[LIEX¾SYV[EXIV
yeast, salt and grains. Their
bread varieties include;
cracked wheat, rye, Ciabatta,
pumpernickel, whole wheat,
French peasant, sour dough,
white, dinner rolls, raisin
WYR¾S[IVSEXFVER&MEKKMS
Asti Italian, Jewish rye, hearty
¾E\WIIHQYPXMKVEMRERH
baguettes.
Bissell thought he would
never outgrow their current
location in Herkimer. But
demand for Heidelberg’s

Corporation as the lead
contractor, Boscar Electric,
Superior Plumbing, and
Central Paving handling the
site work construction is
WGLIHYPIHXSFI½RMWLIHMR
April, 2016. Heidelberg will
move production to the
new facility in June, 2016.
Business is expected to
grow exponentially at the
new location and allow for
even further distribution.
The Bakery on Route 28
will remain the location for
XLISJ½GIWERHGEJq8LI
'EJqMWSTIRJVSQ%1XS
41HEMP]
CEO, Cheryl Phillips; Owner, Boyd Bissell; In-house Project Manager,
Kevin Phillips
high quality breads has the
times as big as the current
facility maxed out in both
PSGEXMSR8LI½VWXFIEQWSJ
production and storage
structural steel for the new
space. They started with
facility went up October
one oven and now have 5
22. Partnering with trusted
deck ovens and 2 rack ovens local contractors; Charles
which run 16 hours a day,
A. Gaetano Construction
5 days a week to produce
just enough bread for
supermarkets and for sale at
the cafe.

1]JEZSVMXIMWXLI*VIRGL
Peasant Bread; their original
and best seller. Enjoy
it toasted, grilled, as a
sandwich, or even French
toast. For more information
go to: http://www.
heidelbergbread.com/ or
follow them on Facebook:
Heidelberg Bread 

The new facility will be
approximately 28,000
square feet; almost 4

The new facilty which will be approximately 28,000 square feet, is
coming along nicely. It is located in the Frankfort Business Park just off
of Route 5s. Production is expected to begin at the new facility in June
of 2016.

“

Peace goes
into the making
of a poem as
 
the making of
HG :
+GH) G
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Fighting Cabin Fever at Shawangunk Nature Preserve
by Daniel Baldwin

could be dangerous. Folks
are going to have to look
out for black ice and wear
layers of clothing. They also
have to put on big winter
boots so that their feet
could get a good grip on the
ground or sidewalk.

The cold temperatures
have arrived in Central
New York, which is drawing
more people away from the
outdoors and trapping them
in their houses.
The only reason people
would come out of
their houses, during
the wintertime, was to
shovel their driveways or
go sledding, skating, and
skiing. Many people are
less interested in hiking or
camping during this time
of year, whether it is in the
woods or out on the streets.

The statistics do not lie as
more than 70 percent of
people stay indoors and are
depressed by doing nothing
in the winter, according
to Sunbox.com. But living
indoors could have a strong
impact on a person’s health.
Coordinator and cofounder of the Shawangunk
Nature Preserve, Timothy
Hume-Behrendt, currently
lives at the preserve in a
small house that was built
out of scrap wood and uses
solar energy for electrical
purposes.
The nature life is wonderful
for Hume-Behrendt, and it
is having a positive effect on
his health. He is 79-yearsold, but he does not take
any medications or had any
health problems in the past.
“I couldn’t live in a nice
middle-class neighborhood,”
Hume-Behrendt said, “and
there’s nothing wrong with
middle-class neighborhoods.
I just like cutting my own
wood, building my own
house, and getting water
from the stream in the
preserve. I like doing it
all myself plus it’s good
exercise.”
Hume-Behrendt spends a
majority of his life out in the
wilderness, but he is also a
health counselor. He takes
the time to study and learn
about certain health issues
that are spreading around
the U.S.

Hume-Behrendt said that
he is disappointed to see
many Americans trapped
indoors during the winter
and not out enjoying the
cold wilderness.
“I think people are
addicted to television, sitting,

and Ipads,” he said. “We are
addicted to sugar. I’m sorry
to say this, but we have a
problem with health in our
country. Other people sit
in their cars, go to work,
and they sit there and have
snacks. They sit back in
their car, go home, and sit in
front of the T.V. That’s not
a good way to stay healthy,
especially during winter.”
No outdoor exercise could

HI½RMXIP]EJJIGXETIVWSR´W
health. Hume-Behrendt said
that sitting and eating during
the entire winter or summer
is the key ingredient towards
getting diabetes and heart
disease.
“They should know that
people have diabetes and
heart trouble from looking
on their Ipad,” he said. “Due
to the obesity problem,
there’s more plaque in the
brain because people aren’t
getting out and moving.
They’re sitting in their chairs
and getting no oxygen, and
the blood system would
get rid of the plaque. But
if you’re sitting around, it’s
harder for the heart to
pump the blood into the
brain, so you get plaque.
You don’t get more oxygen,
so what do you get. You
get Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s,
and all these diseases that
are now epidemic in our
culture.”
There are also some good
reasons why people do not
walk in the snow. Walking
on nature trails or city
streets during the winter

Although, Hume-Behrendt
said that no matter how
cold or snowy it is outside,
people should still spend at
least ten minutes walking or
running outdoors.
“Go out and put on your
coat,” he said. “Dress warm,
have warm shoes, and
get out and walk around.
8V]XS½RHETPEGI[LIVI
you won’t fall, especially
when you get older. You
could also put on a pair of
snowshoes and hike on our
preserves. You could also
ski.”
There are also some
other alternatives of staying
healthy during the winter.
“Cut down on your sugar,
and fruit will begin to taste
better than cake,” HumeBehrendt said. “Sugar can
bring a civilization down.”
The Shawangunk Nature
Preserve is located on

Shawangunk Road in Cold
Brook, N.Y. Hume-Behrendt
said that thousands of
visitors stopped by this
preserve to walk on the
hiking trails, camp, ride their
bikes, or go for a canoe
ride. The preserve also
offers arts and crafts, stress
management, and exercise
classes. This place even has
a workout shed and library.
“This area started with
three-and-a-half acres of
lands,” Hume-Behrendt said,

“but now it encompasses
517 acres. The Shawangunk
Nature Preserve is the most
precious land on the planet.”
Hume-Behrendt and
his wife, Peggy Spencer
Behrendt, do not live in this
preserve all year round. The
two of them head south and
do not perform any classes
from January through March.
But the trails in this park
still remain open no matter
what time of the year it is. 
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What to look for in an investment property
ment is just one way approach a potential
investment property. The following are a
few additional considerations prospective
investors should contemplate before buying
an investment property.
Location

Historically, the appreciation rate for real
estate is very strong. Even when the housing
market declines, long-term investors in real
estate can rest easy knowing that property
values tend to rebound rather quickly, rewarding patient investors in the process.
Looking at real estate as a long-term invest-

Many people are familiar with the real
estate industry axiom, “location, location,
location!” When buying an investment property, location is everything. A great location
should outweigh your own personal feelings
about the home, especially if you do not
intend to live at the property. You will likely
HI½RIEKVIEXPSGEXMSRJSVERMRZIWXQIRX
property differently than you would a property you intend to live in, so don’t let your
own desires in a home cloud your judgement when choosing an investment property. Properties in safe neighborhoods that
boast good schools and offer easy access
to public transportation tend to make great
investment properties.
Décor
Décor is another thing to consider when
looking for an investment property. If you
don’t plan to reside in the property, your

opinion of the décor should not carry
much weight. When viewing a property,
try to imagine how much it might appeal
to prospective tenants. Quirky properties
typically do not appeal to as many prospective tenants as properties whose décor are
similar to other homes in the area. Though
]SYQMKLX½RHEXIRERX[LSTVIJIVWTVSTerties with unique interiors, a property that
appeals to as many prospective tenants as
possible often makes for a better investment
and a lot less stress when the time comes to
½RHXIRERXW
Condition
The condition of the property also must
be considered before buying an investment
TVSTIVX]7SQIMRZIWXSVW[ERXE½\IVYTTIV
while others prefer turnkey properties that
won’t require any elbow grease. The former
type of property likely won’t cost as much
as a fully renovated property, but those
cost savings might be lost when it’s time
to renovate. Find a property that’s in the
type of condition you’re comfortable with.
-J]SYHIGMHIXSKS[MXLE½\IVYTTIVPIEVR
the cost of your potential projects before
submitting an offer.

Cost
Real estate makes a great investment,
but don’t go overboard when buying an
investment property. Before making an offer
on a property, research rents in the area
and the cost of insurance in that particular
neighborhood. You want a property that essentially pays for itself, so make sure the rent
you’re likely to collect is enough to cover
your monthly costs, including the mortgage
on the property, insurance and the costs
associated with managing and maintaining
the property.
Real estate investors often reap great
rewards when selling their properties. But
it’s still important for potential investors to
consider a host of factors before investing in
a property. 

Factors to consider before renting out your home
Renting out a home is a
great way for homeowners
to earn some extra income.
Some homeowners rent
their homes in an attempt

to wait out a sagging housing market, while others see
renting their homes as a
long-term commitment to
XLIMV½RERGMEPJYXYVIW

Being a landlord has its
advantages and disadvantages, and the decision to
rent out a home is one that
homeowners should not

28 W. Main Street
2nd Floor
Mohawk, NY 13407

www.accentbrokerage.com
Rebecca Smith - R.E. Broker
Kelly Jackson - R.E. Salesperson
James Caiola - R.E. Salesperson

Brenda Parker - R.E. Salesperson
Lorene Prenderville - R.E. Salesperson
Erin Dibble - R.E. Salesperson

Phone: 315-219-5990 Fax: 315-219-5991
JUST LISTED 305 Depot Rd, Columbia
Move to the country
& enjoy this beautiful double wide
home. Extra detail
went into this one
w/cedar walls to
give a nice Adirondack feel. Great open floor plan, fireplace in LR, FR, nice kitchen w/center island, DR, 3BRs,
2 full baths, laundry room, nice big deck & 2 acres!

301 Gray St, Herkimer
Cute as a button!
There is so much
to love in this
adorable 2BR, 1
bath Cape Cod.
Nice open LR &
DR,
kitchen,
enclosed porch, garage, hardwoods, & tons of updated
mechanicals including 3 year old roof, windows, furnace, water heater. You can move right in to this one.

9 Elm St, Ilion

JUST LISTED
416 & 416 ½
N Prospect St, Herkimer
2 for the price of 1! Front
Colonial is overflowing with
charm. Gleaming hardwood
floors, beautiful windows, nice large entrance hall leading to
the grand staircase, LR with fireplace, DR with beautiful built
in cabinets, 4BR, 1 1/2 baths, 2nd floor laundry, and so much
more. Home is a package deal with a beautiful and tastefully
updated 2BR 2 bath house in the back. Don’t miss out!

334 & 332 Pleasant Ave
& Eureka Ave, Herkimer
Nice location for this
3BR, 1 bath village
home just overflowing
with potential. Includes
LR, kitchen, formal DR,
garage, nice corner lot.
Being sold as is as seen
on short sale.

29 Bridge St, Middleville

Don’t just drive by! Take a
Commercial
look and make an offer on
property on
busy Route 28.
this truly beautiful 2 family
Start
your
home. Spacious downbusiness here
stairs apartment features
or use it for an
large LR, eat-in kitchen,
investment
2BRs, 1 bath. Upstairs also 2BRs, 1 bath w/LR & kitchen.
p r o p e r t y.
Parking plus TONS of updates including new flooring, Along with the store front there are 3 apartments, 2
two BR upstairs and 1 one BR down.
replacement windows, newer roof. Call us today!

take lightly. The following are
a handful of factors homeowners should consider as
they try to decide if renting
out their homes is the right
move for them.

mortgage and bills without
NISTEVHM^MRK]SYV½RERGIW
8LIPEWXXLMRKW½VWXXMQISV
even experienced landlords want are tenants who
cannot pay their rent and/or
those who are disrespectful
of their neighbors and their
landlords, so it’s best to give
ample consideration to your
potential pool of renters
before deciding to rent out
your home.

Time
Being a landlord is a
24/7/365 commitment, as
tenants will expect their
landlords to be on call at all
times. Tenants will call their
landlords should plumbing
½\XYVIWWYHHIRP]FYVWXMR
the middle of the night, and
landlords must be available
to answer such calls no
matter how inconvenient
they become. If you are not
willing or able to devote the
time necessary to tend to
tenant needs, then being a
landlord may not be for you.
Maintenance
Whereas homeowners
may be able to delay making
certain repairs in the homes
where they lay their heads,
such a luxury is not afforded when they are renting
out their other properties.
Repairs and maintenance
of rental properties cannot
be put on the back burner
while you save money to
½\XLIQ-REHHMXMSRMJIZIR
minor repairs typically pose
a problem for you, you may
soon discover that hiring a
handyman or discounting
rent for live-in supers is
GYXXMRKMRXS]SYVTVS½XWSV
QEOMRKMXHMJ½GYPXXSTE]FMPPW
Before deciding to rent out
your home, determine the

Help

potential costs of maintaining a second property and
use that information to decide if renting the property
MWEWSYRH½RERGMEPMRZIWXment or one that might put
you in the red.
Tenants
Many people who have
rented have a horror story
or two about an absentee
or indifferent landlord, but
landlords also have their
own such stories about
nightmare tenants. When
mulling whether or not to
rent out your home, consider who your prospective
tenants will be and if your
community will supply the
steady stream of renters
you will need to pay your

Many landlords work with
local real estate agencies
or property management
½VQW[LS[MPPHSQYGLSJ
the legwork with regard to
½RHMRKXIRERXWERHQEMRtaining properties. Research
the cost of such help to
determine if you can afford
it and still make renting your
LSQI½RERGMEPP]ZMEFPI
Attorney fees are another cost prospective
landlords must consider.
Landlord-tenant laws can be
HMJ½GYPXXSHIGMTLIVJSV½VWX
time landlords, so it helps
to have an attorney who
can help you decipher these
laws and how they should
govern your actions as a
landlord. But attorneys are
not inexpensive, and they
must be worked into your
budget as well.
Renting a home is a great
way to earn extra income,
but homeowners must
consider a host of factors
before putting their homes
up for rent. 
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Skate-A-While Roller Rink
-next skate backwards
they recently did a lighting upgrade and also
installed a new heating system last summer.
Earl Harris has rules, all based around
safety issues, to keep the roller rink rolling
along smoothly. Some of those rules include;
RSKYQRSLEXWSRWOEXI¾SSVRSXEKRS
pushing or shoving, no foul language, and no
XI\XMRKSRXLIWOEXI¾SSV,EVVMWEPWSHSIW
not tolerate bullies. Parents can rest assured
that Skate-A-While is a safe place.
Many families are exposed to skating for
XLI½VWXXMQIEX7OEXI%;LMPI,EVVMWWEMH
that parents say, “What a great place to
bring the kids.” Skating gets kids out of the
house.
by Al Dorantes
In an age when kids have their noses
practically glued to cell phones, tablets, and
video games Skate-A-While Roller Rink is
a bastion of old fashioned fun. Located at
220 Ridge Street in Rome, New York SkateA-While is retro fun that is keeping up with
modern times.
The good times have been rolling at
Skate-A-While since 1976. Owner, Earl
Harris, explained that his father-in-law loved
to skate and built the facility in order to
have a place to skate. The 68 foot by x
117 foot skating area still sports its original
LEVHQETPI¾SSV8LI¾SSV[EWMRWXEPPIH
in 1976 and has seen thousands of skates
roll across its surface. Harris explained that

Skate -A-While follows the school calendar.
They are not open during the summer
but will accommodate church groups and
special groups. Skate-A-While is the only
recreational facility, independently owned,
in city of Rome. The facility is a safe place
where kids can come during the winter and
burn up some energy. Harris explained that
skating is seeing a comeback especially with
the popularity of roller derby including junior
roller derby. This is evident with the large
number of skates they sold last year.
Skate-A-While’s state of the art DJ
booth plays all the great tunes that adults
remember skating to as well as spinning
some current hits. The DJ also calls out
familiar commands, “Next skate backward”
or “couples only.” For some grownups

hearing those words is like
an instant trip back in time.
Skate-A-While is a unique
place to have birthday
parties too. Parties include
admission, skates, party table
and a special announcement
over the PA. They also host
private parties for fun or
fund raising. Book a private
party for your church group,
school, PTA, club, or even an
SJ½GISYXMRK
If you have a sweet tooth
Skate-A-While has a fully
stocked concession stand
where you can purchase
a myriad of snacks; from
candy to nachos to ice
cold soda. They also have
Slush Puppies for the more
discerning customers.
Skate-A-While is open
Friday (8 pm-10:30 pm),
Saturday (matinee 1:30
pm -4 pm - evening 8
pm -10:30 pm), Sunday
(matinee 1:30 pm - 4 pm)
and features a bargain night
Wednesday evening (7-9).
Skate-A-While has great
deals on skates so get some
wheels on your feet and go
have some fun. For more
information call: (315) 3378744 or follow them on
Facebook: Skate A While
Roller Rink 

Woods Valley Ski Area
Skiing & Snowboarding in Central NY
by Dyann Nashton
When describing Woods
Valley, the phrase ‘Something
for everyone’ is spot on.
The ski area is tucked
along a hillside just seven
miles north of the city of
Rome and offers activities
for all ages, skill levels and
inclinations. My inclination of
late would be to sit in the
Tap Room 46 with a crisp
beverage while enjoying
the sounds of local musical
talent. Add the toasty scent
SJXLIRIEVF]½VITPEGIERH
MX´WTVIXX]HMJ½GYPXXSKIXQI
to leave.

Located in the sleepy little
hamlet of Westernville on
Route 46, just above Delta
Lake State Park, Woods
Valley has been a regional
community staple since
1964 when it was built by
Dave Woods at the Dopps
Run site. At that time, one
reached the hilltop by rope
tow, T-bar or J-bar.
Today, Tim Woods, Dave’s
son and owner of Woods
Valley, reports that the
ski area boasts 21 trails,
two chairlifts, a T-bar, two
carpet lifts, and a carousel.
CONT. on next page.
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There are more options
for downhill skiing and
snowboarding and other
winter outdoor activities
than ever before, he said.
Five new gladed trails

EDITOR

make their debut this
year to provide a chance
to meander at a more
leisurely pace or learn to
navigate around trees on a
more wooded trail.

The enhancement
of snowmaking has
been a focus in recent
years. Woods said the
emphasis has been on
using low-energy systems.
“Snowmaking is still a
necessity, but by employing
low energy technology,
we are able to produce
the same quantity of snow
with less impact to the
environment.” This means
that some 8,000 feet of
snowmaking pipe has
been installed and 40 lowenergy snowmaking guns
were purchased and are
ready to turn slopes into a
winter wonderland.

There are four terrain
parks for the more
adventurous skier or
snowboarder. Besides
snow features, there are
rails, boxes and culverts.
Each of the terrain parks
uses National Ski Areas
Association Smart Signage,
a system of communicating
PIZIPWSJHMJ½GYPX]EW
well as safety guidelines.
Participants are advised to
look over the terrain parks
and plan carefully to avoid
injury.
Snowtubing is a popular
activity that takes little to
no skill – like backyard
sledding, but much bigger,
better and with 600 foot
lanes. The tubing park is
just to the right of the ski
slopes and has its own
snowmaking equipment
and lights. With the SunKid
Wonder Carpet, getting
up the hill is just as easy as
sliding down. Riders must
be big enough to get in
and out of the tube on
their own, clear the base
area quickly and ride the
Wonder Carpet without
assistance. About 42” is a
recommended minimum.
Outdoor ice skating will
soon become reality and
plans are underway to
offer an outdoor pond
hockey league. Things really
heat up when Woods
Valley puts on its fabulous
½VI[SVOWHMWTPE]W8LMRO
]SY´ZIIRNS]IH½VI[SVOW

over a summer lake? Just
wait until you experience
them against the backdrop
of ski slopes with the
PMKLXVI¾IGXMRKSJJFVMKLX
pristine snow. There’s
nothing like it.
All snow activities
require a lift ticket. Tubes
are provided by Woods
Valley. Want to try
skiing or snowboarding
without investing in gear?
Equipment can be rented
MRXLIKVSYRH¾SSVSJXLI
Lodge. Adult and junior
skis, poles, snowboards and
even helmets are available.
“If you are not already a
skier or rider, we’ve made
WMKRM½GERXMRZIWXQIRX
to improve the learning
experience -- A regraded
learning area, carpet lift,
new rental equipment
and great teaching staff,”
said Woods. Private, twoperson and group lessons
are offered to adults
and children by trained
instructors. Lessons are an
hour and 15 minutes long
and lift ticket for the lesson
is included in the lesson
price. However, a beginner
package includes lift ticket
for the day, rental, and
group lesson. Discounts
are available when you
purchase lessons in a book
SJ½ZI
But, let’s go back to the
Tap Room 46 because
the only thing better than
playing in the snow is

coming in from the cold.
A great place to enjoy the
company of friends, this
part of the lodge is perfect
for a cuddly solo visit,
GSQTPIXI[MXL[M½EGGIWW
Full bar service with
a variety of craft beers
and an extensive menu
(including pulled pork,
grilled ribeye sandwiches,
pizza, freshly-made wraps,
homemade soups and
chili) will ensure that you
leave warm and content.
A brand, new deck
adjacent to Tap Room 46
overlooks the Learning
Zone where you can
watch wobbly beginners
KEMRGSR½HIRGI
Over 80 different musical
acts have performed at the
Tap Room 46 each season.
Musicians have included
The Blind Owl Band, Jason
and Nick from Floodwood,
and Pocket Change. Live
entertainment is on tap
every Friday from 7-10
p.m., Saturdays from 3-6
p.m. and 7-10 p.m. and
Sundays from 1-4 p.m. Visit
Woods Valley Area on
Facebook to get the latest
schedule of musical artists.
Woods frequently says
that there aren’t too
many sports that families
can enjoy doing together
– it’s multigenerational!
“Celebrating winter in
upstate New York is easy
at Woods Valley Ski Area.
We offer good clean fun
in the great outdoors. And,
great entertainment inside
the Tap Room 46.”
The fun here doesn’t end
when winter does. The
Tap Room 46 has become
a popular, scenic venue
for year-round gatherings.
While the live music is
ongoing, there are other
happenings throughout the
year: weddings, fundraising
events, reunions, to name
a few.
For more
information, visit www.
woodsvalleyskiarea.com.
For daily ski conditions, call
the snowphone at (315)
827-4206. The ski area is
generally open Wednesday
through Sunday, evenings
on the weekdays and all
day on the weekends
and on holidays. For
WTIGM½GHE]WERHLSYVW
of operation, click on the
link “2015-2016 Calendar
of Events” under the
website’s “Hours” tab.
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Enjoy a low-calorie Valentine’s treat
Decadent treats have become a staple of Valentine’s Day. But not all Valentine’s celebrants
[ERXXSMRHYPKIMRLMKLGEPSVMIXVIEXW[MXLXLIMVWMKRM½GERXSXLIVW*SVXLSWI[LS[ERXXLI
decadence without all those extra calories, try the following low-calorie recipe for “Rockin’
6IH:IPZIX8VM¾I²JVSQ0MWE0MPPMIR´W±,YRKV]+MVP9RHIV.YWX(IWWIVXW² 7X1EVXMR´W
Press).

1EOIWWIVZMRKW


¹
¹
¹
¹



¹



Rockin’ Red Velvet Trifle

TEGOIXLSXGSGSEQM\[MXLXSGEPSVMIW
XEFPIWTSSRWQMRMWIQMW[IIXGLSGSPEXIGLMTW
GYTQSMWXWX]PIHIZMP´WJSSHGEOIQM\
GYTQSMWXWX]PI]IPPS[GEOIQM\
GYTJEXJVIIPMUYMHIKKWYFWXMXYXI
XEFPIWTSSRVIHJSSHGSPSVMRK
Dash of salt
SYRGIWJEXJVIIGVIEQGLIIWI
XEFPIWTSSRW.IPP37YKEV*VII*EX*VII:ERMPPE-RWXERXTYHHMRKQM\
XEFPIWTSSRW7TPIRHE2S'EPSVMI7[IIXIRIV KVERYPEXIH
XIEWTSSRZERMPPEI\XVEGX
SYRGIGSRXEMRIV'SSP;LMT XLE[IH
GYTWGLSTTIHWXVE[FIVVMIW

4VILIEXSZIRXS*7TVE]ERMRGLF]MRGLFEOing pan with nonstick spray.
Place the cocoa mix and 1 tablespoon chocolate chips
MREKPEWW%HH¹GYTZIV]LSX[EXIVERHWXMVYRXMP
QSWXP]HMWWSPZIH%HH¹GYTGSPH[EXIV
-REPEVKIFS[PGSQFMRIXLIGEOIQM\IWIKKWYFWXMtute, food coloring, and salt. Add cocoa mixture, and
whisk until smooth.
Pour batter into the baking pan, and sprinkle with
remaining 1 tablespoon chocolate chips.

Bake until a toothpick inserted into the center comes
SYXQSWXP]GPIERXSQMRYXIW
0IXGSSPGSQTPIXIP]EFSYXQMRYXIWMRXLITERERH
QMRYXIWSYXSJXLITERSREGSSPMRKVEGO
1IER[LMPIMREQIHMYQFS[PWXMVGVIEQGLIIWIYRXMP
WQSSXL-RERSXLIVQIHMYQFS[PGSQFMRITYHHMRK
QM\[MXL7TPIRHE%HHZERMPPEI\XVEGXERH¹GYTGSPH
water, and vigorously stir until mostly smooth and slightP]XLMGOIRIH%HHGVIEQGLIIWIERHGYT'SSP;LMT
ERHWXMVYRXMPYRMJSVQ'SZIVERHVIJVMKIVEXI

'YXGEOIMRXSMRGLGYFIW
-REPEVKIKPEWWFS[PSVXVM¾IHMWLIZIRP]PE]IVLEPJ
SJXLIGYFIHGEOI7TVIEHEPPSJXLITYHHMRKQM\ture over the cake layer. Evenly top with half of the
strawberries.
'SRXMRYIPE]IVMRK[MXLVIQEMRMRKGYFIHGEOI'SSP
;LMTERHWXVE[FIVVMIW
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Homemade dessert this Valentine’s Day
Dessert might not be a
nightly staple for many couples, but it is an indulgence
couples allow themselves on
special occasions, including
Valentine’s Day. While nice
restaurants often boast
impressive dessert menus,

men and women who want
to go the extra mile for
XLIMVWMKRM½GERXSXLIVWXLMW
Valentine’s Day may want to
make a homemade dessert to enjoy after dinner.
If expanding your dessert
horizons is on your to-do

list, then consider combining
blueberries and corn in this
unique yet delicious recipe
for “Sweet Corn Créme
Brûlée With Blueberries”
courtesy of Marguerite
Marceau Henderson’s “Small
Sweet Treats” (Gibbs Smith).

Sweet Corn Créme Brûlée With Blueberries
Makes 8 servings
Custard
2
4
¹
¹
1
8
¹

cups fresh corn kernels, scraped from 2 ears of corn
tablespoons unsalted butter
GYTWLEPJERHLEPJ
XIEWTSSRKVSYRHRYXQIK
teaspoon vanilla extract
large egg yolks
GYTWYKEV

Topping
1
cup fresh blueberries
¹
GYTWYKEV

Place the corn in a saucepan
with the butter; cook for 3
to 5 minutes until corn is
softened and fragrant; set
aside. Heat the half-andhalf, nutmeg and vanilla in a
saucepan until cream is bubbling slightly. Add the cooked
corn to the half-and-half

mixture and let steep for
15 to 20 minutes. Place the
mixture in a blender or food
processor and blend until
the corn is slightly pureed
FYXRSXGSQTPIXIP]PMUYM½IH
&IEXXLIIKK]SPOWERH¹
cup sugar in a mixer until
light yellow and thickened.

Slowly add the corn mixture
to the egg yolks, beating
until completely mixed. Pour
into eight 1-cup ramekins,
½PPMRKIEGLEPQSWXJYPP4PEGI
the ramekins in a baking
pan. Pour hot water into the
baking pan until it is halfway
up the sides of the ramekins.
Bake on the middle rack of
the oven at 300 F for 35 to
40 minutes, until set. Cool
in refrigerator for 2 to 24
hours, covered lightly with
plastic wrap.
When ready to serve, lightly
sprinkle the tops of the
custard with the remaining
sugar. Heat a broiler and
brown the tops of the
custard for 3 to 4 minutes,
just until the sugar melts and
is golden. Top each with 2
tablespoons of blueberries
while the sugar is still warm.
Chill again for a few hours,
until the sugar hardens.
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Our Time on the Ice
by Anthony Bagnick

while we on the other side of the lake
½RMWLIHQMPOMRKSYVGS[W;IEPPFIGEQI
WOEXMRKFYHHMIWHYVMRKSYV]SYXLJYP]IEVW
%WPSRKEWXLIMGI[EWWSYRH[IGLMPHVIR
WOEXIHQER]JVSWX]IZIRMRKWERHQSWXSJXLI
winter weekends.
8LIVI[IVIXMQIW[LIR[ITPE]IHXEK
SRWOEXIW3XLIVXMQIW[ITPE]IH±-KSX
MX²3RIWOEXIV[SYPH]IPP±-KSXMX²ERHXLI
rest of us would chase that person. If you
GSYPHXSYGLXLEXTIVWSR]SY[SYPH]IPP±-
KSXMX²ERHXLIVIWXSJXLITEGO[SYPHXLIR
GLEWI]SY8LIKSSHWOEXIVW[SYPHFIEFPI
XSOIIT±-KSXMX²PSRKIVFIJSVIWSQISRI
[SYPHWOEXIRIEVIRSYKLXSXSYGLLMQSV
LIVERH]IPP±-KSXMX²*MREPP][IEPPFIGEQI
WSXMVIH[I[SYPH]IPP±=SYGEROIITMX²

Fortunately I was raised on a farm that
borders a lake. In the summer this lake
TVSZMHIHLSYVWSJIRNS]EFPI½WLMRKERH
W[MQQMRK-RXLI[MRXIVXLIPEOISJJIVIH
MGIWOEXMRKJSVXLSWISJYW[LS[IVI[MPPMRK
to brave the cold. Whenever the ice was
XLMGOIRSYKLQ]X[SWMWXIVWFVSXLIVERH-
WTIRXQER]LSYVWWOEXMRKSRXLMWPEOIEPSRK
[MXLQER]RIMKLFSVGLMPHVIR8LIGLMPHVIR
nearest our home lived on a hill across the
PEOI3RSYVIZIRMRKWOEXMRKWIWWMSRWXLI]
EVVMZIHEXXLIPEOI½VWXXSKIXE½VIKSMRK

We even played crack the whip on skates.
8LISPHIWXSVWXVSRKIWXWOEXIV[SYPHFI
at the main end of the many skaters. We
XLIRWOEXIH[MXLEPPSJSYVIRIVK]XSKIX
XLIPMRISJWOEXIVWQSZMRKJEWXIVERHJEWXIV
Some who could not skate well just coasted
EPSRKEW[IEPPLYRKSRXSIEGLSXLIV[MXL
SYXWXVIXGLIHEVQWERHWUYII^MRK½RKIVW%X
XLIVMKLXQSQIRXXLIPIEHIV[SYPHXV]LMW
FIWXXSWXSTXLMWIRXMVIKVSYTSJWOEXIVWWS
XLI][SYPHWXEVX[LMTTMRKEVSYRHMREGMVGPI
Our arms would stretch out like they were
KSMRKXSFVIEOFIJSVIWSQISJYW[IVI
JSVGIHXSPIXKSSJIEGLSXLIV%JI[WOEXIVW
[SYPHXYQFPIERHKMKKPIEWXLI]WPMHSZIV
XLIMGI8LIPYGO]WOEXIVWSRXLIZIV]IRH
SJXLI[LMT[LSHMHR´XJEPP[SYPHKSKPMHMRK
EPSRK[E]WSZIVXLIMGIEJVIIVMHI

)ZIRMRKWOEXMRK[EWEP[E]WIRNS]EFPI%
QSSRPIWWRMKLXQEHIJSVEHEVORMKLXXS
WOEXIFYX]IXMX[EWWYVTVMWMRKLS[JEV[I
could see when our eyes adjusted to the
HEVO7OEXMRKSREGPSYHPIWWJYPPQSSR
IZIRMRK[EWFIEYXMJYP8LIMGIKPIEQIH
ERHKPMWXIRIHMRXLIQSSRPMKLXERHWXEVPMKLX
WO]EW[IWOEXIHXSERHJVSSZIVXLIPEOI
We could easily have read a newspaper
[MXLSYXE¾EWLPMKLX8LIQSSRETTIEVIH
WSRIEVEW[IWXSSHSRXLIMGIKE^MRKEXMX
We commented to each other about the
JIEXYVIWSJXLIQSSR=IXMXRIZIVSGGYVVIH
to us then that in our lifetime man would
[EPOSRXLIQSSR-EQGIVXEMRXLSYKLXLEX

SRWSQISJXLSWIGSPHFVMKLXRMKLXW[IHMH
WIIKVIIRGLIIWISRXLIQSSR
Some winters we had little snow which
QIERX[ILEH[IIOWSJKSSHMGIXSWOEXI
SR8LSWI[IVIXLI[MRXIVW[IIRNS]IH
Snowy winters were a disaster for us
WOEXIVW;IXVMIHWLSZIPMRKWRS[SJJXLIMGI
FYX[IHMWGSZIVIHMX[EWWPS[KSMRKERH
considerable work. When we cleaned off
EREVIEMX[EWWXMPPXSSWQEPPJSVYW8LIVI
[EWR´XQYGLJYRMRKSMRKEVSYRHERHEVSYRH
MREWQEPPEVIE3RIXMQIEJXIVEWRS[WXSVQ
SRISJSYVWGLSSPFYWHVMZIVWFVSYKLXLMW
snowplow jeep to the lake to clean off a
PEVKIVEVIEWS[IGSYPHWOEXI-X[EWSOFYX
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still not like skating over the
entire lake. We loved our
freedom to roam the full
extent of the frozen lake.
We skated on the ice
when there was a two or
three inch snowfall, but it
was not the same as skating
on smooth bare ice. The
snow slowed us down
considerably, so we usually
gave up skating on snowy
ice. Our skating ended after
a big snowfall, but nature has
ways of melting the snow
covering the lake. It takes
days but slowly the snow
on the ice melts into the
old ice. Early ice without
snow is usually clear enough
to see through. Older ice,
especially ice that has snow
melted into the ice becomes
opaque, and it usually is not

as smooth as ice formed
from the lake water.
The prevailing winds blew
toward our open shoreline,
so it was better to have the
½VISRSYVJVMIRHW´[SSHIH
side of the lake. Near an
old frozen decaying log our
WOEXIVJVMIRHWFYMPXXLI½VI
2IEVXLMW½VI[I[SYPHWMX
on that old log to warm
SYVJVII^MRKXSIWSV½RKIVW
We soon became saturated
[MXL[SSHWQSOI-XHMHR´X
matter where you stood or
sat, but for some mysterious
law of nature, the breeze
which blew the smoke in
the other direction would
suddenly turn and blow
smoke directly toward you.
Most evenings we walked
home reeking with sooty
wood smoke. We crawled

Primo
Pizza
1

#

at the Kettle

315-381-3231

The Most Unique Upside Down Pizza You Ever Tasted!

Weekday Specials
MONDAY - CLOSED
TUESDAY - 20” X-Large Cheese Pizza
9.95
WEDNESDAY - Small Cheese Pizza and 20 Wings 14.95
THURSDAY - 2 Large Cheese Pizzas (must buy 2) $16.00
(toppings $2.25 each - Extra Cheese $2.95)

$

$

Tax & Toppings Extra

Try our
Gourmet Pizzas!

Pizza and Wing Specials
(Everyday)

Sm. Cheese & 20 - $17.95
Chicken Wing,
Lg. Cheese & 25 - $22.95
Primo Margarita,
Lg. Cheese & 50 - $32.95
Philly Cheese Steak,
Everything Sauce - $1.00
(plus
tax, Celery, Blue Cheese,
Chicken Bacon Ranch,
toppings extra)
Our Unique Upside Down Pizza!
Clinton & local delivery 4:30-9pm
Gluten-Free Pizza!
We deliver to Hamilton College
Tues-Thurs: 11am-9pm, Fri & Sat: 11am-10pm; Sun: 1pm-8pm
7756 State Route 5, Clinton Located inside Spaghetti Kettle www.primopizza1.com

into bed smelling like smoke
cured meat. Our mothers
put up with a lot.

and exhilarating fun last
evening on a cold lake with
EWQSO][SSH½VIRIEVF]#

On weekday evenings our
skating lasted until about
9:30, because we had school
the next day. On the way
home as our neighbor
buddies climbed their
wooded hill and we climbed
XLILE]½IPHSRSYVWMHI
of the lake, we sometimes
shrieked frightening sounds
or else we politely yelled
goodnight to each other.
When we arrived home
we unbundled, and then
moaned as our freezing toes
ERH½RKIVWWPS[P]VIXYVRIH
XS[EVQPMZMRK¾IWL&IJSVI
we went to bed we
ravenously ate whatever was
available. Mom had crackers
or cookies or bread and
butter with a bowl of home
canned tomatoes waiting for
us. Our skating buddies did
the same.

;IRIZIVHMHQYGL½KYVI
skating, although several
KMVPWLEH½KYVIWOEXIW1]
youngest sister was one of
XLSWI[MXL½KYVIWOEXIW7LI
would dress up neat as a pin
and then she tried skating
her fancy maneuvers. Figure
skates were too slow for
us boys. We wore hockey
skates which gave us more
speed. We even got so we
could go along backwards
almost as fast as we could
skate forward. One boy had
racing skates. We envied the
speed he could attain with
those long bladed skates.

The next day on the
morning school bus run we
talked and giggled about our
previous evening on the lake.
We innocently asked if they
heard strange sounds last
night as we walked home
in the dark, and then we all
PEYKLIH&IJSVI[IPIJXXLI
bus on the afternoon run,
we promised we would see
each other that evening if it
[EWR´XXSSGSPH%WPSRKEW
decent weather prevailed
[IWOEXIH%XWGLSSPWSQI
kids would sniff us and ask,
±(S]SYLEZIE[SSH½VI
in your house?” How could
we explain to them that we
were having such exciting

We played hockey without
knowing many rules of
LSGOI]%GXYEPP]MX[EWSYV
own style of hockey. We
just swatted the puck, our
home made puck, all over
the lake. Very seldom did
we have a true hockey puck.
We used a chunk of wood
or a chunk of ice. Our
hockey sticks were mostly
limbs or long sticks cut from
the shoreline brush with
an angle on the end so we
could whack the puck. We
batted a chunk of ice until
it disintegrated. Then we
would laugh and say, “We
better go to our store for
another puck.” We skated
near the shore of the lake
and chopped another chunk
of ice from the lake to use
as our new puck, or else we
used a chunk of wood we
found.
Continued on page 38
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Black snakes on Eddy’s back
by Joe Parzych

7SQIXLMRKXLEXLETTIRIH
[LMPI-[EWKSMRKXSESRI
VSSQWGLSSPLSYWIEWE
]SYRKFS]LEWWXE]IH[MXL
QIJSVEPPXLIWIQER]]IEVW
1MWW4SKSHE[EWSYVXIEGLIV
XLIR)HH]ERSPHIVFS]
PMZIHRIEVF],IGEQIXSSYV
WGLSSPEXRSSRVIGIWWSRI
HE],I´HUYMXWGLSSPXS[SVO
SRLMWJEXLIV´WJEVQQSWX
PMOIP]EXLMWJEXLIV´WMRWMWXIRGI
,I[EWEWEHERHPSRIP]FS]
ERHSJXIRGEQIXSXEPOXSXLI
SPHIVFS]WHYVMRKPYRGLLSYV
;IEPPPMOIH)HH]ERH[MWLIH
XLEXLILEHEFIXXIVPMJI
)HH]´WJEXLIV[EWELEVH
HVMROIVSJXIRWLSVXXIQTIVIH
ERHQIER8LIJEXLIV½VWX
PSWXLMWVMKLXXSHVMZIWLSVXP]
EJXIVKIXXMRKLMWPMGIRWI,I
HIQSPMWLIHLMWFVERHRI[
GEVSRXLI½VWXHE]LIHVSZI
MXWQEWLMRKLIEHSRMRXS
ERSXLIVGEV[LMPIHVMZMRK
HVYRO%WWSSREWLIKSX
LMWPMGIRWIFEGOLIFSYKLX
ERSXLIVRI[GEV,IKSX
HVYROERHWQEWLIHYTXLEX
SRIXSSSRXLIZIV]½VWXHE]
LIHVSZIMXOMPPMRKE[SQER
MRXLISXLIVGEVXLEXLI´HLMX
EPWSLIEHSR,IHMHR´XKS
XSNEMPFYXLIPSWXLMWPMGIRWI

JSVIZIV;LIR)HH]XYVRIH
LMWJEXLIVLEHLMQKIXE
HVMZIV´WPMGIRWIERHFSYKLX
yet a third new car so that
)HH]GSYPHGLEYJJIVLMQ
EVSYRH

RSLIEHWERH-[SRHIVIH
LS[)HH]LIPHXLIQXLIVI-
WXYHMIHXLIQMRTY^^PIQIRX
8LISPHIVFS]WXSPHQIRSX
XSPSSOFYX-GSYPHR´XXEOI
Q]I]IWE[E]

8LIHE])HH]GEQIXSSYV
WGLSSPHYVMRKPYRGLLSYV
[MXLELYVXPSSOMRLMWI]IW
,IJSYKLXFEGOXIEVWEWLI
LSEVWIP]WTSOIXSXLISPHIV
FS]W,IXIVWIP]WEMH±-KSX
WSQIXLMR´XSWLS[]SY²EW
LI[EPOIHWXMJ¾]ERHWPS[P]
EWMJMRKVIEXTEMR8LIFS]W
JSPPS[IHLMQSZIVEORSPP
YRXMP[I[IVISYXSJWMKLXSJ
XLIWGLSSPERHSYVXIEGLIV
1MWW4SKSHE-XEKKIHEPSRK

±8LISPHQERXMIHQ]
LERHWXSETSWXERHLSVWI
[LMTTIHQI²)HH]WEMHMRE
LSEVWI[LMWTIVFPMROMRKFEGO
XIEVW,IVEMWIHLMWEVQWXS
WLS[LS[LMWJEXLIVLEHXMIH
LMWLERHWLMKL)HH]´WFEGO
PIERERHQYWGYPEVQEHIXLI
WREOIWETTIEVXS[VMXLIEW
LIVEMWIHLMWEVQW,ITYX
LMWWLMVXFEGOSRLMWI]IW
WXMPPLEVFSVMRKXLEXLYVXPSSO
;LIR-VIEPM^IHXLEXXLI
FPEGOWREOIW[IVI[IPXWJVSQ
XLI[LMTTMRKQ]GLIWXLYVX
NYWXXSPSSOEXLMQ

)HH]WXSSHSRELYKIVSGO
EWXLSYKLSREWXEKI;I
stood a little higher on the
IHKISJXLIORSPP,IXSSOSJJ
LMWWLMVX[LMPIJEGMRKYW,I
KVMQEGIHMRTEMR8LIFS]W
all stood together in silence
looking on as he struggled
[MXLLMWWLMVX;LIR)HH]
turned around to show his
FEGOXSYWXLIFS]WPIXSYXE
GSPPIGXMZIKEWT
7LMR]FPEGOWREOIWGLVMW
GVSWWIH)HH]´WFEGO8LI
WREOIW[IVIJEXMRXLIQMHHPI
[MXLXEMPWEXIMXLIVIRH-[EW
TY^^PIHXLEXXLIWREOIWLEH

±-´QXEOMRKSJJ[MXLXLISPH
QER´WGEVXSRMKLX²LIWEMH
±=SY[SR´XWIIQIIZIV
EKEMR²
%RH[IRIZIVHMH)HH]
crashed into the rear end
SJEPYQFIVXVYGOXLEXRMKLX
EWLIVEGIHEGVSWW2I[
=SVO7XEXIEXLMKLWTIIHMR
XLIHEVO0YQFIVXLEXWXYGO
SYXEXXLIVIEVSJXLIXVYGO
WLIEVIHSJJXLIXSTSJXLI
GEV°XEOMRK)HH]´WLIEH[MXL
MX

French Polish Wedding
by Joe Parzych
3YV]SYRKWSRFIGEQI
WQMXXIR[MXLEW[IIXPMXXPI
KEP[LS[EWEFMXQSVI
I\TIVMIRGIHXLERLI7LI
[EWGSRWMHIVEFP]SPHIVERH
WLILEHEWSRWLI´HPIJX
FILMRH[LIRXLIQEVVMEKI
XSLIV½VWXLYWFERHJEMPIH
,IVJEQMP][EWXLVMPPIHXS
LEZILIVVIQEVVMIHERHSJJ
XLIMVLERHW8LI]WYQQSRIH
JVMIRHWERHVIPEXMZIWJVSQ
JEVERH[MHIQSWXSJ[LSQ
[IVI*VIRGL
-´QSJ4SPMWLLIVMXEKI
[LMPIQ][MJIGEQIJVSQ

ROOT FARM from page 9

MRGPYHIWE[SVOMRKKEVHIR[MXL¾S[IVWERHZIKIXEFPIWXLEX
[MPPFIWSPHEXPSGEPJEVQIV´WQEVOIXWEPSRK[MXLXLIIKKW
LSRI]ERHW]VYT
:SPYRXIIVWEVIELYKITEVXSJHEMP]STIVEXMSRWEXXLI
6SSX*EVQ%WEGVYGMEPGSQTSRIRXSJXLIVMHMRKTVSKVEQ
ZSPYRXIIVWEVIYWIHEWKVSSQIVWXEGOMRKLSVWIWWMHI
[EPOMRKLIPTMRKTEVXMGMTERXW[MXLEGXMZMXMIWERHQSVI
.IVIQ])EVP48)\IGYXMZI(MVIGXSVWEMH±-XMWEQE^MRKJSV
QIXSWIIXLIERHELEPJ]IEVWSJ[SVOSRXLMWJEGMPMX]
GSQIXSPMJIERHXSIRZMWMSRXLIXLSYWERHWSJTISTPI[I
GERLIPT²
&I]SRHXLIXLIVETIYXMGFIRI½XWSJVMHMRKVMHMRKMWEPWS
EYRMUYIERHTVSJSYRHEGXMZMX]JSVQER]TISTPI8LI
concentration needed to acquire riding skills and the
GSQQYRMGEXMSRFIX[IIRMRWXVYGXSVVMHIVERHLSVWIEPPS[
TISTPI[MXLEZEVMIX]SJEFMPMXMIWXSFIRI½XJVSQVMHMRK8LI

6SSX*EVQWXEVXIH[MXLTVSKVEQWMRXLIPEWX[IIOW8LI]
LEZIEPVIEH]LSWXIHSZIVWIWWMSRWMRGPYHMRKZIXIVERW
JVSQ*X(VYQSR*VMHE]2SZIQFIV8LIGSRWXVYGXMSRMW
HSRI2S[MX´W½PPMRKTVSKVEQWERHQSZMRKJSV[EVH
=SYRKWXIV/EXIP]R/SXEV]JVSQ6SQI2I[=SVOVMHIW
SRGIE[IIO.IJJ/SXEV]LIVJEXLIVERH0SVM/EXIP]R´W
QSXLIVWIIXLIFIRI½XW±-J[IHVMZIER][LIVIGPSWIXS8LI
6SSX*EVQWLIWE]W±,SVWI,SVWI,SVWI²7LINYWXPSZIW
MX²7EMH.IJJ/SXEV]
,SVWIFEGOVMHMRKEXXLI6SSX*EVQGERLIPTTISTPI[MXL
WTIGMEPRIIHWMRGPYHMRKQYWGYPEVH]WXVSTL]GIVIFVEPTEPW]
QYPXMTPIWGPIVSWMWEQTYXEXMSRTEVEP]WMWWTMREFM½HEHS[R
W]RHVSQIEYXMWQWTIGXVYQHMWSVHIV4EVOMRWSR´WHMWIEWI
HIZIPSTQIRXEPHMWSVHIVWH]WPI\MEERHSXLIVPIEVRMRKEFMPMXMIW
*SVQSVIMRJSVQEXMSRKSXS[[[VSSXJEVQSVKSVGEPP
SVIQEMPMRJS$VSSXJEVQSVK

)RKPMWLERH+IVQERWXSGO
3YVSPHIWXHEYKLXIVFPIWWIH
[MXLEKSSHWIRWISJLYQSV
wrote the words to the
4SPMWL2EXMSREP%RXLIQ
TLSRIXMGEPP]ERHHMWXVMFYXIH
GSTMIWXSEPPXLIKYIWXW3YV
daughter let her auntie in
SRXLINSOI1][MJI´WWMWXIV
[LSLEHRSWIRWISJLYQSV
[LEXWSIZIV[EWJYVMSYWFYX
JYQIHMRWMPIRGI
8LIFERHPIEHIV
MQQIHMEXIP]VIGSKRM^IHXLI
[SVHWERHQYWMGERH[EW
QSVIXLERLETT]XSTPE]

XLIERXLIQPIEHMRKYWXS
WYWTIGXXLEXLIXSS[EW
SJ4SPMWLHIWGIRXNYHKMRK
JVSQLMWFVSEHKVMREWLI
PIHYWMRWSRK8LIFERHEPWS
ETTIEVIHXSFIJEQMPMEV[MXL
XLIERXLIQERHTIVJSVQIH
EWTPIRHMHVIRHMXMSR
WYVTEWWIHSRP]F]XLI
VIGITXMSRLEPPJYPPSJ*VIRGL
TISTPIPYWXMP]WMRKMRKE[E]
[MXLRSGPYIXLEXXLI]´H
FIIRXEOIRMR
8LMWQEVVMEKIEPWSHMHRSX
PEWXFYXXLIVIGITXMSR[EW
JYR
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Hamlin Announces Surprise Retirement from USA Luge
-Relax Fans, It Won’t Come Until 2018
by Pat Malin

USA Luge glowingly refers to
Erin Hamlin as its best athlete
of all time.
Yes, a world championship in
2009.
Yes, an Olympic bronze
medal in 2014, which
unquestionably put the
glow on Hamlin’s 11-year
professional career on the
national team.
Yes, named the Best
Female Olympian by the
U.S. Olympic Committee in
2014. A three-time Olympian
and a four-time U.S. national
champion since 2004.
In the 2015-16 season
alone--which just began
Nov. 30, she has earned two
gold medals and three silver
medals in four World Cup
races.
It’s not only a personal

best, but she ranks second in
the world in points, trailing
teammate Summer Britcher,
who has had a spectacular
breakout season of her own.
8LMWMWXLI½VWXXMQIMR*-0
luge history that U.S. singles
racers have ever occupied
the top two spots in the
World Cup standings.
Hamlin, a native of Remsen
who resides in Lake Placid
at USA Luge and Olympic
headquarters, is at the top of
her game and loving it. But at
29, the oldest woman on the
U.S. Luge Team, she might be
wistfully eyeing the future and
a more private life.
Following her double
gold victory in Lake Placid
on Dec. 5, she threw a
surprise bouquet to her fans
when she announced her
impending retirement.
Well take a deep breath. It
ain’t over till it’s over, as Yogi
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Berra would have said. She
wants to compete another
two years and is aiming to
close out her career in the
2018 Winter Olympics in
PyeongChang, South Korea.
We can all breathe
somewhat easier, although it
was a bombshell at the time.
Hamlin “announced” her
retirement so matter of factly
in a radio interview to USA
Luge.
“This is the one thing I
wanted to do before I retire,
and on our home track,”
referring to the gold medal

she earned in women’s
WMRKPIW8LEX[EWLIV½VWXKSPH
since winning the 2009 World
Championship on the same
track in Lake Placid.
“It could not be any
more perfect, to lead an
American sweep,” she added,
complimenting her young
teammates, Emily Sweeney
and Summer Britcher for
their silver and bronze medals
the same day, another
stunning accomplishment
for the entire American luge
team.
“Now I know that when

I retire in two years the
team will be in good hands,”
Hamlin continued. “It made it
cool, because we are always
back to back in team races all
the time.”
Hamlin is beginning to
sound like a sentimental, elder
stateswoman. “The women’s
program has come so far,” she
said in an interview with USA
Luge in Calgary.
±-RXLITEWXJSYVSV½ZI
years I’ve seen a lot of
potential come up and nip
at my heels. It’s pushed me
and made me better. We’ve

all pushed each other to
continue improving and to
now be chasing down the
Germans and to be beating
them, and to bring the level
of the women’s competition
up internationally, is really
exciting.
Hamlin isn’t putting
her future on hold while
competing. She is working
on a degree in sustainability
management with online
courses from DeVry
University, a U.S. Olympic
Committee sponsor. 

FINANCIAL FOCUS
-Put Your Financial “Puzzle” Together
January 29 is National
Puzzle Day, with puzzle
celebrations and events
taking place at museums,
libraries and other venues
across the country. Why
this date was chosen – or
why National Puzzle Day
even exists – is something
of a mystery. But as an
MRZIWXSV]SYGER½RHZEPYI
in the concept of a puzzle
¯WTIGM½GEPP]MRTYXXMRK
together the pieces of your

½RERGMEPTY^^PI
What are these pieces?
Here are the essential ones:
• Growth – At different
times in your life, you
will have various goals
¯TYVGLEWMRKE½VWXSV
second home, sending your
children to college, enjoying
a comfortable retirement,
and so on. While these goals
are diverse, they all have
one thing in common: To

achieve them, you’ll need
some growth potential in
your investment portfolio.
The nature and the extent
of the growth-oriented
vehicles, such as stocks and
stock-based instruments, in
your holdings will depend
SR]SYVWTIGM½GKSEPWVMWO
tolerance and time horizon
– but growth opportunities
you must have.
• Income – Incomeproducing investments, such
as bonds and dividendpaying stocks, can help
supplement your earned
income during your working
years and provide you with
a valuable income stream
when you’re retired. Plus,
bonds and other incomeproducers can help balance
a portfolio that might
otherwise be too heavy in
growth vehicles – which,
as you know, are typically
higher in risk.
• Taxes – Taxes will
always be part of the
investment equation.
Whenever possible, you’ll
want to take advantage
of those accounts that let
you make tax-deductible
contributions and that
provide the opportunity for
tax-deferred growth, such as
a traditional IRA and your
401(k) or other employersponsored retirement plan.
=SYQE]EPWS½RHXLEX]SY
GERFIRI½XJVSQXE\JVII
investments, such as some
types of municipal bonds
and a Roth IRA. (Your Roth
IRA contributions are not
tax-deductible, but your
earnings grow tax free,
provided you’ve had your
EGGSYRXEXPIEWX½ZI]IEVW
and you don’t start taking
withdrawals until you reach
59½.)
• Protection – You can’t

just invest for your future
– you also have to protect
it. If something were to
happen to you, would your
family be able to remain in
your home? Would your
children still be able to go
to college? To help ensure
continuity and security in
your family’s lives, you’ll need
to maintain adequate life
and disability insurance. Also,
you will need to protect
your independence in your
retirement years, as you
no doubt would want to
avoid burdening your grown
GLMPHVIR[MXLER]½RERGMEP
burden. To attain this type
of freedom, you may
have to guard against the
potentially catastrophic costs
of long-term care, such as
an extended nursing home
WXE]%½RERGMEPTVSJIWWMSREP
can suggest ways of meeting
these expenses.
• Legacy – After working
hard your whole life, you’d
probably like to leave
something behind to your
children, grandchildren, other
family members and possibly
even charitable institutions.
To create the legacy you
desire, you will need to
create a comprehensive
estate plan. Because such a
plan may involve a will, living
trust and other complex
legal documents, you will
need to work with your
legal and tax advisors.
Try to put these pieces
together to help complete
]SYV½RERGMEP±TY^^PI²¯
when you do, you may
well like the picture that
emerges.
This article was written by
Edward Jones for use by your
local Edward Jones Financial
Advisor. 
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Leatherstocking Ballet Company

Leatherstocking Ballet dancers on the move to their new dance studio at 171 Genesee Street in downtown
Utica. Photo courtesy of ADAM BROCKWAY PHOTOGRAPHY.
by Al Dorantes
Leatherstocking Ballet, Inc.’s
School of Dance is located
on the 3rd Floor of 171
Genesee Street in beautiful
downtown Utica, New York.
They are at this moment
TYXXMRKXLI½RMWLMRKXSYGLIW
on their new facility.
The Leatherstocking
&EPPIX-RGMWERSRTVS½X
regional dance company
with a focus to provide
performance opportunities
to all children ages 5 to 18
in the Mohawk Valley. These
children participate in two
performances per year,
including The Nutcracker in
December and an annual
spring performance. The
spring performance changes
every year and this year
features Alice in Wonderland
the week of May 9-14
The aim of the
Leatherstocking Ballet is
two-fold: to attract the
attention of the serious
ballet student and to attract
the interest of minority
students of various cultural
backgrounds. Their mission
is dedicated to working with
young dancers and bringing
the excitement of dance and
performance to students
who have not had the
opportunity to be a part of
an organized production.
Jamie Sitera, lead instructor,
is also the founder of the
Leatherstocking Ballet, Inc.
and has served as its Artistic
Director since its inception
22-years ago. Ms. Sitera
has a Master’s Degree in
Dance Education and her
'IVXM½GEXISJ%HZERGIH
Studies in Educational
Leadership.
The Leatherstocking
Ballet, Inc. was formed in
1994 to foster a healthy
interest in and development

of the performing arts in
the Mohawk Valley. The
Leatherstocking Ballet,
Inc. is comprised of ballet
students, aged 5 to 18 years,
who have auditioned to
become company members.
Additionally, children from
Watson Williams, Roscoe
Conkling, and the Mohawk
Valley Refugee Center
have performed alongside
company members for
the past 16 years in
performances for the general
public and area schools.
The Leatherstocking Ballet
has always leased rehearsal
space from other schools
and studios. They have
practically been nomads.
During that time they
were not teaching ballet
classes and were only a
performance entity. Now
with their own space and
JYPP¾IHKIHWXYHMSXLI]
are teaching their own
students. Jamie Sitera said,
“Now we are able to grow
our own students to form
them into the roles and
ballets we want to do.”
The Leatherstocking Ballet
is having open enrollment
all January. New students
will join students already
training under Jamie Sitera’s
guidance.
In 2015 the Leatherstocking
Ballet was the Partners in
Prosperity grant winner.
They are using the grant
to build their new studio.
The purchase of a multiTYVTSWIHERGI¾SSVJSVXLI
new studio is due to the
support and a grant from
the Community Foundation
of Herkimer and Oneida
Counties.
Leatherstocking Ballet
uses a graded system to
assess and monitor their
students. They are the only
school in the Valley to do

so and the only school with
a fully registered teacher
from the Royal Academy
of Dance from London

England. The Royal Academy
of Dance is one of the
[SVPH´WQSWXMR¾YIRXMEP
dance education and
professional membership
organizations. They set
global standards for exams
in classical ballet, teacher
training and continuing
professional development
for dance. Founded in
1920 to set standards for
dance teaching within the
UK, today they have a
presence in 83 countries,
[MXLSJ½GIWERHSZIV
14,000 members worldwide.
Royal Academy of Dance
exams are recognized as
very high quality training
throughout the dance
community by judges at
competitions, colleges, and
dance companies all over the
world. The Royal Academy

of Dance’s patron is Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II.
On January 15, 2015 the
Leatherstocking Ballet will
have their grand opening
at 5pm at the new studio.
The next day, January 16,
they will host an open
house from 11am - 12pm.
Following the open house

they will have open auditions
for their upcoming Alice in
Wonderland performance.
Leatherstocking Ballet is
always looking for looking
for volunteers and board
members. For more
information go to: www.
leatherstockingballet.org 
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Our Time on the Ice continued from page 34
If we broke our home
made hockey stick, that
didn’t stop our playing.
Whoever broke his stick
simply went to the shoreline
XS½RHERSXLIVJEZSVEFPI
stick from the bushes.

and jackets. The sleeves of
those jackets were longer
than the young boys’ arms.
;IRIZIVWE[XLIMV½RKIVW
but those long sleeves were
excellent for wiping runny
noses.

When the ice was good
on a Saturday or Sunday a
group of adults and children
would sometimes have a
skating party. On the party
day several cars would be
parked in our yard and
in neighbors’ yards as the
many people came skating.
The lake became pleasantly
crowded, but yet there was
plenty of room for more.
%½VI[EWFYMPXSRXLIMGI
near the shore. Hotdogs
and potatoes were roasted
for all, and we skated until it
was time to milk the cows.
Those who didn’t have
chores skated longer.

Several times we skated
when there was water on
the ice. It was fun, providing
you didn’t fall. There was
usually a winter thaw or a
rainy spell even in the prime
of winter when common
sense tells us it should be
freezing cold, but instead
it melts or rains. If the ice
is thick enough before the
thaw or rainy spell, water
on top of the ice doesn’t
hurt the ice unless it melts
continuously for a few days.
On some of those warmer
days, but still with sound ice,
we would continue to skate,
except you were cautious
not to fall. Sometimes
though, our skates would
sneak out from under us,
and we knew an icy cold
wet landing awaited us. If a
skater fell and we watched
him or her sliding across
the wet ice on their belly
or bottom, we all had a
good laugh, but when it

When there was a
weekend skating party, we
saw both new skates and
old hand me down skates
along with skating clothes
that ranged from new
spectacular warm jackets to
old tattered jackets. Some
of the younger boys wore
hand me down sweaters

happened to me it wasn’t
so funny. When the water
was an inch or more deep
we liked to get our speed
up and then slide over the
ice with our skates angled
like a snowplow. The water
would spray up into the air
several feet. We tried to
get up more speed before
we angled our sliding skates
to see who could make the
highest and prettiest water
spray. Talk about having wet
pant legs!
After a warm spell the
wintry cold and usually
high winds would return to
freeze the water on top of
the ice. We hoped the wind
wouldn’t blow so the water
would freeze smoothly, but
this didn’t always happen.
The icy wind blew the water
on top of the old ice into
frozen ripples. We could
skate, but the rippled ice
really vibrated the tar out of
us. Skating on our buddies’
side of the lake had the
smoothest ice because the
woods shielded their side
of the lake from most of
the winds. Occasionally the
only good ice was along
their shoreline, so we were

GSR½RIHXSWOEXISRXLEX
side of the lake.
While wearing our skates,
we never walked on stones
or dirt. If we had to, we
got down on our hands
and knees and held our
skates up so the blades
would not get nicked as we
crawled a short distance
over the shoreline. We
inspected our blades often.
If we found a nick in our
blades we did our best to
GEVIJYPP]½PIMXSJJ%RMGOIH
blade bites into the ice and
slows a skater down. We
demanded speed so our
blades had to be as perfect
as we could make them.
We had an apparatus--still
have it-- that held a pair of
skates for sharpening. With
a hand held grinding stone,
the skates could then be
sharpened. It was a slow
procedure, but we took
pride in our hockey skates
that gave us speed and
excellent cornering when
well sharpened.
On one winter in the
1950’s we had a snowfall
of about 8 inches and then
a cold rain fell for several
hours. The weather became

much colder during the
night. The next morning
the rain had frozen into
such a strong crust that
our heavy farm tractor
would ride on top of this
icy crust. The neighbor
buddies and my youngest
sister went skating over
the gleaming, snow crusted
LE]½IPHW-X[EWVIQEVOEFPI
to see them gliding over
XLIWPSTMRKLE]½IPHWSR
skates. They crawled under
a barbed wire fence to
get onto one neighbor’s
land. This neighbor’s land
had a long sloping hill with
a much steeper rise near
the top. They struggled to
get to the top of this hill,
but then they glided down
the hill, traversing the slope
to enjoy a longer ride or
to turn downward to gain
more speed. It was the
only winter we witnessed
when the crust was so thick
a person could easily skate
SZIVXLILE]½IPHW
All the above information
took place from 1941 to
about 1960. In 1941 on
December 7, when Pearl
Harbor was bombed, a
few of us youngsters were

skating on that Sunday
afternoon. As we skated,
we looked up into the sky
for Jap airplanes. Little did
we know then about war
and how that particular
December 7, drastically
changed so many lives all
over the world.
Today the lake is still
there, but sadly quiet in
the winter. The skaters
ERHWQSO]½VIWEVIKSRI
Today’s youth are of a fresh,
different generation, a new
time of history. They have
cell phones, smart phones,
I pads, computers, and a
trove of other gadgets to
keep them occupied. In the
winter months of our youth
we had ice skates, often
good ice, and plenty of cold
fresh air. We had years of
good healthy growing up fun
on the frozen lake. Today,
as we live through another
winter, we continue to keep
in touch with our former
WOEXMRKFYHHMIWERHVI¾IGX
on our many enjoyable
skating memories. We had
our time on the ice. 
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Vernon National Shooting Preserve
by Al Dorantes

spectacular views!
The family owned and
operated facility is open to
members, as well as to the
public. Vernon National has
a fully automated 17station
sporting clays course, a
skeet range, wobble trap,
GSZIVIHTMWXSPVERKIVM¾I
range, as well as a spacious
clubhouse and banquet area.
They operate a stocked
pheasant hunting operation
from September 1st through
the winter months. Both
pistol shooting instruction
and shotgun shooting
instruction are available
through private instructors.

Safe, convenient shooting fun can be found at Vernon Nartional Shooting Preserve. Learn a new sport with individual instruction. Registered
shooters and novices alike are always welcome, there is something for
every experience level.
The area’s premier
pheasant hunting and target
shooting venue can be
found at Vernon National
Shooting Preserve. Located
in Vernon Center on one
of the highest elevations

in Oneida county, Vernon
National Shooting Preserve
offers a safe, convenient,
and fun setting for pheasant
hunting, sporting clays,
WOIIXWLSSXMRK[SFFPIVM¾I
and pistol ranges-all with

Vernon National began as
a family farm. It has been in
the Acee family for over 20
years where they initially
operated a dairy and crop
business. Owner, Ron Acee,
his father Sam, and their
faithful dog Gus made a
trip out to the Dakotas to
hunt pheasants. That trip
became the inspiration for
the pheasant preserve.
Around 2003, a few
Promatic traps replaced an
old hand thrower for some
family fun. After a time

friends were invited to join
in the shooting and before
long an area of woods was
cleared for the set up of
EWXERH½IPH3ZIVXLI
course of the next few
years the private little setup grew into a busy little
business. It was decided to
take this to the next level
and build a sporting clays
course. In 2008 a new state
of the art fully automated
sporting clays facility with
10 stations was opened.
Vernon National now has
17 stations offering a wide
variety of targets, some that
you will not see anywhere
else. Vernon National
has now become a full¾IHKIHJEGMPMX]JSVWTSVXMRK
recreation. The preserve is
continually growing.
Sporting clays is like
golf with a shotgun and
Vernon National has a
world class course. Their
sporting clays course is fully
automated so there is no
waiting for trappers- it is
fun for beginners, as well as
the experienced shooter.
They provide instruction,
ammunition and even
gun rentals, making the
experience the best for
everyone. The target
presentation on the sporting
clay course is continually
changing so the course is
always new and challenging.
The course is set on open
½IPHWLEVH[SSHWERHSZIV
deep ravines. Whether you
are a Master Class NSCA
registered shooter looking
for competition, or just a
casual shotgun shooter
looking for some fun, Vernon
National’s sporting clay
course has it all.
Another feature of Vernon
2EXMSREPMWMXWTMWXSPERHVM¾I
ranges. The pistol range is
an indoor/outdoor range.

There is a well ventilated,
heated and lighted indoor
shooting area that can be
used year round. The 600
]EVHVM¾IVERKIMWEHIUYEXI
for target shooting and
WMKLXMRKMRVM¾IWSJEPQSWX
any caliber.

“Open to the public,
come see what we’re
all about.”
The jewel of Vernon
National is their pheasant
hunting. They offer pheasant
hunting as it was back in the
day of wild birds. Pheasant
hunts utilize approximately
500 acres of managed
terrain, with varied covers
from corn, sorghum,
WYR¾S[IVWERHREXYVEPKVEWW
to plantations of evergreens,
hardwoods, extensive brush
and hedgerows all offering
a natural, challenging hunt.
They offer private hunts,
public hunts, corporate
outings, and tower shoots.
Vernon National releases
approximately 3,000
pheasants a year. Bring your
new pup or your seasoned
LYRXMRKHSKXSLIPT]SY½RH
those birds or book one of
the many great guides the
preserve has to offer. Public
hunts are available seven
days a week during their
pheasant hunting season.
Vernon National is hunting
WTSVX[MXLEHSKEXMXW½RIWX
Owner Ron Acee
explained, “Vernon National
has to be safe, convenient,
and fun; for members and
guests.” To that end, Ron
has a list of rules that he has
implemented and strictly
enforces. The number one
rule is safety, and after
that, being courteous and
respectful to all others
and to the property. All

hunters and their guests are
expected to understand
and abide by the rules at all
times. Additional rules, by
range, include, All hunters
must check in prior to the
hunt and check out before
departure, Some blaze
orange required, Safety
glasses and ear protection
is required, Absolutely
NO alcohol prior to
or during any shooting
activity, Hunters and their
dogs must remain in their
designated area at all times,
No trespassing on adjoining
TVSTIVX]SVW[MXGLMRK½IPHW
without permission, Guns
must be unloaded until
hunters reach their assigned
area, and must be unloaded
prior to leaving the area,
Members are responsible for
making guests aware of all
club rules, safety regulations,
and must make sure that
a release and waiver form
is signed. Sportsmanlike
conduct is expected at all
times. Ron reserves the right
to cancel a membership or
stop a hunt with no refund
for any conduct deemed
inappropriate. Safety is a
priority at Vernon National.
Vernon National Shooting
Preserve is centrally located
only miles from Turning
Stone Casino and Vernon
Downs, offering a great
selection of hotels and local
entertainment. They are
minutes from Cazenovia,
Hamilton, Clinton, Rome,
and the Valley and easily
accessible from the NYS
thruway. This means that
anywhere in Central New
York you are a quick trip
away from world class and
safe, convenient, shooting
entertainment. For more
information go to: www.
vernonnational.com or call:
(315) 829-2529. 
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Fox River Sporting

This Winchester M21 Trap Grade Custom Fantastic is a sample of the
high quality firearms you can expect to find at Fox River Sporting.
by Al Dorantes
Fox River Sporting, located
at Vernon National Shooting
Preserve in Vernon Center,
is your source for rare,
ZMRXEKIVM¾IW, shotguns, and
sporting arms from 1870
to the 1950’s. Owner Tom
Wyraz has been collecting
½RIVM¾IWERHWLSXKYRWJSV
over 30 years and puts that
experience to work for
collectors.
Tom began started
collecting Winchesters in
the 1970’s with his father
at the young age of 14. For
the last two decades Wyraz
has taken a keen interest on
A.H. Fox shotguns, made in

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
in the early 1900’s. At
that time American gun
companies commissioned
the best illustrators of
the day to create posters,
calendars, and catalogs,
depicting scenes of their
products being used in the
½IPH*S\6MZIV7TSVXMRK
is proud to offer works by
Philip Goodwin, A.B. Frost,
and many others. These
great pieces of sporting
art give us a glimpse into
the past and have become
highly regarded and very
collectible. Fox River
Sporting’s goal is to offer
investment grade, high
condition, sporting items
of yesteryear for future

generations to appreciate
and enjoy.
Fox River Sporting offers
WSQISJXLI½RIWXVEVI
ZMRXEKIVM¾IWERHWLSXKYRW
available today. Besides
GPEWWMG½VIEVQW8SQ
Wyraz also sells authentic
gun company advertising
posters, vintage calendars,
and original catalogues.
Antique boxed ammunition
is also available, often times
in obsolete calibers. Fox
River Sporting’s inventory of
investment grade sporting
items is constantly changing
and while specializing in A.H.
Fox shotguns they also deal
in Winchester, Savage, Marlin,
and Remington items as
well as those by Colt, Parker,
Ithaca and L.C. Smith.
An interesting facet of
Fox River Sporting is that
Tom Wyraz is always buying
vintage guns to resell. On a
daily basis Wyraz is looking
for sellers of sporting guns.
Like any hobby the prices
are based on rarity and
condition. Wyraz said, “If
you have guns in the attic I
want to buy them.” He is
looking for any guns of high
quality in high condition
from 1870 to 1950’s
including Savage, A.H. Fox,
Parker, LeFever, L.C. Smith

Shotguns, Winchester, Marlin,
Remington, and Colt. Fox
River Sporting also buys
some military collectables.
Tom Wyraz also specializes
MRWIPPMRKVEVIZMRXEKIVM¾IW
shotguns, and paraphernalia
to his network of buyers
across the country. Wyraz
said, “I have customers who
want these types of guns
to use and for investment.
Some are local but many are
all across the country. I can
½RHKSSHLSQIWJSVLMKL
UYEPMX]½VIEVQW²
Whether you are starting
your collection of vintage
sporting guns, looking for
]SYV±LSP]KVEMP²XS½RMWL
your collection, or just
looking for investment grade
VM¾IWSVWLSXKYRW*S\6MZIV
Sporting is your go to shop.
Tom Wyraz points out that
all state and federal laws are
strictly observed.
Tom Wyraz, with his years
of experience, is available to
appraise your collection or
estate. Fox River Sporting
will appraise a single item or
your entire collection. You
GERLEZIGSR½HIRGIXLEX
you will receive the most
accurate and up-to-date
IZEPYEXMSR'SR½HIRXMEPMX]
is assured and Fox River

Antique fishing equipment is a hobby unto itself. We are fortunate to
acquire nice vintage fishing lures, antique fishing reels and antique
fishing rods. Utica was the home of the famous Horrocks-Ibbotson
(H.I.) Company for many years.
Sporting will make a house
call.
If you are looking to buy,
sell, or have your vintage
sporting arms appraised
give Tom Wyraz a call. Fox

River Sporting is open by
appointment only. For more
information go to: www.
foxriversporting.com or call:
(315) 826-2300. 

“

It is good to realize that if love and peace
can prevail on earth, and if we can teach
our children to honor nature’s gifts, the
joys and beauties of the outdoors will be
here forever.
~Jimmy Carter
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Orisk
kan
a y Creek
k Logic

A Small Mouth Bass in full
war
a paintt.
An Oriskkan
any Creek Brown rests beffor
o e being releasedd.
by Mark Usyk
I stand in a stretch of the
Oriskany Creek,, staring
Willow
down the Weeping
e
that’s attached to the other
IRHSJQ]¾]PMRI EJI[
tugs leading to a feew furious
shakes,, leaaves falling to
XLI[EXIVERH¾SEXMRKSR
the current as I make the
decision to just break off the
¾]-TYPPXLIPMRIXMKLXXMKLXIV
WXMPPYRXMPMX½REPP]TSTW©
8LI¾]JEPPWXSXLI[EXIV
and disappear s downstream
with the current,, my eyes
follo
o w it in both belief and
HMWFIPMIJEXXLIWEQIXMQI
I shake my head,
h d, laugh
l h att
Q]WIPJERHMRWTIGXQ]¾]
box,, wondering which one
-´PPQSWXPMOIP]PSWIRI\\XX
I tie on a black rabbit fur
leech pattern and make
a cast,, narrowly missing
the same branches that
moments ear lier dragged
a fo
our letter word across
Q]PMTW8LI¾]PERHWEKEMRWX
the cutout sand bank and
VSPPWHS[RMRXSXLI[EXIV
A few
e seconds later the
line is tight,, the rod arching
SZIVLIEHE½WL½KLXMRKJSV
yards like a football
o
plaayer
making slow progress with
another dragging from his
PIK;LIRXLI½KLXMWSZIV-
cradle a gorgeous greenish
bronze Smallmouth with the
QEV OMRKWSJE½IVGINYRKPI
[EVVMSV-VIQSZIXLILSSO
from it’s mouth,, admire
XLI½WLJSVERSXLIVUYMGO
moment and then lower it
FEGOXSXLIGSSP[EXIV;MXL
a kick and a splash it glides
off to deeper shadows and
I’m left with water and sand
WTIGOPIHSRQ]JEGI -½KYVI
MX´WPMOIXLI½WLWE]MRK±,IVII´W

QYHMR]SYVI]I²-WYTTSWI
-HIWIV ZIXLEX
The Oriskany Creek is
known as Brown Trrout
[EXIVERHMXMW&YX-´QE
LSVVMFPI8VSYX½WLIVQER
unless you’re talking about
the Wild Brook Trroutt that
th t I
hunt in remote Adirondack
WXVIEQW1SWXLEZIR´XWIIR
EREV XM½GMEP¾]XLI]NYWXHSR´X
ORS[ER]FIXXIV&YXLIVI
in the Oriskany the Brown
Trrout seem to know when
I’m here and let the Bass,
the Fall Fish,, and the Creek
'LYFWXEOIXLIJEPPMRWXIEH-
HSR´XQMRHMRXLIPIEWX8MQI
on the creek is time on the
GVIIORSQEXXIV[LEX-½RH
EXXXLIIRHSJQ]PMRIMJ-½RH
ER]]XXLMRKEXXLIIRHEXEPP
But I do hook a Brown
ever y now and then to be
WYVI7SQIXMQIW-JIIPPMOI
they might feel
e sorr y fo
or
me and reluctantly take a
¾]NYWXXSIEWIXLIMVKYMPX-´PP
take them honest or I’ll let
them think they’re doing me

a faavor and plaay along with
XLIMVV YWI ;IWLEOILERHW
during the release, I make
my waay one direction and
they swim off in anotherr,
both of us getting a glimpse
of another wor ld if fo
or only
EJI[WIGSRHW
8LI½WLERH-[ILEZI
ERYRHIV WXERHMRK8LI]
under stand I’m tr ying
to catch them,, and I
under stand they don’t want
XSFIGEYKLX7SQIHE]W[I
FEPERGIIEGLSXLIVSYX[IPP
On many other s the balance
seems to be tipped in their
JEZSV-RIZIVLSPHMXEKEMRWX
XLIQ8LI]´VINYWX½WLEJJXXIV
EPPERH-´QSRP]LYQER
1EV O9W]OSJ.46SWW
& Company writes the
7XVIEQIV.YROMIFPSKJSV
[[[NTVSWW¾]VS
SHWGSQ
.46SWWMWEREHZSGEXI
for
o clean water and
preser vation of local wild
XVSYXLEFMXEX

“

Fishing is much more
 G :$  G
occasion when we may
 
simplicity of our
G :
~Herbert Hoover

Nettted
ed.
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History in Your Backyard – Savage Arms
8LIPIZIVEGXMSRVM¾ITPEGIH2SERHRS
United States contract was obtained. On
February 7, 1893, he secured a patent on
LMWVM¾IERHSVKERM^IHXLI7EZEKI6ITIEXMRK
Arms Company (1893-97). Since he did not
have a factory, he arranged with John Marlin
of the Marlin Firearms Company of New
,EZIR'SRRIGXMGYXXSQEOIXLI½VWXKVSYT
SJVM¾IW-R7EZEKIHIZIPSTIHXLI
GEPMFIVPIZIVEGXMSRVM¾IERHFIKERXLIMV
manufacture in a small plant on Hubbell
Street, Utica. In 1897, the Savage Arms
Company (1897-1917) was incorporated
and a site on Tilden Avenue was purchased
and buildings erected. One unique feature
SJXLI7EZEKIVM¾I[EWXLIGSYRXIV[LMGL
displayed the number of bullets remaining
in the receiver. The Model 99, as it became
ORS[R[EWERMRRSZEXMSRMRVM¾IXIGLRSPSK]
8LIVM¾IKEZIEZIVEKITISTPIEGGIWWXSER
EJJSVHEFPIVM¾IERHWXEVXIHEFYWMRIWWXLEX
The orignal Saveage Arms plant has had many
has stood the test of time.
changes throughout the years. The Charles Town USA
By 1919, Savage Arms was manufacturing
Savage Arms’ factory located just off Bleeker Street in Utica in its early years.
mall was one of the attempts to keep the building
LMKLTS[IVVM¾IWGEPMFIVVM¾IWTMWXSPW
The history in your backyard is not always
Arthur W. Savage was born in Kingston,
in use.
and ammunition. In 1919, Chief Lame Bear
noted on a blue and yellow sign. Central
Jamaica, British West Indies on May 13,
approached Arthur to purchase lever-action
the Driggs-Seabury Ordnance Company
New York has been home to a number of
1857. In 1888 he came to New York where VM¾IWJSVXLI-RHMERVIWIVZEXMSRERHXLI
and produced Lewis machine guns. The
world class gun manufacturers including
he was employed by Munn & Company,
two men struck a deal. The tribe would
Lewis machine gun has a drum mounted
TYFPMWLIVWSJWGMIRXM½GTETIVWERHQEKE^MRIW KIXHMWGSYRXIHVM¾IWERH7EZEKI[SYPHKIX
Remington (Ilion), LeFever (Syracuse), L.C.
QEKE^MRISRXLIXST6IGSVHWJVSQ
Smith Shotgun Company (Syracuse), and
Shortly after that, Mr. Savage moved to
their support and endorsement. Incidentally, MRXLI'SYRX]'PIVO´WSJ½GIMR9XMGEWLS[
Savage Arms (Utica). Some of the gun
Utica where he became an employee of the Savage’s Indian head logo which would
EQSVXKEKIWIGYVMRK½ZITVSQMWWSV]RSXIW
Belt Line Railroad. After a stint in Saratoga,
QEOIVWEVIWXMPPTVSHYGMRK½VIEVQW[LMPI
garner much consternation from the political IEGLJSV½PIHF]XLI7EZEKI%VQW
some have been relegated to almost a
[LIVILIIPIGXVM½IHXLIWXVIIXGEVPMRIW
correctness police of today was a direct gift
Corporation to purchase a “number of
he returned to Utica and entered his new
memory. It’s taken less than 60 years for
from the Chief.
buildings erected by the government” during
7EZEKIQMPMXEV]VM¾IMRXLIQMPMXEV]
Savage Arms’ factory, just off Bleeker Street
During
World
War
I
Savage
merged
with
continued on next page
in Utica, to fade from memory.
trials of that year on Governor’s Island.
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Orisk
ka
any Arms
Arm
by Al Dorra
antes
The second amendment
is alive and well in Oriskany,
New Yor
o k.. Oriskany Arms is
EWWIQFPMRKLMKLUYEPMX]½VIarms right here in Central
New Yor
o k.
Oriskany Arms is an
IWXEFPMWLIH[IPPVIGSKRM^IH
½VIEVQWQERYJEGXYVIV[MXL
a histor y and experience
producing precision gun
components that reaches
back to 1947.. In 2013,, they
took their exper tise and
MRXVSHYGIHEPMRISJJYPPWM^I
all-American made Series
1911 .45 ACP handguns.

The M1911 or 1911 as it is
more commonly reffer
e red to,
is a single-action,, semi-auXSQEXMGQEKE^MRIJIH
recoil-operated pistol chambered for
o the .45 ACP carr-tridge. The pistol ser ved as
the standard-issue sidearm
for
o the United States Armed
Forces from 1911 to 1986.. It
[EW½V WXYWIHMRPEXIVWXEKIW
of the Philippine-American
War,rr,, and was widely used
in Wor
o ld War I,, Wor
o ld War
II,, the Korean War,rr,, and the
Vietnam Warr. The 1911 was
designed by John Browning.
The 1911 is the best-known

their Compact model,, the
“350FP
P”.” Both the “1911
P
425FP Series”” and the “1911
350FP Series”” are proudly
and entirely machined and
assembled in the USA,, using
only domestic-sourced materials,, just like the original,
JYPPWM^I

Thhe series that sttated it all foor Oriskkan
any Armss, their full-size 5.00 inch
barrel length 1911 hand gun.
of his designs to use the
shor t recoil principle in its
basic design. The pistol was

Savage Arms ...

widely copied and is popular
with civilian shooter s. The
1911’s compact variants are
popular concealed carr y
weapons based on the
pistol’s slim lines combined
with the power of the .45
AC
CP car tridge.
In 2016 Oriskany Arms is
proud to introduce their
newest carr y models based
on the 1911 platffo
orm.
Oriskany Arm’s Commander model,, the “425FP”” and

“

Thhe machinerry that oncce made Savvage rifles has long been silencced
ed.
buildings erected by the
government” during Wor
o ld
War I for
o the purpose of
enlarging the output of
Lewis machine guns at
the plant. The buildings
included two large fo
ourrWXSV ]FVMGOWXV YGXYVIW½ZI
large storage sheds and one
SJ½GIFYMPHMRKEGSRGVIXI
mill building,, steel storage
building,, power extension
plant,, shooting galler y
and steel water tank with
capacity of 100,000 gallons.
The notes were due in
1927.
Ar thur W. Saavage
v
died at
the age of 83 in San Diego,
Califfor
o nia on September 22,
1938.
During Wor
o ld War II,
Saavvage Arms turned again
to militar y production,
making heaavvy munitions.
Saavvage made most of the
Thompson submachine guns
used in Wor
o ld War II.. Saavage
v
also produced the British
2S0II¯)R½IPHFSPX
EGXMSRVM¾I8LIVM¾IW[IVI
mar ked “U.S. PROPER
RTY”
T
despite the fact that the
VM¾IW[IVIRIZIVYWIHF]
the US militar y and were

instead sent to Britain under
the Lend-Lease program.
The Saavvage Arms
Corporation was a major
supplier of arms during both
Wor
o ld War I and Wor
o ld
War II.. During WWI Saavvage
supplied over seventy
thousand Lewis machine
guns to Britain to stop the
German advance. After
the WWII it produced
SRISJXLI½V WXQSXSVM^IH
laawnmo
w
wer s.
In the 1950’s,, Sperr y
Univac took over the Utica
facility and transffor
o med
it into the center fo
or
manufacturing operations
in the Mohaawk
w Valleyy.
Later Char les A.. Gaetano
purchased the proper ty in
1976 and by 1982 opened
Char lesT
Town outlet mall.
The factor y outlet center
closed in 1991,, and became
the Char lesT
Town Business
Complex.
While Sperr y Univac is
gone from the Mohawk
Valley and Char lesT
Town
has been closed for
o year s
Saavvage Arms continues to
QERYJEGXYVI½VIEVQW-XMW
interesting to consider that

our past is linked to the one
SJXLI½VIEVQWXLEXLIPTIH
win WWI and WWII. 

A truly American
sentiment
recognizes the
dignity of labor and
the fact that honor
lies in honest toil.
~Grover Cleveland

Each one of Oriskany
Arms’’ 1911 pistols is hand
assembled.. Chris Komorek,
production manager and
gunsmith said, “Our 1911s
are as close to a custom gun
at production gun prices.”
He explained that Oriskany
Arms offfeer s custom serialM^EXMSRSRXLIMVKYRW[LMGL
is almost like getting vanity
plates at the DMV
V. He added, “These guns are made
with attention to detail and
quality in mind;; they don’t
come back.”

Oriskany Arms is producing around 300 guns a
yearr. Nick Giotto, general
sales managerrr,, said “New
products like the compacts
and “Commander” and
“Compact”” offfeer many
STXMSRW²8LIQYPXMTPIWM^IW
ERH[MXLQYPXMTPI½RMWLIW
like black oxide, boron
nitride, two-tone or with
'IVIOSXI½RMWLIW3VMWOER]
Arms offfeer s multiple options
for
o per sonal protection,, dependable security and peace
of mind.. If you are interested in owning a high quality
1911 made right here in
Central New Yor
o k with
histor y behind it,, look no
fur ther than Oriskany Arms.
For more inffo
ormation go to:
www.oriskanyarms.com or
follo
oll w them on Facebook:
Oriskany Arms. 
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Did you
know?

$100 Contest Winner
You could be the next lucky reader
Our lucky winner this
month is is Lloyd Miller
from Floyd, NY. Lloyd is
an avid reader and enjoys
his copy of EDITOR
every month. He told me
that it reminds him of the
old Grit magazine and
that makes me smile! We
actually used the old Grit

as somewhat of a template for EDITOR, so it’s
good to hear that we are
on track!
Floyd grabs his copy
usullay at either the Stewarts in Holland Patent or
at Nassers in Floyd.
We reminiced about
the area and talked about
our pups. I never miss a
chance to talk about our
furry family and Mr. Miller

feels the same way about
his pug.
Some of the things he
enjoys about reading

EDITOR is the general
feel of the paper. He says,
“who wants to read more
bad news? It’s nice to sit
and read something that
makes you feel good.” He
added, “that column, Hello Again always gives me
something to think about.
Now, don’t get me wrong,
I don’t always agree with
Mr. Lee, but he sure does
give you something to
think on!”
A lifelong resident of
our beautiful area, Lloyd
still lives on the farm he
was born on in Floyd
and he commented on
how beautiful this part of
the country is and how
fortunate we are to live
in the beauty of it all. We
sure are lucky!
Thank you Mr. Miller
for brightening my day
and for being a faithful
reader of EDITOR. You
have yourself a wonderful,
healthy new year!
The clue for this month's
reader contest can be
found in the ad on page
35 of this issue. As always
we appreciate all of you
faithful devoted readers.
Keep those cards, letters
and emails coming. We
truly appreciate your kind
words!
Happy reading! 

Home
Improvement
Facts...

The home improvement
market, which includes
both improvements and
maintenance, has rebounded considerably from its
most recent low point in
2011. The Joint Center for
Housing Studies (JCHS) of
Harvard University indicated
in early 2015 that the upcoming year would surpass
the $324 billion spent on
improvements during the
peak of the housing boom
a decade ago. Even though
homebuilding and the home
industry in general is still not
at complete recovery, trends
within the home improvement industry do suggest
that homeowners have once
again become comfortable
investing in their homes. 
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Dance the Night Away
- at the Good News Center
by Dyann Nashton

JEQMPMIWMRSYVGSQQYRMX]©*VSQE½VWXLERHZMI[TSMRX
we see the positive effect of ongoing peer support groups
and programs that we offer at low or no cost.” He said this
MWGSR½VQIHF]XLIMRGVIEWIHRYQFIVSJMRUYMVMIWMRXS8LI
Good News Center’s programs and the growing attendance
at their programs.
My husband and I will be up against the likes of Spencer
Davidson from News Channel 2/WKTV, Joe Steet from
Steet Toyota and Rocco Arcuri from Adirondack Bank. Even
the emcee and judges are local celebrities. WKTV’s Kristen
Copeland will be master of ceremony and Ray Durso from
The Genesis Group will be critiquing from the judges panel.
Under the guidance of Gina and Luca Esposito, veteran
I\TIVXHERGIMRWXVYGXSVW[I[MPPEPPXEOIXSXLIHERGI¾SSV
to see who might be lightest on their feet. I will mention
that our competitors each have the unfair advantage with a
professional dance partner. I’m beginning to think we might
just be the comedic relief.
“Dancing the Night Away” is celebrating its 10th anniversary
by inviting back previous year’s celebrities. Kathy ContinoTurner of Masonic Care Community, Paul Sacco from JM
Door, and Marolyn Wilson from Holland Farms Bakery, to
REQINYWXEJI[[MPPFIVIYRMXMRKSRXLI¾SSVJSVEKVSYT
number. The Espositos will orchestrate a quick group lesson
for audience members who would like to give dancing a
whirl.
Tickets are $50 per person and include a hot dinner
buffet and dessert. Tickets can be purchased online at www.
thegoodnewscenter.org. Click on the event calendar. Call
735-6210 for information by phone Monday - Friday 8 a.m.
- 4 p.m. 

Dyann and Myles Nashton practicing for the Dance the Night Away
competition.
Who doesn’t love ABC’s hit TV show “Dancing with the
Stars?” Whether you’re a sports fan tuning in to see how
graceful an athlete can be or a pop culture follower who
wants to see if the Kardashians have two left feet, its good
clean entertainment.
What could possibly be better? Perhaps watching this kind
of show live with the chance of running into a celebrity
dancer in the community? With the Good News Center’s
“Dance the Night Away” event on Sat. Feb. 13th, you now
have that chance. The event will be held from 6:30-11 p.m.
at Hart’s Hill Inn and typically draws more than 350 people,
a sellout crowd.
The unique fundraising event brings local “celebrities”
together for a Central New York version of the dance
GSQTIXMXMSR7SQIHERGIVWEVILMKLTVS½PIGSQQYRMX]
members and true local celebrities, such as bank presidents
and TV newscasters.
Others are, well, not so well known … including yours
truly. I will be representing Notre Dame Schools and
what Catholic education brings to our community. But my
husband and dance partner Myles is a much more familiar
JEGIXSTISTPISYXERHEFSYX,I´WFIIRE½\XYVIMRXLI
mortgage business at AmeriCu credit union for more than
20 years. This will be a challenge for us. Myles does not like
being choreographed and I have a little problem knowing
my left from my right. But, it’s all in good fun and for a
fantastic cause.
Part of the Good News Center’s mission is to serve as a
resource that strengthens marriages and families through
relationship education programs and retreats. Proceeds from
the “Dance the Night Away” event fund these programs
directly.
%GGSVHMRKXS1MGLEIP&YGOPI]I\IGYXMZIHMVIGXSVERH
CEO, “In these times of high divorce rates and economic
struggle, it is all the more important to offer resources to

Don’t get stuck in a rut
-you’ll get bored and so will your body
)\IVGMWIMWEKVIEX[E]XS
maintain a healthy mind
and body. Many people
begin a new year by
making resolutions to lose
weight or build muscle.
Too often, however, men
and women get stuck in
ERI\IVGMWIVYXJSPPS[MRK
XLIWEQII\IVGMWIVSYXMRI
week after week. Not
only can this be boring,
½XRIWWI\TIVXWEHZMWIXLEX
it’s necessary to change
ERI\IVGMWIVSYXMRITIriodically to continue to
see results. It’s one reason
[L]QER]½XRIWWGPYFW
unveil new classes every
few weeks. Just when you
master the choreogra-

phy of a class, it’s time to
change! With repetition,
the body adapts and
grows accustomed to the
routine, using less energy
as a result. That can affect
your ability to lose weight.
Changing your workout
forces your body to work
harder, producing better
VIWYPXW-J]SYI\IVGMWI
with a trainer, discuss
ways to modify your
normal routine to surprise your body. Increased
intensity, interval training,
adding sprints to running,
taking different classes,
or even increasing the frequency of your workouts
may do the trick. 
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How to choose a resolution you can keep
-Increase your success by asking a buddy to join you
to lose weight. But joining a gym
isn’t always the answer, as it’s easy
to become intimidated at a gym
where the majority of your fellow
members are already in great
shape. But this doesn’t mean you
should shy away from your resolution. Instead, look for ways to make
your resolution enjoyable so you’re
more likely to stick with it. If you
have resolved to lose weight but
a gym isn’t for you, sign up for a
dance class or join a cycling group.
There’s more than one way to
commit to a given resolution, and
½RHMRKXLIQSWXIRNS]EFPI[E]XS
tackle your resolution is often the
easiest way to make it a success.

A common hurdle many people
must clear when making a New
Year’s resolution is choosing the
resolution itself. Resolving to
become a millionaire in the next
12 months is likely unrealistic, as
is taking on the same resolution
you made last year that proved
unsuccessful. Before making a New
Year’s resolution this year, consider
the following tips aimed at helping
you choose a resolution that has a
chance to be successful.

* Make it something you’re likely
to enjoy. Resolving to lose weight
is perhaps the most popular
New Year’s resolution every year.
Though there’s no way to measure how many people make this
resolution and stick with it, it’s safe
to assume many people fall short
of their weight-loss goal. That’s
because the steps people must
take to lose weight are not always
easy to embrace. Many people
join a gym in January so they can
fully commit to their resolutions

* Make it a realistic goal. Your
resolution should be realistic. If not,
the chances of being successful
are slim. For example, resolving to
move overseas by the end of the
coming calendar year may be a
great goal, but if you have no job
prospects overseas or too many
commitments at home, then this
goal is not very realistic and you
probably won’t make it a successful
resolution. However, this doesn’t
mean you have to abandon your
dream of moving overseas. Instead,
resolve to make changes that make
your desire to live overseas more

realistic. Learn the language of a favorite country or learn about that
country’s job market and work
toward making yourself more attractive to potential overseas employers. This is a more realistic goal
than deciding to move overseas
in the very near future, and it sets
you up for future success should
you resolve to move abroad down
the road.
* Employ the buddy system. Resolutions don’t have to be a oneman show. In fact, your resolution
may prove easier to keep if you
GER½RHWSQISRIXSKSEPSRKJSV
the ride with you. For instance, if
you have resolved to quit smoking,
½RHEJVMIRH[LSEPWSWQSOIWERH
commit to your resolution together. You can lean on each other
when times get tough and serve
as each other’s watchdog to make
sure neither one of you is straying
from your goal. If you resolve to
learn a foreign language in the year
ELIEH½RHEJVMIRHXSIRVSPPMRE
class with you. As additional motivation, commit to visiting a foreign
country where this language is
spoken at the end of the year
if both of you have successfully
JYP½PPIH]SYVVIWSPYXMSRW

* Develop a plan before making
any commitments. Before you
commit to a resolution, develop
a plan as to how you’re going to
make that resolution a success and
determine if this plan is realistic.
For example, if you resolve to lose
weight, part of your plan should include an exercise regimen and any
dietary changes. Once you have
laid out this plan, examine it to see
how likely you are to stick with it.
If your plan includes waking up at
6 a.m. every morning to workout
and you know waking up that early
is problematic for you, then you
don’t have to abandon the resolution, but you might want to develop a new plan that’s more likely
to be successful. The plan should
be in place before you make your
resolution. If you simply cannot
map out a plan that’s amenable to
your schedule, then this resolution
QMKLXTVSZIZIV]HMJ½GYPXXSOIIT
and you might want to explore
another option.
1ER]TISTPI½RHXLIMV2I[
Year’s resolutions have fallen by the
wayside come the end of January.
But those serious about making a
change can take steps to ensure
their resolutions are a success. 
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Thank You
by Lisa Lauritsen
Finally there’s snow on the ground. Not
yet enough for a snowshoe expedition or
revving up your snowmobile, but alas the
cold has called us in for peeling away thick
skin of pomegranate fruit over conversation
[MXLEJVMIRH[LMPIWRS[¾EOIWTE[KIRXP]
at the window. And, time for quiet solitude
XLEXMRZMXIWYWXSVI¾IGXSRFPIWWMRKWSJXLI
previous year. A happy way to pass early
winter might be to write a few letters of
thanks to friends and acquaintances who’ve
never been properly acknowledged for
the ordinary gifts they bring to our lives.
With all the stress of high expectations this
time of year it may be the most heartfelt
and welcome gift you give. Oddly, it’s been
GSR½VQIHSZIVERHSZIVXLEXI\TVIWWMRK
gratitude brings as much joy to the giver as
the recipient.
Diarist Anais Nin said, “We write to taste
life twice, in the moment and in retrospect.”
Writing letters of gratitude helps us relive
our happiest moments while strengthening
our bond with others. It seems we are
often most comfortable praising others for
tangible gifts but thanks should also be given
for all the little ways those around us bring
light to our lives; a presence so beautiful it
changes the atmosphere of a room, a small
act of kindness that that compelled us to be
brave when we were weak, and yes perhaps
for a thing given to us that exceeded our
expectations.
If you’ve fallen away from the practice or
need some guidance to get started here are

some ideas and formulas to get your letter
ready for postage.
Begin with a simple statement of thanks,
and most important of all: be sincere.
Grammatical errors and awkward phrasing
will go unnoticed if what you say is from the
heart.
Be brave. Say what you mean in a few
simple words. There’s no need to be artful,
just honest.
&IWTIGM½GERHWE]I\EGXP][LEXXLITIVWSR
did or does and how it made or makes you
feel. If it was a gift you received explain how
you plan to use it.
Use ink. Everything about your hand
connecting with the paper will spell
authenticity even if your penmanship is near
illegible.
Chose a valediction appropriate to the
recipient before signing your name. For
example if yours truly or love seem too
intimate try signing off with something like
respectfully or warmest regards.
A winterscape photographed by John Snyder, Sales Manager of our sister publications Country Editor and the
3RE½REPRSXI
Original Valley Pennysaver.
Thank you, dear readers, who engage with
us each month. These stories are often
yours and wouldn’t be possible if not for
the work you do and the ideas you share
that make the EDITOR worth reading. We
look forward to learning more about you
this year and hope you will continue to read
along as we unearth the creative efforts our
neighbors put forth to make our stories and
interviews possible.
Sincerely,
the EDITOR staff

“

Let our New Year’s resolution be this: we will
be there for one another as fellow members
 G 9    :
~Goran Persson
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2 Powerful Words for 2016
by Troy Bishopp
January always opens up with folks
coming down with resolution fever. A
VIWSPYXMSRMWHI½RIHEWE½VQHIGMWMSR
to do or not to do something. Being
resolute describes someone who is determined in character, action, or ideas.
For the New Year, I’m determined to
adopt a new, positive direction that
is sorely lacking in our culture. The
resolution of conveying often, the two
most powerful words in our vocabulary: Thank you.
Before you get my impression of
these two simple words, I have to
share what precipitated this call to
action. For my 10 year tenure, our
Conservation District employee
scheduling board has hung in the same
spot so everyone knows what we are
doing on a weekly basis. Next to it is a
place where we hang holiday greetings, testimonials and thank you cards
from customers or businesses. I have
seen a steady decline in the amount
of gratitude for our/my work over the
years with 2015’s wall sadly bare at
the holidays. I have to ask, is saying or
writing thank you, gone out of favor?
Philosopher William James said, “The
deepest craving of human nature is the
need to be appreciated.”
Are we too entitled? Do we feel like
folks are paid enough so no praise is
needed? Have we lost our motivation
to openly convene gratitude? Are we
just too busy? Have all the e-mails,
text messages and social media sites
numbed our vigor for personal heartfelt connections? Are we not trained
to write or speak effectively anymore?
I’ll tell you this, if I get another blanket
“form” letter thank-you with a stamped
signature, I’m liable to meltdown.
I witness this thankless situation
almost daily at checkout counters,

schools, service industries, job interviews, food courts and meetings where
the only recognition of one’s work is a
low-level grunt. It seems the preponderance of cell phones and looking
down at a tiny screen trumps any form
of communication and eye contact.
Are we the new “walking dead”?
I’m not immune. This glaring problem
is also looking at me. I have recognized my folly and have taken steps
to increase my thankfulness skills. For
one, I’m being inspired by the Denver
Broncos quarterback, Peyton Manning
who is well respected for his personal,
hand written thank yous and words of
encouragement to fans and players. I
had my best photographs turned into
personal cards for correspondence. I
actually bought stamps solely for this
kind of gesture. I’m being proactive in
freely allowing myself to bubble with
heartfelt appreciation and taking the
time to write something meaningful to
someone who deserves a pat on the

back.
I have a lot to be thankful for: A
beautiful wife of 34 years, great kids,
sweet grandchildren, supporting
parents and a multi-generational
paid-for farm. I’m blessed to have 3
careers that allow me to express my
talents. I have many friends throughout the country and a community of
farmers that will help, no questions
asked. Some of my friends have shown
me the courtesy of wonderful appreciation letters that have stuck with
me throughout my life. So I know it’s
possible.
Now that it’s 2016, I am declaring
it the year of “Thank You” where the
2 most powerful words should be
spoken or written on a regular basis
to warm the hearts of humanity and
provide inspiration to others for the
little things. It’s a resolution with true
and lasting merit much like 2 other top
resolution words: Staying healthy. 

Did you know?
According to the Centers
for Disease Control and
Prevention, research has
shown that strengthening

exercises are safe and effective for men and women
of all ages, including seniors.
The CDC also notes that

men and women with heart
disease or arthritis may benI½XXLIQSWXJVSQI\IVGMWI
regimens that include lifting

weights several times per
week. A strength-training
program at Tufts University
enlisted older men and
women with moderate to
severe knee osteoarthritis.
The program lasted 16
weeks, and by the end of
those 16 weeks, participants
reported that their pain had
decreased by an average of
43 percent while also decreasing the disability caused
by their conditions. In addiXMSRXSXLIFIRI½XWYRGSZered in the Tufts program,
WXVIRKXLXVEMRMRKGERFIRI½X
older men and women by
MQTVSZMRKFEPERGIERH¾I\ibility, which can decrease
their likelihood of falling and
the severity of those falls if
they do slip. 
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Weigh your options

FINANCIAL FOCUS

-credit and debit cards

Can Investors Learn from Yoga Followers?

Credit and debit cards are how many people make their purchases, both big and small.
Many people would rather swipe a card at
the checkout counter than count cash. These
cards offer unmatched convenience and can
help keep receipts organized and purchases
accountable with minimal effort.
But credit cards and debit cards are not
perfect. One of the biggest disadvantages
to using cards to make all purchases is the
tendency to lose track of your spending.
When paying with cash, consumers can visibly see the money leaving their pockets and
know when that money has run out. Paying
by card is an abstract concept that doesn’t
become real until bills are received or bank
statements are reviewed.

have been made to thwart would-be
MHIRXMX]XLMIZIWERHOIIT½RERGMEPHEXEWEJI
However, as was evidenced by the major
data breach in Target’s payment system in
late 2013, when millions of credit and debit
card numbers and PIN codes were hacked,
no system is entirely foolproof. Credit cards
offer added security because if fraudulent purchases are made, your credit card
account will be quickly frozen and you will
not be held accountable. When using debit
cards, you are spending your own money
YTJVSRX*VEYHYPIRXTYVGLEWIWQE]FI½\IH
SZIVXMQIFYXMXGSYPHPIEZIEHI½GMXMR]SYV
account until matters are resolved.
* Want to minimize fees? Debit cards do
not charge interest or minimum charge penalties. There’s no need to worry about being
late for a payment and getting charged a fee,
and causing your balance to skyrocket. Gas
stations and other retailers that may charge
more per purchase for using credit cards
will treat debit cards like cash and offer the
same discounts.

7TIGM½GEPP]GSRWMHIVXLIJSPlowing yoga-related themes
and how they might translate into investment habits
XLEXQE]FIFIRI½GMEP

• Balance — If you observe advanced yoga practitioners, you will be amazed
at the balance they exhibit
during certain positions. But
for serious yoga students,
* Need to build credit? Use a credit card if
the idea of “balance” goes
you are trying to establish a positive credit
beyond physical movements
history. However, you must pay your bill
and extends to a concept of
*
Enjoy
perks?
Credit
card
companies
will
in a timely fashion, and it helps to pay the
life that emphasizes, among
entire balance each and every billing cycle to sell you their card over another based on
other things, an avoidance of
various
perks.
In
addition
to
competitive
develop a good credit score.
extremes. As an investor, you
interest rates, perks may include being able
too need to avoid extremes,
* Don’t want a large monthly bill? Debit
to accumulate travel points, cash-back dollar
cards withdraw money directly from your
amounts, advanced ticketing offers for shows such as investing too aggressively, too conservatively or
account at the moment the transaction
and sporting events, discounts and coupons
occurs. Much like spending with cash, debit
JSVGIVXEMRVIXEMPIVWERHQER]SXLIVFIRI½XW too sporadically. By building
a balanced portfolio, and by
cards let users know when they have run
More and more consumers are relying
investing regularly, you can
out of cash, as cards will be denied if the
largely on credit cards and debit cards to
help improve your chances
transaction is not approved. If you do not
make their purchases. Each type of card has
of making progress toward
want to pay a large bill at the end of the
MXWFIRI½XWERHHMWEHZERXEKIWWSGSRWYQ]SYV½RERGMEPKSEPW
month, debit cards are the better choice.
ers must weigh their options to determine
* Prefer greater security? Great strides
which type of card works best for them. 
• Flexibility — Among its
QER]FIRI½XW]SKELIPTW
Protect your sensitive information from hackers TISTPIMRGVIEWIXLIMV¾I\Reports of personal data
guard yourself from hackers. breach. But when credit card MFMPMX]°ERHKVIEXIV¾I\MFMPMty results in fewer injuries
data is breached, the credit
being stolen from major
and an increased capacity
Use only encrypted sites
card company is responsiretailers are on the rise.
to enjoy many physical
Sophisticated criminals can
Encryption is a computer
ble for any losses and your
now access information on
term for protected sites
money is still safe and sound activities. As an investor, you
just about anyone, as those
that hide personal informain your account. Credit cards RIIHXSFI¾I\MFPIIRSYKL
to adjust your portfolio as
who understand the comtion with a cipher or code.
offer consumers far more
needed while still following
plexities of network systems Encrypted websites will
protection from fraudulent
a long-term strategy that’s
and their vulnerabilities may
feature a lock symbol on
purchases than debit cards,
appropriate for your individbe able to steal personal
the address bar or have the
so only use credit cards
ual goals, risk tolerance and
information.
TVI½\±LXXTW²TVIGIHMRK
when making purchases
time horizon.
the URL. Encryption reduces online.
A proactive approach to
Although debit and credit cards are
frequently used interchangeably, there are
times when one is preferable over the other.
Here’s how to decide which card to use.

safeguarding sensitive data is
the best way for consumers
to protect themselves from
cyber criminals.
Passwords
Passwords and PIN codes
are needed for so many
things today. It can be
tempting to use a universal
password across for all of
your accounts, but should
WSQISRI½KYVISYX]SYV
password, he or she then
has access to all of your accounts. Although it can test
your memory, use separate
passwords for each account.
Use symbols, case changes
and numbers. In addition,
periodically change your
passwords to further safe-

but does not eliminate
the risk that your sensitive
information will be stolen.
,EGOIVWWXMPPQE]½RH[E]W
to circumvent encrypted
sites, but such sites are still
your best bet when entering
sensitive personal information online.
Use credit cards when
making purchases
Credit cards and debit
cards make access to money
quite easy. Debit cards
withdraw money directly
from your bank account,
and hackers who gain access
to your debit card and PIN
can then drain your bank
account before you’re even
aware there has been a data

Protect your sensitive
information
Security breaches can occur when consumers share
too much of their personal
information. Never give out
PIN codes or passwords
to others. Do not share
social security numbers or
SXLIVJSVQWSJMHIRXM½GEXMSR
over the phone or in public
places, and avoid sharing
GSR½HIRXMEPMRJSVQEXMSR
through email. In addition,
password protect computers and other digital devices,
including smartphones, to
further reduce the risk that
potentially sensitive information is stolen by cyber
criminals. 

XS[EVH]SYV½RERGMEPKSEPW
HMJ½GYPX&YXMJ]SYQEMRXEMR
a positive attitude, you may
be more inclined to invest
wisely for your future.

It’s probably not on your
calendar, but World Yoga
Day takes place in February.
As more people have disGSZIVIHMXWLIEPXLJYPFIRI½XW
yoga has grown in popularity.
But whether or not you
practice yoga, you can apply
its lessons to other areas of
your life — such as investing.

• Relaxation — For yoga
students, proper relaxation
is essential to achieving
mental equanimity, emotional balance and inner
strength. But relaxation
doesn’t always come easily
— even experienced yoga
practitioners need to work
at it. As an investor, you
also may need to train
yourself to relax because,
given the ups and downs of
the market, it’s not hard to
become overwrought and
make ill-advised decisions
based on short-term events.
Staying calm and maintaining
a long-term view of things
may help you make better
investment decisions.

• Positive thinking — Our
own thoughts and actions
are largely responsible for
creating our happiness and
success, according to yoga
teachings. And positive
thinking can play a key role
in investing, too. For example, if you were to constantly
look at negative headlines,
you might conclude that it is
pointless to invest for the future because external events
— economic instability
abroad, political squabbles at
home, natural disasters and
so on — will just disrupt
your plans. Consequently,
you might decide not to
invest, or invest in such a
way that can make progress

• Visualization — In yoga,
visualization is often used
to reduce stress. At any
KMZIRXMQI]SYQMKLX½RHMX
HMJ½GYPXXSVIPE\FYX]SYGER
use your imagination to see
yourself — and put yourself — in a relaxed state.
As an investor, you need to
visualize your goals, such as a
comfortable retirement, beJSVI]SYGERHI½RIEWXVEXIgy to help you work toward
them. By seeing yourself
where you want to be, you’ll
be motivated to take the
actions necessary to work
toward getting there.
Try putting the principles of
yoga to work — they may
help you become a better
investor.
This article was written
by Edward Jones for use
by your local Edward Jones
Financial Advisor.
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ANSWERS

I prefer winter and Fall,
when you feel the bone
structure of the landscape
— the loneliness of it, the
dead feeling of winter.
Something waits beneath
it, the whole story doesn’t
show. ~ American Artist,
Andrew Wyeth
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Announcements

# # # # #
ADVERTISERS

Get the best responses from
your advertisements by
including the age, condition,
price and best calling hours.
Also, we always recommend
insertion for at least 2 issues
for
maximum
benefits.
DEADLINE for placing ads is
FRIDAY prior to edition date.
Call Peg at 1-800-836-2888
or 518-673-0111
CHECK YOUR AD - ADVERTISERS should check their

ads on the first week of
insertion. Lee Publications,
Inc. shall not be liable for
typographical, or errors in
publication except to the
extent of the cost of the first
weeks insertion of the ad,
and shall also not be liable
for damages due to failure to
publish an ad. Adjustment
for errors is limited to the
cost of that portion of the ad
wherein the error occurred.
Report any errors to 800836-2888

Automotive
ATTENTION:
Remanufactured starters, alternators,
generator. Prompt service,
Gary D. Sneath 315-826-7892

Cars, Trucks, Trailers

WANTED

JUNK CARS,
TRUCKS & VANS
PAYING $50 & UP
7 Days a Week

315-335-3302

For Rent

PO Box 121, 6113 State Hwy. 5
Palatine Bridge, NY 13428
800-836-2888 • Fax: 518-673-2381

classified@leepub.com

Real Estate For Sale

MAN WITH A PICKUP
TRUCK:
Small
moves,
cleanouts, fall leaf clean-up,
snowplowing. 315-982-9302,
315-542-2056

EDITOR
Just Good Reading
To Place An Ad Call:
1-800-836-2888
To Subscribe Call:
888-596-5329

231 PERRY ST., Herkimer:
$550. 2 bedroom downstairs.
Parking for one. No utilities
included. No pets. Renovated.
Must supply your own refrigerator. Call 315-868-7966 or
315-868-1084

Services Offered
SNOWPLOWING, roof shoveling, pay per time or seasonal. Contract price available.
Fully insured, commercial or
residential. Call Daniel 315255-1683.

ILION: Beautiful New upstairs
apartment. One bedroom,
appliances, laundry facility,
parking, no smoking/pets.
Lease, references. 315-8662552

CLIP & SEND

Furniture

4 VARIETIES

Frozen STRAWBERRIES

& RASPBERRIES
Frozen BROCCOLI
CORN & CAULIFLOWER

POTATOES

8075 St. Hwy 5, St. Johnsville

518-568-2643

Call 800-836-2888 to place your classified ad.

Just Good Reading

PO Box 121, Palatine Bridge, NY 13428

Help Wanted

BANKRUPTCY, Uncontested
Divorce, Family Court, Closings, Traffic; Attorney Fee
$525.00. Richard Kaplan 315724-1850

Miscellaneous
FOR SALE: Black and Decker
small refrigerator, white, student size, $75; and Fellows
Shredder, with bags and oil,
regular $350 for sale $75. Call
315-868-1037

$4.00/

Help Wanted

LONG DISTANCE
TRUCK DRIVER WANTED

Legal Services

SAUERKRAUT

ED ITOR

MAIL
OR CALL

FOR SALE: Lift Chair, leather,
burgundy color, less than a
year old. Asking $1,000. 315866-0182

Serious Inquiries Only !!!
Call Caruso Cattle at 315-733-3965
or apply in person at
205 Jackson Rd., Frankfort NY 13340

DAMIN FARM
Home Raised BEEF

Services Offered

183 Main Street,
Sharon Springs, NY 13459
Legal live-in storefront with 1
to 2 bedrooms in Sharon
Springs, NY. Very sunny,
1,000 s/f storefront with
large front porch. 2 entrance
doors will allow you to have
a separate shop or to sublet
part of the space to an independent shopkeeper to help
with the rent. New kitchen
appliances and shower.
Beautiful setting. $775/
month includes heat and hot
water. Tenant pays electric.
Available June 1st or sooner.
References and verifiable
long-term employment a
must. Best contact
giacomo.dennis@gmail.com
or call 518-312-3800 and
leave a message.

Livestock Experience Preferred
Weekly Trips to New England and Mid-West

Farm Market Items

Real Estate For Sale

Recreational Vehicles
& Motor Homes

Ph: 518-673-3011 OR 800-836-2888

14 words
$.10 each additional
per week

Deadline Friday 2pm - Fill Out This Form OR
Call Us To Place Your Reader Ad
• CLASSIFIED READER AD FORM •
Today s Date________
COPY:

____ # of Weeks to Run

______Starting Issue Date (Friday Date)

(First 14 words $4.00, each additional word 10¢, phone number counts as one word)

______________ ______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
______________ ______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
______________ ______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
14 words - $4.00

1995 SAFARI & TITAL RV.
Green & gray, 36’ long, 17,500
lbs., 13,000 miles, 6 cyl. Asking $20,000. Towing pkg kit
estimated at $2,000. Good
condition inside & out. For
appt. call 518-495-7489

Services Offered
A TO Z DAYCARE: Let your
child’s education start here.
Newly renovated, state certified, hot meals. Now accepting children 6months to 12yrs.
Also looking for subs. Call
Heather at 315-894-5593.
JACK’S HANDYMAN SERVICE: Doing odd jobs of all
kinds since 2004. Free estimates. 315-725-1133

15 words - $4.10

______________ ______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
16 words - $4.20

17 words - $4.30

18 words - $4.40

19 words - $4.50

20 words - $4.60

______________ ______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
21 words - $4.70

22 words - $4.80

23 words - $4.90

24th word - $5.00

25 words - $5.10

______________ ______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
26 words - $5.20

27 words - $5.30

28 words - $5.40

29th word - $5.50

30 words - $5.60

______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
31 words - $5.70

32 words - $5.80

33 words - $5.90

34th word - $6.00

Name (Print): ____________________________________________________________________
Farm/Company Name: ______________________________________________________________
Street: __________________________________________ County: ________________________
City: __________________________________________ State: __________ Zip: ______________
Phone #:______________________ Fax #: __________________ Cell #: ____________________
Email Address: ____________________________________________________________________
Payment Method: K Check/Money Order K American Express K Discover K Visa K MC
Card #: ____________________________________________________ Exp. Date: ____________
MM / YY
* (REQ.) Card Security Code #____________
Name on Credit Card (print): ________________________________________________________
Signature: ______________________________________________ Today s Date:______________
MM / YY
Amount Paid: __________________________________________________
Ph: 518-673-3011 or 800-836-2888 • Fax: 518-673-2381 • Email: classified@leepub.com

Mail: Editor, PO Box 121, Palatine Bridge, NY 13428
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Fatal Attraction

by Joe Parzych
My father was good friends with a nice
man, a fellow immigrant from Poland. His
name was spelled similar to the Polish word
Tarapaty which means, trouble; predicament;
SVWEH½\8LIHI½RMXMSRWEPP½XLMQ[IPP-
will refer to him as Mr. Tara. He lived in the
same town, East Hampton, where my father
PMZIH[LIRLI½VWXGEQIXS%QIVMGEERH
where they became fast friends.
Mr. Tara was a molder in a foundry and
once gave me an iron savings bank he’d cast
in the shape of a horse. The bank was in
X[STMIGIWLIPHXSKIXLIVF]EWGVI[-XSSO
the bank apart to withdraw my savings, and
PSWXXLIWGVI[&IJSVI-JSYRHXLIWGVI[SRI
half of the horse disappeared, much to my
WSVVS[ERH-RIZIVJSYRHMX-´HLSTIHXLEX
it’d turn up, but it never did.
My father moved to another town in
Massachusetts, and soon Mr. Tara also moved,
but to Hartford, Connecticut, when the
East Hampton foundry closed. Mr. Tara did
not drive and we had no telephone at our
isolated farm. So, it was a joyous occasion
when Mr. Tara would arrive, unannounced,
F]XE\MEJXIVEVEMPVSEHXVMTJVSQ,EVXJSVH
to a railroad station in the adjoining town of
+VIIR½IPH,IYWYEPP]GEQIEPSRIWMRGILMW
wife and he were not especially compatible.
They did not sleep together, perhaps so that
history did not repeat itself--- the daughter

JVSQXLEX½VWXJEXEPYRMSRFIMRKEVITPMGESJ
LIVSE½WLQSXLIV
Mr. Tara had met his formerly well-built
wife while drinking at a tavern only to wake
YTRI\XQSVRMRKXS½RHLIVMRLMWFIHEXLMW
WMHI%JI[QSRXLWPEXIV[LIRLIV[EMWXPMRI
WLS[IHWMKRWSJI\TERWMSRWLIREQIH
him as the father. Being an honorable man,
Tara married her before her due date so as
to not sully her reputation, such as it was.
While adept at raising a glass, his bride did
RSXI\GIPEXGSSOMRK7LIHMHIRNS]IEXMRK
ERHXLIZSPYTXYSYW½KYVIXLEXLEHSRGI
mesmerized Mr. Tara was soon submerged
in a mountain of fat. Mr. Tara greatly enjoyed
my mother’s cooking, and whenever we
journeyed to their home in Hartford, Mr.
Tara would ask my mother to cook dinner.
That did not sit well with Mrs. Tara.
We seldom traveled far, since my father
viewed any destination over 10 miles away,
as a journey for which he fully prepared
by loading the car with a crow bar, sledge
LEQQIVE\WLSZIPTYPPI]FPSGOERHELERO
of rope to cover any eventualities that might
arise. This equipment was all piled into
our car, which had no trunk, into the back
WIEX[LIVI-WEXEQMHWXEPPXLIIQIVKIRG]
paraphernalia. My father would have
included a gun, too, had he owned one.

Cont. on page 55
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Did you know?
Motorists who still adhere to the old
WXERHEVHSJGLERKMRKXLIMVZILMGPIW´SMP
IZIV]QMPIWEVIPMOIP][EWXMRK
XLIMVQSRI]8LIQENSVMX]SJXSHE]´W
EYXSQERYJEGXYVIVWRS[FYMPHZILMGPIW
XLEXGERKSX[MGIEWPSRKMJRSXPSRKIV
FIX[IIRSMPGLERKIW1ER]EYXSQEOIVW
RS[GEPPJSVSMPGLERKIWIZIV]
QMPIWERHWSQIKSIZIRJYVXLIVVIGSQQIRHMRKSMPGLERKIWIZIV]
QMPIW7SQIZILMGPIWGERIZIRKSEW
PSRKEWQMPIWFIJSVIRIIHMRKER
SMPGLERKI:ILMGPIS[RIVWWLSYPHGSRWYPXXLIMVS[RIV´WQERYEPWJSVEHZMGI

SRLS[SJXIRXLIMVZILMGPIW´SMPWLSYPH
FIGLERKIH;LIRIWXEFPMWLMRKERSMP
GLERKIWGLIHYPIJSVXLIMVZILMGPIW
QER]HVMZIVWEVILIWMXERXXSEFERHSR
the conventional 3,000 mile interval
WGLIHYPIXLEX[EWPSRKIWTSYWIHF]
XLIEYXSMRHYWXV]&YXEHZERGIQIRXW
MRXIGLRSPSK]LEZIEPPS[IHQERYJEGXYVIVWXSVIGSQQIRHPSRKIVMRXIVZEPW
FIX[IIRSMPGLERKIW[LMGLFIRI½XW
QSXSVMWXW´FSXXSQPMRIWERHIZIRXLI
IRZMVSRQIRX6EXLIVXLERRIIHPIWWP]
[EWXMRKTIVJIGXP]KSSHSMPIZIV]
miles, in many instances motorists can

now continue to use that oil twice as
PSRKMJRSXPSRKIVVIHYGMRK[EWXISMP
HYQTMRKEWEVIWYPX;LIRGSRWYPXMRK
ERS[RIV´WQERYEPJSVVIGSQQIRHIH
SMPGLERKIMRXIVZEPWS[RIVWWLSYPH
resist the temptation to follow the
“severe” schedules listed in many ownIV´WQERYEPW7YGLWGLIHYPIWEVIVEVIP]
ETTPMGEFPIYRHIVRSVQEPGMVGYQWXERGIW
ERHSRP]WIVZIXS[EWXIHVMZIVW´QSRI]
and oil 
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Hartford, some 60 miles
distant was just such an epic
journey, in his mind, and we
WIXSYXEX½VWXPMKLX[MXLE
PYRGLTEGOIHERHGEVV]MRK
far more equipment than
Marco Polo had taken on his
JEQSYW[ERHIVMRKW

tour of the city, his more
XLERTPIEWMRKP]TPYQT[MJI
TVITEVIHHMRRIV;LIR[I
VIXYVRIH1VW8EVETVSYHP]
announced that dinner was
ready and invited us to sit
EXXLIHMRMRKVSSQXEFPIWIX
[MXLE½RIXEFPIGPSXLGPSXL
napkins, china, silverware,
9TSRSYVWEJIEVVMZEP1V
ERH[EXIVKPEWWIW*VSQ
Tara was overjoyed to see
EPPETTIEVERGIW1VW8EVE
YW,IMQQIHMEXIP]EWOIH
LEH½REPP]QEWXIVIHLSQI
my mother to prepare
HMRRIV&YX1VW8EVEFIGEQI QEOMRK
miffed, and announced that
*MVWX1VW8EVEWIVZIH
she would show us that she
mashed potatoes and
[EWTIVJIGXP]GETEFPISJ
ZIKIXEFPIWFIJSVITVSYHP]
GSSOMRKXLIQIEP7S[LMPI
TVIWIRXMRKXLITMIGIHI
VIWMWXERGIERMGIP]FVS[RIH
1V8EVEIWGSVXIHYWSRE

roast chicken, with oohs and
EELWEPPEVSYRH-X[EWXLIR
XLEX-RSXMGIHWSQIXLMRK
WXVERKI8LIVIEVSJXLI
GLMGOIRLEHRSXFIIRGYX
STIRERHPEGIHFEGOYT
;SVWI]IXWSQIXLMRK[EW
SS^MRKSYXSJXLIVIEVSJ
the chicken! Others noticed
MXERHJVS^I'SRZIVWEXMSR
GIEWIH8LIVI[EWER
E[O[EVHWMPIRGI
1V8EVEWXSSHYTERH
GYVWIH,I¾YRKSTIRXLI
HSSVXSXLIFEGO]EVHERH
picked the chicken up from
XLITPEXXIV,IVIEVIHFEGO
LSPHMRKXLIGLMGOIRPMOIE

JSSXFEPPMRLMWVMKLXLERH
ERHLYVPIHMXPMOI8SQ&VEH]
PEYRGLMRKE,EMP1EV]TEWW
8LIFVS[RGEVGEWWVM¾IH
TIVJIGXP]XLVSYKLXLIEMV
XSXLIJEVIRHSJXLIFEGO
]EVH-XLMXXLIKVSYRH
WXEVXPMRKXLIMVHSKERH
FSYRGIHX[MGIFIJSVIXLI
HSKVIGSZIVIHIRSYKLXS
TSYRGISRMX
1VW8EVEVERMRXSXLI
FIHVSSQERHWPEQQIH
XLIHSSV1V8EVE´W
demeanor was a mixture
SJIQFEVVEWWQIRXERH
SYXVEKI8LIHMWXVEYKLXQER
ETSPSKM^IHTVSJYWIP]TSYVIH

drinks all around, poured
himself another, and offered
XSXEOIYWXSEVIWXEYVERX
1]JEXLIVWEMHMX[EWKIXXMRK
late and said it looked like it
QMKLXWXSVQERH[I´HFIXXIV
FISRSYV[E]XLSYKLXLI
WYRWLSRIFVMKLXP]1V8EVE
seemed relieved to have
XLIIQFEVVEWWMRKWMXYEXMSR
IRHERHEKVIIHXLEXMX
GSYPHMRHIIHWXSVQ,I
offered my father another
HVMROJSVXLIVSEH1]
JEXLIVKEZIMRXSLMWYVKMRK
took the proffered drink,
GPMROIHKPEWWIW[MXL1V8EVE
HS[RIHXLIHVMROERHFMH

JEVI[IPP,I[EPOIHSYXXS
XLIGEVRSRIXSSWXIEHMP]
On the way home, the car
had a tendency to wander,
ERH-[SVVMIHXLEX[I´H
need the equipment my
JEXLIVLEHWXS[IHEFSEVH
&YXEXPSRKPEWX[IXYVRIH
down the dirt road to our
isolated farm where my
WMWXIVWE[EMXIHYW
7EHP][IRIZIVWE[
ERSXLIVXE\MGSQIVEGMRK
down our road in a cloud of
HYWXFIEVMRK1V8EVEJSVE
WYVTVMWIZMWMX
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Curb appeal

-applies to cars and trucks too
“Curb appeal” is a term
often associated with selling
a house. Homeowners
selling their homes want to
improve their home’s external appearance so it creates
EWXVSRKIV½VWXMQTVIWWMSR
when prospective buyers
½VWXTYPPYTXSXLIGYVFJSV
an open house or a visit
with their realtor.
But while curb appeal is
often uttered in real estate
parlance, the term also
is applicable when selling
cars. Private sellers want
to make their vehicles look
as nice as possible, giving it

the kind of curb appeal that
impresses potential buyers
the moment they see the
vehicle. Improving a car’s
curb appeal typically doesn’t
require as much work as
doing the same for a home,
but the following are a few
ways sellers can improve the
look of their vehicles in an
attempt to impress prospective buyers.
• Give the car a good
wash. The easiest way to
improve how a car looks
from the outside is to wash
and wax it. Sellers should
make this part of their

vehicle maintenance routine
until the car is sold. If you’re
driving the car while you’re
attempting to sell it, wash
and wax the vehicle each
week. Always wash the car
before a prospective buyer
is scheduled to come over
and take a look. Spray detailers can be used to give the
car some extra sparkle.
• Don’t forget the interior. While a car’s exterior
contributes heavily to a
FY]IV´W½VWXMQTVIWWMSRSJ
the vehicle, the interior also
FIEVWLIEZ]MR¾YIRGISR
any potential buyers. Vacuum
the vehicle’s interior, includMRKFSXLXLI¾SSVFSEVHW
and the seats, and clean the
windows and windshields
from the inside. Once the
cupholders have been
vacuumed, clean them with
a damp cloth to remove any
coffee stains or spots where
something may have melted.
Clean the interior as necessary until the car is sold.
• Clean under the hood.
While it’s easy to notice the
buildup of dirt and grime on
the interior and exterior of
the vehicle, it’s not as easy
to notice any such buildup
under the hood. And while
sellers may not see such
unsightly buildup even when
they open their hoods,
buyers almost certainly will.
A spray cleaner or detailer
can remove such buildup to
make what’s under the hood
as visually impressive as your
freshly cleaned interior and
exterior.
• Clear out the trunk. No
buyer wants to pop the
trunk and see your golf
clubs, beach chairs and
cooler. When selling a car,
remove all of your personal
items from the trunk. This
shows prospective buyers
how much trunk space your
vehicle is equipped with. In
addition, an empty trunk will
make the car lighter and, as
a result, more smooth to
drive, something buyers are
sure to notice when they
take the car out for a test
drive.
The term “curb appeal” is
just as applicable to selling a
car as it is to selling a home,
and sellers can improve their
chances of selling their used
vehicles dramatically if they
take steps to improve the
curb appeal of their cars and
trucks. 
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Things to consider before buying an extended warranty
While an extended warranty is, in theory, a great idea,
such extra protection is not
necessarily for everyone,
and there are some things
car buyers should consider
before buying an extended
warranty.
• Length of ownership: If
you are a driver who typically
buys a new car every few
years or once the odometer
hits the 40,000 mile marker,
then an extended warranty likely is not worth the
investment. Unless you plan
to put lots of miles on the
car during the three years
you intend to own it, then
you won’t need the extended warranty because you are
less likely to own it by the
time that warranty goes into
effect. In addition, since many
manufacturer warranties are
in effect until the car exceeds
36,000 miles, it’s probably
worth the risk to avoid buying the extended warranty
just so you’re covered for the
few thousand miles the car
will no longer be under the
manufacturer warranty.
• Backer: Who is backing
the extended warranty is
another factor car buyers
must consider before adding
the extra protection. A manufacturer-backed extended
warranty is typically your
safest bet, as you can take
the vehicle into any of that
manufacturer’s dealerships
across the country and have
your warranty honored. A
third-party warranty may
insist the vehicle is taken

into the dealership where
you purchased the car, a big
negative for anyone who
might be moving while they
own the vehicle and an ever
bigger cause for concern
if you are not a fan of the
maintenance staff where you
purchased the vehicle.
• Coverage: All extended
warranties are not the same,
and it’s important that you
understand the differences
between your options before
purchasing a warranty. Many
extended warranties are
tiered, which means some
will offer you the moon
while less expensive options
are far more limited in terms
of what they do and do not
cover. Carefully read the
½RITVMRXSJIEGLI\XIRHIH
warranty offered to you to
be certain you are getting
what you want for the price
you want to pay.
• Cost: When buying a car,
you don’t need to buy an
extended warranty from
the same person who sold
you the car. In fact, dealerships may compete for your
extended warranty business.
%WOXLI½RERGIQEREKIV
where you are buying the
vehicle to quote you a price
on their extended warranty offerings, and then take
that price to the dealer’s
GSQTIXMXSVWYRXMP]SY½RHE
better deal. You may or may
RSX½RHEFIXXIVHIEPERHMJ
you do you can always take
that deal back to the dealer
who sold you the car and ask
that dealership to match the

price. If they won’t, simply
take the best offer you found
from another dealer.
• Personal history: Your
personal history also can
provide valuable insight into

whether or not an extended
warranty is right for you. If
you are a driver who strictly
adheres to manufacturer
maintenance schedules and
drives defensively, then you

may not need an extended
warranty since your car likely
won’t be in need of significant repairs. But if vehicle
maintenance is not high on
your priority list or if you live

MRETPEGI[LIVIXVEJ½GMWSJten congested and your risk
of accident is greater, then an
extended warranty is likely a
wise investment. 
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thousand miles the car will no longer be
under the manufacturer warranty.
• Backer: Who is backing the extended
warranty is another factor car buyers must
consider before adding the extra protection.
A manufacturer-backed extended warranty
is typically your safest bet, as you can take
the vehicle into any of that manufacturer’s
dealerships across the country and have
your warranty honored. A third-party
warranty may insist the vehicle is taken into
the dealership where you purchased the
car, a big negative for anyone who might be
moving while they own the vehicle and an
ever bigger cause for concern if you are not
a fan of the maintenance staff where you
purchased the vehicle.
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• Coverage: All extended warranties are
not the same, and it’s important that you
understand the differences between your
options before purchasing a warranty. Many
extended warranties are tiered, which
means some will offer you the moon while
less expensive options are far more limited
in terms of what they do and do not cover.
'EVIJYPP]VIEHXLI½RITVMRXSJIEGLI\XIRHed warranty offered to you to be certain
you are getting what you want for the price
you want to pay.
• Cost: When buying a car, you don’t need
to buy an extended warranty from the
same person who sold you the car. In fact,
dealerships may compete for your extended
[EVVERX]FYWMRIWW%WOXLI½RERGIQEREKIV

where you are buying the vehicle to quote
you a price on their extended warranty
offerings, and then take that price to the
HIEPIV´WGSQTIXMXSVWYRXMP]SY½RHEFIXXIV

“A manufacturer-backed
extended warranty is typically
your safest bet....”
HIEP=SYQE]SVQE]RSX½RHEFIXXIVHIEP
and if you do you can always take that deal
back to the dealer who sold you the car
and ask that dealership to match the price.
If they won’t, simply take the best offer you
found from another dealer.
• Personal history: Your personal history

also can provide valuable insight into whether or not an extended warranty is right for
you. If you are a driver who strictly adheres
to manufacturer maintenance schedules and
drives defensively, then you may not need
an extended warranty since your car likely
[SR´XFIMRRIIHSJWMKRM½GERXVITEMVW&YXMJ
vehicle maintenance is not high on your priSVMX]PMWXSVMJ]SYPMZIMRETPEGI[LIVIXVEJ½G
is often congested and your risk of accident
is greater, then an extended warranty is
likely a wise investment.
Extended warranties can provide peace of
mind to motorists worried about the potentially costly expense of automotive repairs.
But such extra protection is not always in a
driver’s best interests. 
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